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Preface
Baseball is one of my earliest memories. I spent most of my youth pretending to
be a pitcher for the Toronto Blue Jays, throwing tennis balls as hard as I could against the
garage of our family’s rented duplex, at least until I shattered a window and discovered
that, indeed, allowances could be taken away. My dad often came home smelling faintly
of acetone from his job as a paint mixer for a printing company, but he readily took me to
the nearest park to play catch. Dad was never much of an athlete, but he was my catcher,
his large frame kneeling and standing repeatedly and letting me know if I threw a ball or
a strike. With his patient help and through the guidance of several great coaches, I
became an all-star pitcher for the Golden Valley Yankees Little League team in 1994. My
dad, skilled in printing and painting, showed his thanks to my coaches by creating and
installing memorial nameplates on the bullpens of the newest baseball park in Golden
Valley, Minnesota: Honeywell Field.
Honeywell Field was a cutting-edge pre-teen baseball field, located just behind
the Honeywell Corporation’s headquarters. It was one of the few fields in the suburbs of
Minneapolis with lighting for night games. A public address system announced the name
of each young batter and pitcher. Spectators followed the game on a fully electronic
scoreboard located in center field, just to the right of a miniature replica of the iconic
“green monster” seen at Fenway Park in Boston, Massachusetts. Even after I moved on to
bigger fields in Minneapolis, my memories of Honeywell Field gave me a favorable
feeling toward the namesake company, the Honeywell Corporation. Only when I was a
college sophomore did I learn that the Honeywell Corporation created missile guidance
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systems for the United States Department of Defense in their building behind my beloved
field.1 As a pre-teen, I never considered that people in other places in the world might be
dying so that I could play baseball at night. I continued to play baseball in the
Minneapolis suburbs for most of my teenage years for various teams that, unfortunately,
found me to be too short and too weak to be a useful pitcher.
After finishing my Master’s Degree at Iowa State University, in 2008 I joined the
Japan Exchange and Teaching Program as an Assistant Language Teacher to strengthen
my teaching skills. Baseball helped me connect with my junior high students. I lived in
the town of Kōnan (香南町), about an hour south of the capital city of Takamatsu in
Kagawa, Japan’s smallest prefecture. Under the brutal August sun, I spent my first
weekend in Kōnan walking the raised paths between rice paddies because they granted
me more distance from the lurking corn spiders than the untrimmed trees that hung over
the city’s sidewalks. When I went to work at the junior high for the first time, I arrived
wearing a suit and tie to a nearly abandoned four-story school. After taking my dress
shoes off at the school’s entrance to put on my green indoor slippers, I entered the
teacher’s office to find only the school’s Vice Principal, who was wearing a T-shirt and
relaxing in the air conditioning. After introducing myself in broken Japanese, the Vice
Principal showed me my desk and told me to wait for my supervisor. I asked where all
the teachers and students were. “It’s summer vacation,” he said in Japanese, “but the
baseball team is here.”

1

William Lass, Minnesota: A History (New York, W.W. Norton and Company, 1998), 268. It was an
honor to be one of the final classes taught by Professor Lass at Minnesota State University in 2001.
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Nobunaga Masato, my supervisor, hustled into the teacher’s office wearing a
track suit. He greeted me with a gentle handshake; he loved bowling so much that his
thumb was deformed at a right angle. As a young English teacher in the strict hierarchy
of Japanese public schools, Nobunaga had no choice but to accept a position as head
coach of the baseball team and the arduous schedule that accompanied it. Nobunaga’s
sole knowledge of baseball came from a textbook he bought at a train station bookstore.
He didn’t watch baseball on TV (he preferred comedy movies) and he didn’t listen to it
on the radio (he preferred ABBA). Because of Nobunaga’s malformed thumb, every ball
he threw had a distinct downward curve. Nobunaga invited me out to the baseball field to
meet the team, and I accepted eagerly. I tossed aside my suit coat and tie for the relative
comfort of my collared blue dress shirt and slacks. When we got to the school baseball
field, I discovered that it was the proverbial “sandlot,” an open-air space unprotected
from the elements and enclosed by a wall of netting to protect passing vehicles from
errant baseballs. Nobunaga briefly introduced me to the team in Japanese—“This is
Blair-sensei! He will teach English at our school, please treat him nicely!”—and sent me
out to play. For the rest of summer vacation, I wore shorts and a T-shirt to school and
went straight to baseball practice.
Working with the school baseball team, even in a casual capacity, was like having
access to a secret club. When Tada Sensei—a nearly retired man who headed the Kōnan
English program—found out I played baseball, he no longer greeted me with the formal
konnichiwa, but with a hearty pat on the back and a grunted Ossu (おっす, Hey!). The
baseball team practiced year-round in that sandlot, taking breaks only for typhoons.
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Although the team was supposed to cut practices during test week, I found most of the
boys went to a different empty lot, out of the sight of school administrators, and kept
practicing. As the Assistant Language Teacher, the baseball team considered me a figure
of authority but not a figure of discipline, so team members were candid with me. To my
surprise, many of the players didn’t even like baseball; it was just the club that let them
escape school the most. By comparison, the soccer team practiced right outside the
window of the teacher’s office, and the Vice Principal was a huge soccer fan. The table
tennis team was in a small gymnasium that had no air conditioning or heating, so it was
either sweltering or freezing depending on the time of year. Kendō (sword arts)
participants trained by hitting each other with wooden swords in the teacher’s parking lot.
Baseball granted both competition and freedom: half the team really wanted to win
games, and the other half just wanted to sit on the bench and watch the other students
play.
Like some of the kids on the baseball team in Kōnan, people turn to baseball as an
escape: a place to relax, have some food and drink, and engage in a mass spectacle of
collective memory about baseball. Murakami Haruki, arguably the most famous and
lauded Japanese writer in the world, wrote in 2015 of how this escapism started his
career. Murakami recounted his hectic life running a jazz café in Tokyo in the 1970s with
his wife, and then explained the escape of baseball:

Young people like us who were determined to avoid ‘company life’ at all costs
were launching small shops left and right…Although we were doing what we
liked, paying back our debts was a constant struggle…Looking back, all I can
remember is how hard we worked. I imagine most people are relatively laid back
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in their twenties, but we had virtually no time to enjoy the ‘carefree days of
youth.’ We barely got by…One bright April afternoon in 1978, I attended a
baseball game at Jingu Stadium, not far from where I lived and worked…I
stretched out with a beer to watch the game…The sky was a sparkling blue, the
draft beer as cold as could be, and the ball strikingly white against the green field,
the first green I had seen in a long while…In the bottom of the first inning, [there
was] a clean double. The satisfying crack when the bat met the ball resounded
throughout Jingu Stadium. Scattered applause rose around me. In that instant, for
no reason and on no grounds whatsoever, the thought suddenly struck me: I think
I can write a novel.2
For Murakami, the walls of Meiji Jingū stadium offered the illusion of a self-contained
world where the game on the field resembled a kind of stage performance, with actors
playing on the field and the directors watching from the dugout. To take in a game of
baseball was to leave the world and occupy a separate time and place where anything
could be possible, a trope which recurs regularly throughout Murakami’s fictional work.
In spring 2015, I researched baseball in Japan on a trip to the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA) in College Park, Maryland. I had been searching
for materials to understand better how professional baseball developed in post-World
War II Japan. I was looking specifically for records about Shōriki Matsutarō, the creator
of Japan’s current professional baseball league and a prominent figure in this dissertation.
After sifting through boxes of Occupation and Cold War Era materials on Shōriki, I
couldn’t find any materials I thought were relevant, so I expanded my search criteria to
anything related to sports, athletics, or recreation. These boxes revealed the extent to
which the United States changed Japanese athletics as a means of providing post-World
War II stability. I realized that, much like Honeywell Field’s redirection of the public
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gaze from the parent corporation’s often unpopular ties to the military, baseball often
served as a proxy for imperialism, militarization, and nationalism. No longer was
baseball a true escape, but merely the redirection of one’s gaze. From the fortuitous
encounter with those archives, this dissertation was born.
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Section 1: Introducing the Dissertation, the History of Baseball, and the Archives of
Baseball
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Dissertation Introduction
This dissertation provides a history of the baseball community in Japan from the
Meiji Restoration in 1868 until 2008, shortly after Japan’s victory in the inaugural World
Baseball Classic. I begin with the premise that sports, games, and athletics have power:
ideological, economic, political, and biological. Baseball in Japan is defined by the
interplay of this power upon several intersecting communities, which includes but is not
limited to the players, managers, owners, umpires, fans, newspaper editors and their
readers, business owners, and politicians. Through the contingent interaction of these
communities, baseball—commonly known as the “American pastime”—assumed the
peculiar status of the Japanese national game. I argue that the sport of baseball, which is
often perceived as a transnational phenomenon, was critical to inventing and reinventing
characteristics of Japanese national identity throughout the twentieth century. This
dissertation uses the Japanese baseball community as an analytical lens to examine the
how the community rose to prominence through the production of characteristics of
bushidō philosophy (The Way of the Samurai) before 1945, nihonjinron (Theories of
Japaneseness) during the Cold War, and kokusaika (Internationalization) from the 1980s
onward. Using baseball as a subject of historical investigation shows that the game was,
for the most part, not simply part of a Westernization process in Japan, but instead an
active agent in the construction of modern Japanese national identities. This approach
reveals historical tensions between the styles of American democracy, which baseball is
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generally affirmed to represent, with the styles of democracy that appeared throughout
Japanese history.
This dissertation opposes the historical narrative created by Robert Whiting, who
argues that the sport of baseball in Japan is an enduring, continuous, and accurate
reflection of Japanese national character. In Whiting’s seminal 1977 work, The
Chrysanthemum and the Bat, he proclaimed Japanese baseball players followed the
“Samurai Code of Conduct” that said: “The player must be a total team member,” “The
player must follow established procedure,” “The player must play for the team,” and
“The player must follow the rule of sameness.”3 In short, Whiting contended that the
baseball community he witnessed first-hand as a resident of Cold War-era Japan was the
product of an essentialist Japanese national character that transferred Japan’s pre-modern
warrior class into the modern male population. Whiting’s narrative pervades the Englishlanguage literature about the Japanese baseball community.
Whiting’s most noted detractor is Yale anthropologist William Kelly, who began
studying Japanese sporting communities and their fandoms in the 1990s. Kelly described
the “Whiting problem” as:

[Whiting’s] opinionated writings on Japanese baseball are rooted in two
polemical premises: one, that baseball is metonymic of national character, and
two, that Japanese and American national characters are antithetical. Japanese
baseball, the reader is encouraged to conclude, is forever flawed by Japanese
character, while real American baseball retains the true spirit its imitation lacks.4
3
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In a conference held at Michigan State University in 2006, Kelly squared off against
Whiting in an academic debate: Kelly claimed that Whiting’s work was “a willful and
often convenient mix of fact and fancy”5; Whiting responded that Kelly was “taken in by
Japanese society while missing the fundamental realities.”6 At the conference, Whiting
appealed to bushidō as a connotation for samurai morality, saying:

If bushido is a metaphor for baseball, however imperfect, then baseball is
similarly a metaphor for Japanese society. Look hard at Japanese baseball and you
can see the corporate characteristics of “unpaid overtime,” “karoshi,” or death
from overwork, and group wa or harmony achieved through daily meetings…If
there is one thing that baseball players, businessmen, bureaucrats, bartenders,
beauticians, and gangsters of the modern age have in common, it is that they come
from a primary and secondary school system that emphasizes uniformity [and]
submergences of self-interest to that of the group…The thought processes behind
[the phrases] “Study until your eyes bleed,” “Work until you drop,” “Practice
until you die,” and “The nail that sticks up gets hammered down,” all come from
the same source.7
In this passage, Whiting mixed catchphrases from imperial era versions of bushidō
discourse such as “practice until you die;” Cold War-era managerial trends, such as
unpaid overtime; and millennial pop culture references, such as karoshi, a catchphrase
used to describe people who work themselves to death. What Whiting overlooks,
however, is that these traits are not and have never been “a metaphor for Japanese
society.” Whiting fixated upon hyperbolic language and images—dead players, collapsed
5
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workers, bleeding eyes, and unquestioning conformity—to invoke contemporary images
that reflected the height of bushidō-inspired militarism seen during World War II.
Baseball in the Era of Invented Traditions
In contrast to Whiting’s claims that the game of baseball in Japan represents a
kind of transcendent metaphor of national character, I contend that baseball, in the
Japanese context, became an “invented tradition” in the environment of “bushidō
baseball” and then was continually reinvented over the course of the twentieth century. I
present an account of how baseball became a Japanese sport that was, at first, strongly
affiliated with bushidō discourse and became swathed in the development of a Japanesesourced modernity in the early twentieth century.
This sense of modernity—particularly when wrapped up in the sport of baseball—
is a complicated term that needs to be unpacked. The Japanese baseball community’s
imperial era association with bushidō—a discourse about the virtues of pre-modern
samurai—seems to run counter to the classic trappings of modernity like stock markets,
banks, foreign ministries, high-speed transport, and so on. However, bushidō was a
discourse that flowered only after the appearance of these modern trappings, and it is this
relationship between rhetoric and sport that marks baseball as a symbol of Japanese
modernity. The Japanese baseball community continuously evolved several times in
response to shifting discussions of Japanese identity that appeared throughout the
twentieth century. By understanding the history of baseball through the lexicon of
Japanese identity, my approach expands upon the existing literature about invented
traditions in Japan while simultaneously opposing the popular works about baseball—in
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both the United States and Japan—that treat the sport as a static leisure activity with an
illusion of historical continuity.
I argue that both the sport of baseball and bushidō philosophy emerged as
invented traditions beginning in Japan’s Meiji era. Historian Eric Hobsbawm described
the late nineteenth century as the era of “mass production of tradition” in Europe.
Hobsbawm defines this period thusly:

‘Invented tradition’ is taken to mean a set of practices, normally governed by
overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to
inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically
implies continuity with the past.8
Several authors have identified invented traditions in Japanese history that were critical to
the sensation of “modernity” within Japan. As historian Stephen Vlastos explains:

Tradition…represents a continuous cultural transmission in the form of discrete
cultural practices of ‘the past’ that remain vital in the present…rather than
representing culture left behind in the transition to modernity, tradition is what
modernity requires to prevent society from flying apart.9
Historian Inoue Shun argues that the martial art of jūdō (柔道) is an example of an
invented sports tradition that kept Japanese society from “flying apart” during its rapid
industrialization in the 1880s and 1890s. Shun argues that jūdō, which innovated upon
the pre-modern martial arts of jūjutsu (柔術), was emblematic of Hobsbawm’s “invention
8
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of tradition,” explaining:

With these resonances of ‘tradition,’ judo, which began as a new type of the
martial arts made suitable to the modern world, developed into a ‘body culture’
associated with Japanese national identity, something unchanged in the midst of
the changing times.10
Jūdō combined martial art teachings that had roots in Japanese culture with new moves
and philosophy that were adapted for a global audience, a topic which will be covered
more in chapter one.
Although jūdō in the nineteenth century has been recognized as an invented
tradition of modernizing Japan, scholars treat baseball as a transplant from the West and
not as a Japanese sport. Building upon the frameworks of Eric Hobsbawm and Stephen
Vlastos, I contend that baseball developed as an invented tradition within Japan that has
been consequential to the formation of Japanese culture. My argument for the flexibility
of the Japanese baseball community resonates with Vlastos’ critique of tradition:

It is true, of course, that most traditions are instituted and regulated by elites…But
even when elites make tradition ‘just as they please,’ the practices and ideas they
authorize have a tendency to take on a life of their own. Traditions, like customs,
are embedded in larger social structures that are continuously reshaped by the
very forces of change endemic in capitalist modernity that they aim to arrest.11
The baseball community in Japan, therefore, constantly shifted between identities to meet
the demands of political and cultural elites. This paradoxically provides the sense of
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continuity in tradition and culture while in reality having a discontinuous identity. In
other words, baseball creates social communities by maintaining the illusion of
longstanding tradition while continuously evolving. Thus understanding where and how
the cultural meanings attached to baseball shifted can help historians understand more
about Japanese identity.
By situating the Japanese baseball community within the context of the rapid
tradition-making processes of the Meiji era, I demonstrate that baseball developed in the
mode of invented traditions and was not a direct replication of Westernization. This
approach is inspired by the work of historian Fujitani Takashi’s book Splendid Modernity,
which showed how several invented rituals, religious rites, and national symbols—put on
public display during regularly-held pageants—assisted in transforming the Meiji
Emperor from a relatively unknown figure in 1868 into the center of state ideology within
a span of thirty years. By recognizing that the suprahistorical “traditions” associated with
the emperor of Japan were created coeval to the formation of the modern Japanese state,
Fujitani effectively opposes “many new and widely read works on the Japanese emperor
that either attempt to produce generalizations about Japanese kingship over time, or
explain modern kingship in Japan by resorting to metaphysical assumptions about
Japanese mentality.”12
I expand upon Fujitani’s critique to oppose the many widely read works that
generalize baseball through historical continuity and regard the creations of the Japanese
baseball community as products of an enduring metaphysical Japanese mentality. The
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examination of “Japanese modernity” as it appeared in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries reveals the interplay of diverse ideas, some of them bound to
technological reality and others bound to historical interpretations or supposed traditions.
For example, historian Cemil Aydin’s analysis of pan-Asian and anti-Western
movements in Asia and the Middle East contends that the notions of “universal
modernity” or the “universal West” described Europe and the United States as the peak of
civilization in forms of technology, ideology, culture, and politics. This hierarchy of
modernity in turn justified European and American imperialism and colonization across
the world. When Japan defeated Russia in war in 1905, many of Japan’s geographical
neighbors interpreted this victory as symbolic of Japan’s successful adoption Western
civilizing methods, albeit in a non-Western context. Aydin writes of this moment:

The prevailing consensus held that Japan had successfully and intelligently
selected the useful and essential aspects of Western civilization for adoption,
without the need to appropriate ‘superficial and harmful’ Western habits and deny
its cultural heritage. In truth, the heritage that was preserved was more an
invented image of traditional Japan than a reflection of the actual continuity of
pre-Meiji Japanese culture.13
As Western imperial powers admired Japan’s military advances, they also saw the
“awakening” of Japan as a threat to their grander projects in “civilizing” the world.14 In
other words, a modernized Japan threatened Western imperial and colonial interests in
Asia. Many Japanese intellectuals intensified already existing anti-Western sentiments
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among the Japanese population and mobilized these emotions to counter the popular
belief by Westerners that Asians were “decadent” and “inert.”15
How, then, did baseball, the “American pastime,” become intertwined with the
discourse of the samurai during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in Japan?
To answer this question, it is first necessary to understand that the social functions of the
samurai class changed dramatically over the course of Japanese history. Bushidō authors
tended to laud the ancient warrior duties of samurai and overlook the more recent and
more common bureaucratic utility of the samurai class, who were crucial to the formation
of modern Japan.
Sociologist Ikegami Eiko argues the development of contemporary Japan was
correlated to the change in the social function of the samurai class. Ikegami writes:

The influence of the samurai on Japanese society was pervasive. Even the
remarkably swift and thorough program of modern nation-building in Meiji
Japan…was carried out primarily by former samurai and those who had learned
self-discipline from samurai teachings. The social and cultural dimensions of
samurai history are therefore important for understanding not only traditional
Japan but the making of contemporary Japan as well. Several centuries of
domination by its military class produced a complex set of social and cultural
institutions in preindustrial Japan.16
According to Ikegami, the samurai class emerged gradually over several hundred years,
from about 700AD until 1100AD, when a conglomeration of economic, political, and
military forces necessitated a landed military elite that was distinct from the aristocrats of
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the Emperor’s court. Violence among the samurai class became normalized during the
17

nearly one-hundred-years of civil war that spread across the islands of Japan in the
sixteenth century, where many of the local lords, called daimyō, competed for regional
hegemony by military or political conquest.18 The daimyō quelled the samurai’s cycle of
retribution by instituting a policy of kenka ryōseibai, which delivered “equally severe
punishment of all parties to a quarrel regardless of the reason behind a conflict,” and it
became a common law by 1616.19 At this time, Tokugawa Ieyasu had been bestowed the
position of shōgun—a title reserved for the greatest military leader of Japan. Tokugawa
Ieyasu shifted toward a system that combined centralized rule in Edo (now Tokyo) under
the “great public authority,” with local or regional oversight by daimyo lords.20 The
Tokugawa family ruled Japan for the next two hundred years.
The Tokugawa shogunate redirected samurai to administrative duties while
simultaneously leaving the samurai as the only legitimate wielders of violence in Japan.
However, the samurai were severely limited in their employment of violence.21 Although
the Tokugawa era, which lasted until 1868, was characterized by widespread peace and a
lack of formalized warfare, the samurai class continued to serve in limited roles of statesanctioned violence. According to historian Douglas Howland:

The intellectual and administrative labor of the samurai was necessarily bound to
the interests of the state, so that in effect, the bureaucracy was a segment of the
17
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samurai class, much as military units and many police organizations throughout
Japan were also segments of the samurai class.22
As Ikegami summarizes, life for most of the samurai population throughout the
Tokugawa era became mundane, “uncolored by power and glory… Increasingly, a
strictly defensive attitude crept into the samurai mentality that combined an orientation
toward personal safety with procedural perfectionism.”23 In short, from about 1600 until
the Meiji Restoration in 1868, some samurai engaged in minor acts of retribution or
violence, but most of the class—which amounted to a maximum ten percent of premodern Japan’s population of nearly thirty million—were engaged in bureaucratic or
administrative endeavors. The Tokugawa restrictions of the samurai class caused many
members to become indebted to the socially lower-ranked (yet wealthy) merchants, who
became the de facto patrons of many samurai families.24
Shortly after the Meiji Restoration in 1868, the samurai class was formally
abolished and its hereditary privileges revoked, although many former samurai preserved
their social power by working in positions for the new government. By the 1880s, several
writers, who were descended from samurai families and disenchanted with Japan’s rapid
implementation of Western technology and educational systems, reimagined the role of
samurai in the formation of modern Japan. Many of these writers de-emphasized the
samurai’s bureaucratic utility in the Tokugawa era and instead highlighted the more
ancient roles as warriors (bushi, 武士). Accordingly, bushidō (“the way of the warrior,”
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武士道) emerged in the Meiji era as a genre for authors to discuss both the military utility
of the samurai, and as a forum for debate about how Japanese ideologies and morals
operated inside and outside the context of Westernization. Any claims that the samurai
were elite warriors obsessed with pride in battle harkened back to social practices that
were not regularly seen in Tokugawa Japan. Therefore, the contention that bushidō
philosophy is a metaphor for the national character of Japanese society—which is a core
component of the dominant historical narrative about baseball in Japan—fails to
recognize that bushidō was a form of rhetoric originating in the modern era.
Historian Oleg Benesch demonstrates that bushidō philosophy never followed a
consistent definition, and that it became a component of Imperial Japan’s emperor system
through several decades of political intervention. Benesch argues that many of the
authors of bushidō philosophy had “a pronounced nostalgia for a vanished martial ideal
that the writers had not personally experienced, but were convinced had existed in the
past.”25 This resulted in many Meiji era Japanese authors poring over literary sources,
both Western and Japanese, to interpret samurai morality and virtues, thus creating stories
that often better reflected the author’s political agenda than actual historical evidence.
Benesch contends:

Bushidō is treated primarily as an invented tradition and ideology, with the
understanding that these concepts can overlap significantly. Not all invented
traditions are ideologies, and certainly not all ideologies are invented
traditions…[A]s a traditional samurai ethic and/or defining trait of the Japanese
‘national character,’ bushidō is best treated as an invented tradition…From the
late 1880s onward, bushidō has been continually reinvented in different ways,
25
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often by the same individuals. Sometimes these have been cases of almost pure
invention with no connection to earlier history aside from the term ‘bushidō,’
while in other cases specific historical sources and terminology have been used in
attempts to reanimate what were believed to be historical traditions.26
Benesch recognizes that from about 1890 until 1945, the dominant understanding of
bushidō philosophy, both by the common Japanese person and political elites, evolved
from the writings of Inoue Tetsujirō, who was a professor of philosophy at Tokyo
Imperial University. Inoue espoused an ahistorical model of “defensive nationalism” that
promoted the uniqueness of the Japanese spirit, patriotism and ultra-nationalism,
intolerance of dissenting ideas, a close relationship to military education, and loyalty to
the emperor.27 Even as Inoue’s brand of “Imperial Bushidō” gained traction through
state-sponsorship under the moniker of “National Morality” (kokumin dōtoku, 国民道徳)
in the early twentieth century, Inoue amended his views to permit foreign ideas with the
understanding that such ideologies did not distract from one’s patriotism.28 The looseness
of Inoue’s later models of bushidō—called “tendentious” and “artificial” by philosopher
Winston Davis—allowed it to deal with foreign ideas like Christianity, capitalism, and
eventually baseball.29 These topics will be addressed in further detail in chapter one
where I discuss how Imperial Bushidō inspired the creation of the National High School
Baseball Tournament, which became the largest athletic tournament in the world by the
mid-1920s.
26
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As the Japanese empire expanded and dissociated itself from the Western imperial
powers, a strong sense of nationalist fantasy struck the country in the 1930s. Inoue’s
version of bushidō provided the groundwork for these fantasies of an unbroken Japanese
nation-state with an Emperor of divine descent. An example of brutal bushidō ideology
emerged in the form of the Hagakure (葉隠). Written in the early eighteenth century in
Saga Prefecture by Yamamoto Tsunetomo, the Hagakure’s famous opening line
proclaimed that the way of the warrior was discovered in death (武士道と云うは死ぬ事
見つけたり) and that a loyal warrior should—at all times—be prepared to lay down their
life for their master.30 Ikegami Eiko argued that the Hagakure is best understood in the
context of the “paradoxical stresses” of the Tokugawa era, the context of which helps
readers to understand Yamamoto’s message not necessarily as a nihilistic ideology, but as
a reference to previous samurai traditions that were restricted by the Tokugawa
government.31 Benesch, however, rightly recognizes that the Hagakure, which had not
been published in its entirety for a wider Japanese audience until 1906, was a lateblooming phenomenon among bushidō literature. Even in the early twentieth century,
Inoue Tetsujirō found the Hagakure inconsequential for his project of National Morality.
Citing a series of commentaries published in 1938 by Matsunami Jirō, Benesch indicates
that the Hagakure became mobilized only during wartime as a “philosophy of death” as
“the true bushidō,” which “provided a possibility to understand Japan’s unique bushidō
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and the importance of loyalty and willingness to give one’s life for the emperor.”

Although there are several notable examples of baseball players laying down their lives
for the war effort, in general it is worth noting that the government generally held
baseball players back from the war front to continue competitive play and symbolize the
importance of physical strength and the potency of the nation to their large audiences.
Therefore, the relationship between bushidō philosophy and baseball generally referenced
images of respect, fair play, and procedure instead of brutal training regimens or selfsacrificial ideologies.
I now pivot from this brief historiography on samurai and bushidō philosophy to
provide a history of the larger framework of sports, games, and athletics. Sports began in
Europe as an aristocratic endeavor in social control and entered Japan as a process of
creating the “universal West.” I then provide a history of baseball, which demonstrates
how the game took root in Japan somewhat by accident and rose to prominence by virtue
of its proximity to the centers of bushidō discourse.
The Origins of Sports, Athletics, and Games in Europe
Understanding the social origins of sports, athletics, and games provides a
framework to gauge the emergence of a baseball community in Japan. Although these
terms are often used synonymously by the general public, there has long been a
distinction between the words that indicates their utility in stratifying society. Eric
Hobsbawm, Pierre Bourdieu, and Norbert Elias argued that sports contributed to the
creation of nation-states, invented traditions, and the concept of civilization. These
authors agreed that the concept of sport originated with the aristocratic classes of
32
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England, France, and Germany. Aristocratic sports created distance, both cognitively and
physically, from the “athletics” or “games” of their country’s less-privileged classes. The
concept of “sport” had rules that required the ability to read pamphlets or other means of
instruction, and required access to restricted spaces like private land for hunting or tracks
for racing. Sports also required costly equipment, such as costumes, guns, water-going
vessels, or horses.33 “Athletics” were gymnastics and calisthenics (tumbling, jumping,
body-weight exercises, etc.) that were the product of the late nineteenth-century public
school physical education curriculum. As the European imperial powers recruited regular
infantry soldiers, athletics and calisthenics became a popular and cost-effective method to
train soldiers’ bodies and inculcate an awareness of national values.34 As Jean Harvey
and Robert Sparks noted, gymnastics were conceived in France as a method for the
“forging of the free but docile citizen,” but the oft-shifting French leadership realized that
athletics could build nationalist camaraderie between men while preparing them for
military service.35 Meanwhile, “games,” like football (soccer), were largely a proletarian
activity that allowed working men to alleviate the stresses of the industrial capitalist
world.36
In The Quest for Excitement: Sport and Leisure in the Civilizing Process, Norbert
Elias located the origin of sports among the nobility in seventeenth and eighteenth
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century England, who practiced “civility” and its imperial prerogative, “to civilize.”

Noble classes created their own “civilized” versions of games to differentiate their leisure
activities from the games played by common people. Elias recognizes that these noble
sports were distinguished by their “tempering of violence,” which makes them useful
tools for understanding how aristocrats pacified each other for purposes of social control,
such as the host of a hunt demonstrating his wealth and access to land.38 For Elias, sports
in their “normalized” state were a “leisure pursuit...[that] can provide pleasurable
mimetic excitement which may counter-balance the normally unenjoyable stress-tensions
of societies and provide a form of refreshment in relation to them.”39 Elias postulates that
these mimetic properties of sports reflect upon pain, loss, and death, resulting:

with the calming down of a cycle of violence and its resolution into a non-violent
political contest according to rules…if the tide of tensions and violence within or
between states starts rising once again, sport will change its function and its
character once more.40
The sports created by nobles were enclosed within the walls of elite schools, creating
social distance. Elias’ model stresses that sports, as a form of leisure, elevate a society’s
lower classes through the mimicry of aristocratic civility, although institutional
boundaries prevented the actual intermingling between social elites and working classes.
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Expanding upon Elias’ work, Pierre Bourdieu asks what set of social conditions
transforms leisure pursuits into sports, concluding that elite schools create demand for
sporting organizations.41 In Bourdieu’s words:

The school is the site, par excellence, of what are called gratuitous exercises,
where one acquires a distant, neutralizing disposition towards language and the
social world, the very same one which is implied in the bourgeois relation to art,
language and the body: gymnastics makes a use of the body which, like the
scholastic use of language, is an end in itself…What is acquired in and through
experience of school, a sort of retreat from the world and from real practice, of
which the great boarding schools of the ‘élite’ represent the fully developed form,
is the propensity towards activity for no purpose, a fundamental aspect of the
ethos of bourgeois ‘élites’, who always pride themselves on disinterestedness and
define themselves by an elective distance—manifested in art and sport—from
material interests. ‘Fair play’ is the way of playing the game characteristic of
those who do not get so carried away by the game as to forget that it is a game…42
When extending his discussion of sport to the society at large, Bourdieu first discusses
the development of the game, then the people’s desire for a product associated with the
game, followed by the commodification of the game into a sport for the consumption of
the masses.43 Sporting teams recruited multi-national players to meet the demands of the
product, and the shared participation of a sport—from the fans to the players—identified
members of a society’s middle class. Comparatively, exercises and activities that
remained within the threshold of the elite classes, such as ballroom dancing, created
small social circles capable of producing well-versed performers who obeyed the
measure of tempo and distanced themselves from the working-class games that featured
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“abruptness” and “eagerness.” Under Bourdieu’s model, sports were a commodified
game that permitted lower classes the illusion that they interacted with privileged classes
under the pretense of equality or fairness, often times in an international setting.
Eric Hobsbawm similarly views sports in the nineteenth century in England,
France, and Germany as delineating social classes: the aristocratic and middle-classes
played cricket and performed races; the working-class gravitated towards football
(soccer), and the poor preferred boxing.45 Hobsbawm argues that through these
hierarchies, sports became a form of nationalism that was a “substitute for social
cohesion through a national church, a royal family or other cohesive traditions.”46 The
aristocratic elite maintained their social distance from the lower classes through a
hierarchy of elite schools that recognized one’s status by virtue of maturity.47 Under this
model, professionalization in sports was a byproduct of industrial capitalism that was
supported by working class people who sought to earn a bit of fame or a larger
paycheck.48 In contrast to Bourdieu, Hobsbawm’s model of sports as an invented
tradition offered the lower classes a pathway to identify with the elites of their national
community: a person developed an identity that was associated with their local sport club
while simultaneously rooting for a unified national team at the Olympics.49
Sporting traditions made their way to Japan in the form of a nineteenth century
trend known as “muscular Christianity.” Muscular Christianity was characterized by an
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emphasis on athleticism, anti-intellectualism, and collectivism, and it put into close
proximity missionaries and their converts through shared physical experiences and
development.50 As empires expanded, this relationship took on a colonial context and
adopted elements of social Darwinism that were taught at schools and later seen in the
Olympic games.51 English and American missionaries entered Japan in 1854 and began
using athletics as a means of spreading their gospel. The most notable organization for
espousing Christianity through sports and physical health was the Young Men’s Christian
Association (YMCA), which figured prominently in the history of athletics in Korea and
the Philippines. Muscular Christian leaders and institutions like the YMCA had
significant effects on the invention of athletic tradition throughout the world, and their
efforts in Meiji era Japan shaped the broader environment for sports and athletics.
The Olympics were perhaps the most significant example of an invented sporting
tradition emerging from Europe and being spread to the rest of the world. Throughout
this dissertation, I compare Japan’s baseball community to Japan’s Olympic community,
which had to follow a prescribed path laid out by the Western-based International
Olympic Committee. As will be discussed further in chapter two, in the early twentieth
century the International Olympic Committee advanced the concept of the “universal
West” and purposely omitted most non-Western countries. The Olympics thus became a
pretext for different countries to accomplish or pursue varying national projects.
Although Japan has been one of the countries most involved in the Olympics throughout
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, I contend that the Olympics did not become an
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invented tradition for Japan in the same way as baseball did. While an invented tradition
is generally the purvey of the people who use it, the Japanese Olympic community could
not control the historical or ideological narrative of the Olympics; that was a task
preserved for the Western-dominated International Olympic Committee located in
Switzerland. As I will discuss in chapter two, the Japanese made their own Olympic-style
“mega-events” from the 1920s-1940s, such as the Meiji Jingū Taikai, which dwarfed the
western Olympics in size and were steeped in ideology that instructed loyalty to the
Japanese emperor. I argue that most of Japan’s actions in respect toward the Olympics
were not designed to build continuity within their own country, but to defeat, surpass, or
control other nations. Therefore, Japanese communities of baseball and the Olympics
often intersected and communicated, but usually they were parts of separate national
projects.
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The History of Baseball and the Archives of Baseball
This section presents a brief overview on the origins of baseball and how the
historiography has discussed the sport under the umbrella of American paternalism. This
scholarly trend has reinforced already-existing beliefs among English-language scholars
that the Japanese baseball community has, over the course of its existence, remained in
the shadow of American culture. First, I summarize the origins of baseball in the United
States, the Caribbean, and Japan. Then, I examine how recent scholars have approached
the topic of baseball in Japan from a historical perspective. Finally, I outline my approach
to the archives of baseball and argue that my methodology creates a unique approach to
understanding not only baseball in Japan but also Japanese national identity.
Father Issues: The American Fascination with the Paternity of Baseball
As early as the 1850s in the United States, baseball earned the nickname, “the
national pastime.”52 However, baseball is not of American origins. Instead, it was
rendered “American” through the work of historians. Although records from ancient
Egypt describing the game of hitting a ball with a stick have been found, the word “baseball” itself appeared in German texts as early as 1744.53 John Thorn, Major League
Baseball’s current official historian, confirmed that the earliest reference to the game of
“baseball” in the United States appeared in 1791.54 Baseball was a popular game
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throughout the United States’ east coast in the early nineteenth century, and in 1845
Alexander Cartwright of Knickerbocker Base Ball Club in New York City codified the
rules that united a group of teams and led to the creation of one of the first organized
amateur baseball leagues.55 In 1869, the Cincinnati Red Stockings became the first
professional team in the United States.56 As other professional teams formed, they
associated with the Major League Baseball (MLB) organization. The vocation of
“baseball player” was novel to Reconstruction-era America and presented unskilled white
men with the opportunity for mobility, both in terms of geography and social class.57
A leisurely “pastime” was far from the minds of baseball team owners who
aggressively pursued cheap labor to create profitable teams. Beginning in the 1880s,
MLB implemented the “Reserve Clause,” which permitted its owners to control player
contracts indefinitely as if the men were property. The Reserve Clause was upheld by the
United States Supreme Court twice in the twentieth century, first in 1922 and again in
1970, and encouraged baseball managers and owners to find players willing to work for
ever-lower wages.58 The prospect of cheap baseball labor pushed team owners to explore
using ethnic minorities and non-American citizens as players in the early twentieth
century. MLB had no coherent policy regarding inclusion or exclusion based on race or
nationality. On the one hand, MLB prohibited the employment of black Americans on
their team rosters, which resulted in the creation of the independent Negro Leagues. On
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the other hand, MLB owners employed Native American and fair-skinned and darkskinned Latinos by the early twentieth century.59 Major League Baseball further
expanded beyond the borders of the United States in 1886 with regular baseball
exhibition games between white American teams and Cuban teams, and in 1890 the New
York Giants baseball team spent the winter in Havana training with professional Cuban
players.60
Many Americans in the nineteenth century recognized the European origins of
baseball. Most famously, in the 1860s and 1870s, British essayist Henry Chadwick noted
that American baseball was derived from the English game of “rounders,” a comparison
that garnered adulation from President Theodore Roosevelt in 1904.61 However, in 1907,
Chadwick was enlisted by American authors to help write the history of baseball and
found himself shouted down by a cadre of men who insisted that baseball originated in
the United States. These American authors contrived to create the mythical father of
baseball in the person of Abner Doubleday, a Civil War general who had no documented
interest in baseball. This “lie agreed upon” shifted baseball’s origins from Europe to the
United States and provided the sport and its players with a military pedigree.62
This paternal genealogy has immense power and continues to shape how presentday Americans understand the sport of baseball. A 2010 New York Times article stirred
up controversy when it revealed that then-Major League Baseball commissioner Bud
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Selig improperly answered the question, “who was the father of baseball?” with “Abner
Doubleday,” despite the now-common recognition among historians that this lineage was
a fabrication.63 The militaristic and “American” origin of baseball’s paternity permits the
endowment of national citizenship to the sport. Most would agree that baseball is,
regardless of the Abner Doubleday myth, the “American game.” Globally, however,
historians have identified “fathers of baseball” wherever the game exists. In Japan, Abe
Isoo (安部磯雄) is the “father of baseball” (野球の父)64; in Korea, American missionary
P.L. Gillett is the father of baseball65; Cuba has two fathers, Nemesio Guillot (who
introduced the game to Cuba) and Esteban Enrique Bellán (the first Cuban to play in
Major League Baseball).66 Considered in this light, the myth of baseball as originating in
the United States allows America to be the progenitor of baseball throughout the world.
Therefore, Americans use this paternal gaze to judge the development of offspring
baseball systems.
Amateur baseball began in Japan shortly after the Meiji Restoration in 1868 as the
result of a massive program of Westernization. The Meiji government hired dozens of
British, French, German, and Americans to teach “Western learning” (yōgaku, 洋学) in
Japanese schools. 67 Western educational programs were introduced to help build a “rich
country, strong army” (fukoku kyōhei, 富国強兵). American Civil War veteran Horace
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Wilson worked as one of these teachers of western learning, called oyatoi (御雇), at
Kaisei Gakkō (開成学校), a school associated with western learning since the 1850s.68 In
his capacity as an English teacher, Wilson was largely unnoticed by the school: he earned
the minimum wage (200 yen/year), while some of his other foreign colleagues earned
three times his salary.69 Whether Wilson actually enjoyed baseball is a less certain—he
never wrote about the game in his personal letters—but he helped his students learn the
English language by introducing the game as an afterschool activity.70 Baseball might
have been forgotten in Japan had it debuted at a lesser school, but a decade after Wilson’s
departure from Japan, the Meiji government incorporated Kaisei Gakkō into the famed
Tokyo Imperial University (東京帝国大学). At Tokyo Imperial University, baseball
became intertwined with an incredibly popular strain of bushidō discourse advanced by
Professor Inoue Tesujirō (井上哲次郎). Almost immediately after its inception, baseball
in Japan thus engaged with a robust strain of Japanese nationalism, rather than simply
mimicking America’s pastime.
Rather than engaging with the diversity of development in the history of global
baseball, English and Japanese-language histories of baseball gravitate toward
comfortable accounts that highlight competitive masculinity, international cooperation,
collective thought, “flattened” definitions of globalization that elide cultural and ethnic
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difference, and incomplete accounts of liberation from racial segregation. A prime
example of this sentiment appears in the opening narration to Major League Baseball’s
1994 VHS-distributed “Official History of Baseball,” which states:

Baseball is a spirited race of man against man, reflex against reflex, a game of
inches. Every skill is measured. Every heroic, every failing seen and cheered—or
booed—and then becomes a statistic. In baseball democracy shines its clearest.
The only race that matters is the race to the bag. The creed is the rulebook, and
color, merely something to distinguish one team’s uniform from another.71
This passage whitewashes the history of baseball and obviates the sport’s complex
relationships with militarism, imperialism, and racial segregation. As early as 1898
newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst garnered public support for the SpanishAmerican War by asking the American public to help the baseball-loving Cubans battle
their Spanish colonial masters (who loved fútbol, or soccer).72 In 1912, bestselling writer
Carl H. Claudy described a baseball match as “civilized warfare” in his book, The Battle
of Base-ball:

[W]hen you come to think of it, base-ball is a battle. It has its generals, its
captains, its lieutenants, its rank and file. It has its grand strategy, its tactics, its
drill. It has its battlefield, its arms, and its equipment. It is a battle with rules, to be
sure, but then, a real battle, between real armies, is also fought according to
certain rules, called by nations the laws of civilized warfare. These rules prohibit,
for instance, the use of expanding or mushroom bullets, or poisoned swords or
bayonets. The rules of the battle of base-ball prohibit certain kinds of balls, shoes,
gloves. Civilized warfare recognizes the flag of truce, and will not permit a man
carrying one to be shot. He is safe so long as he has the white flag. Base-
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ball…permits a soldier of the enemy to be safe from danger of being ‘put out’ so
long as he keeps his foot upon any of the white bags used as bases.73
Claudy’s passage is emblematic of baseball’s long affiliation with a form of militarization
argued by political scientist Cynthia Enloe as appearing in social situations that are
different from active conflict or combat. She writes:

Militarization is such a pervasive process, and thus so hard to uproot, precisely
because in its everyday forms it scarcely looks life threatening…Militarization is
a step-by-step process by which a person or a thing gradually comes to be
controlled by the military or comes to depend for its well-being on militaristic
ideas. The more militarization transforms an individual or a society, the more that
individual or society comes to imagine military needs and militaristic presumption
to be not only valuable but also normal. Militarization, that is, involves cultural as
well as institutional, ideological, and economic transformations. To chart the
spread of militarization, then, requires a host of skills: the ability to read budgets
and interpret bureaucratic euphemisms, of course, but also the ability to
understand the dynamics of memory, marriage, hero-worship, cinematic
images…74
The trend among historians of baseball to fixate upon narratives of friendly cooperation
among “others,” whether it be whites and blacks or Americans and Japanese and Latinx,
often bypasses the subtle, everyday forms of militarization that baseball promotes. Many
authors working on histories of baseball in Japan repeat these sentiments of uniformity
and belief that baseball was inseparable from a loosely-defined American-style
democracy. This false equivalence has been employed by scholars to contend that
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baseball was synonymous with peace, modernization, and cultural equality rather than
racism, segregation, and exploitation.
Historian Richard Crepeau penned one of the first scholarly articles about the
history of baseball in Japan, where he questioned whether the bombing of Pearl Harbor in
1941 was the result of the Japanese-American baseball relationship. Although Crepeau
concludes that baseball certainly was not the cause of the attack, he questions how two
countries that loved baseball so much could come to war. He argues that in the 1920s and
1930s, baseball, “inextricably linked to democracy,” entered the “Orient” alongside
Christianity, and, “As a result, baseball took an active role in spreading American
influence around the world during those decades of isolation.”75 Crepeau places the
arrival of baseball in Japan over fifty years late while simultaneously characterizing the
game as a form of soft power that allowed the expansion of American culture into Japan
during a time of supposed American “isolation.” Despite these shortcomings, Crepeau’s
article was influential, and led historian Robert Sinclair to write the following about
baseball in Japan during the 1920s and 1930s:

Like the [United States], so too did organized baseball feel a responsibility to
foster global harmony on the basis of its unequalled moral reputation. Yet
however much it tendered fellowship toward other nations, baseball maintained
an obligatory duty to stand behind the United States in war. A genuine source of
nationalism, baseball conveyed peace and goodwill in an American vein…. If it
was America’s mission to “make the world safe for democracy,” it is not
surprising that the national pastime wished a role in that mission…Valued highly
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for its peaceful demeanor, baseball spread fellowship worldwide as if a vehicle of
American foreign policy.76
Combined with Robert Whiting’s popular works in the 1980s, the writings of
Crepeau, and Sinclair reached well into the twenty-first century. In 2010, historian John
Gripentrog cited these authors to argue that the Japanese affinity for baseball in the 1930s
countered the historical argument that United States-Japanese relations were “soured
irreconcilably” after Japan’s aggressive attack of Manchuria in 1931. Gripentrog argues
that celebrity baseball players like Babe Ruth, who incited frenzy among Japanese fans
during a 1934 visit, reinforced among Americans the “assumptions of ‘Good Japan’…
Sportswriters and diplomats alike spoke of shared values between the two nations. Here
was a Japan that found inspiration and gratification in the same sport that enthralled
Americans.”77 Despite the constantly rising tensions between the United States and Japan
following the Manchurian incident, with trade sanctions and embargoes ultimately
escalating to war in 1941, Gripentrog conflates an appreciation of sporting prowess with
subtle acquiescence and admiration for America among Japanese society.
In 2012, two notable English-language books on the history of baseball in Japan
appeared: Banzai Babe Ruth, a historical narrative by former anthropologist Robert Fitts,
and Transpacific Field of Dreams by historian Sayuri Guthrie-Shimizu. At the time of
writing this dissertation, these two books are the most recent English-language
monographs to engage the history of baseball in Japan, and they also gravitate toward the
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familiar argument of baseball as standard-bearer of so-called peaceful American-style
democracy. Fitts argues that Babe Ruth was a more effective diplomat for peace than any
be-suited man from Washington, and he writes:

Banzai Babe Ruth is the story of the doomed attempt to reconcile the United
States and Japan through the tour of Major League all-stars in 1934. It will reveal
how two groups of men from different cultures, temporarily united by their love
of baseball, became tragically divided as their countries rushed toward war…We
shall see how Babe Ruth, the jovial demigod of baseball, brought the two nations
together and forestalled talks of war, before becoming a symbol in Japan of
American decadence…78
In contrast to Fitts’ focus on celebrity, Guthrie-Shimizu argues that her book:

[B]rings to the foreground some lesser-known Americans—not those typically
found in the corridors of power in Washington…who went global in the late
nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century. These enterprising
Americans with international aspirations played a part in the United States’
transformation into a nation capable of…drawing the contours of a transnational
civil society…The United States and Japan began to engage and shape the
transpacific world and ventured into overseas colonial enterprises at roughly the
same juncture in world history…A growing incongruity of visions and national
interests defined by the respective states, differentiated positions in the global
political economy, and a shared sense of racial irreconcilability put the two
countries on a path toward estrangement…The story of baseball’s diffusion and
popularization across the Pacific highlights this enduring undertow of affinity and
comparative historical parallels in multiple realms of U.S.-Japanese relations
through the vicissitudes of the interstate contest and, ultimately, violent war in the
mid-twentieth century. It thus opens a new vista on nationally unbounded
communities, imagined or real, and allows us to explore how such alternative
loyalties and bonds could often help sculpt the interstate relationship…This
permeability and the mutual relevancy of historical developments across the
Pacific require that what have traditionally been narrated as two relatively distinct
national stories be told as a braided historical narrative.79
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Gripentrog, Guthrie-Shimizu, and Fitts share the underlying argument that transPacific baseball communities in Japan and the United States in the early twentieth
century created friendly relations that transcended their parent country’s hostilities. This
is a powerful argument that has gained significant traction in recent Japanese-language
publications as well. Historian Yamamuro Hiroyuki’s 2012 book, Puro Yakyū Fukkōshi
[The Revival of Professional Baseball] continues where Guthrie-Shimizu’s book ended
and highlights General MacArthur’s role in the formation of the Nippon Professional
Baseball league in 1950. The next year, historian Hatano Masaru’s book, Nichibei Yakyū
no Kakehashi (The Bridge of Japanese-American Baseball) tells a story similar to Banzai
Babe Ruth, but instead of highlighting the celebrity of Babe Ruth, Hatano argues that
Japanese media moguls Shōriki Matsutarō and Suzuki Sotarō were key in creating
“bridges” of goodwill between Japan and the United States in the 1930s.80
The recent works of Fitts, Guthrie-Shimizu, Yamamuro, and Hatano are
engrossing reads, well-documented, and significant contributions to the field of sport
studies. They also reinforce the common conception that baseball is inseparable from the
United States and its assumed style of “peaceful” and “inclusive” democracy where all
races and ethnicities are treated equally. These accounts focus on short time periods—
mainly from 1930 until 1952—and emphasize questions of American history, such as the
integration of baseball and how baseball spread to other countries. They struggle to
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account for questions pertinent to Japanese history: Was baseball in the early Meiji
period a by-product of Westernization or an invented tradition that contributed to the
production of a sense of modernity? How does baseball fit into the era of what Andrew
Gordon calls “imperial democracy” from 1905-1932, which featured a political system
that was less interested in popular participation and instead focused on controlling
labor?81 As imperial democracy gave way to an increasingly anti-Western and militarist
government in Japan, how did baseball contribute to what Marilyn Ivy called the “fascist
fantasy” of the 1930s?82 Following World War II, how did baseball operate in the chaotic
environment of Occupied Japan, which underwent a massive undertaking of
“demilitarization” only to be remilitarized and turned into a “bulwark of capitalism”
during the Cold War? Since professional baseball in Japan did not have formal relations
with professional baseball in the United States during most of the Cold War, how did the
Japanese baseball community, newly reinvented in the image of MLB, develop outside of
the control of its progenitor? How should historians understand the migration of Japanese
baseball players to the United States after the Cold War, a time when Japan’s status as the
leader of Asia was threatened by the burgeoning economies of the People’s Republic of
China and the Republic of Korea? These are questions that this dissertation sets out to
address. I contend that taking this longue durée approach allows historians to better
understand the Japanese baseball community on its own terms, both in its origins and
constant reinvention and evolution. Understanding the process of reinvention of Japan’s
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baseball community in turn requires a re-evaluation of both the vast archives of baseball
and the ways in which historians examine these archives.
On Baseball’s Archives
Although histories of baseball have been written since the early twentieth century,
historians have yet to fully explore baseball’s vast and diverse archives. For example,
television broadcasts of baseball games are becoming digitized at unprecedented rates.
When considering markets in Asia, the Caribbean, and Central America, arguably
baseball has been, is, and will be the most watched television program in the world
(outside of news broadcasts). The size of the archives for the history of baseball rival
those of major national governments. However, baseball has been considered by many
academic researchers to be inconsequential to national histories, therefore leaving most of
the historical research on baseball to amateur (albeit skilled) researchers, journalists, or
statisticians. With few exceptions, baseball histories have been narrated by white
American men (myself included). Although these authors produce well-intentioned
works, I contend that it is essential to conduct archival research on baseball with a critical
eye towards subjects like race, militarization, and imperialism.
The significance of my approach stems from my investigation into the subject of
baseball as a community that includes players, owners, managers, fans, media, trainers,
statisticians, and casual observers. No previous researcher utilizes such an approach. I
address this knowledge gap by using materials previously ignored by both historians of
sport and historians of Japan, such as the massively popular Japanese-language magazine
Yakyūkai (野球界, “Baseball World”), accessible through Japan’s National Diet Library,
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which included news about baseball as well as candid lifestyle photographs, short stories,
comics, and reports on regional and global culture. I also utilize documents about the
Allied Occupation of Japan acquired from the National Archives and Records
Administration in College Park, Maryland (NARA); censored magazines from the Allied
Occupation of Japan acquired from the microfilm Prange Collection at the University of
California, Los Angeles; and archival books, magazines, and periodicals from the
Japanese National Diet Library, the Japanese Baseball Hall of Fame Library, and Waseda
University.
There has never been a better time to do historical research on baseball because
technology has connected research communities and has made manageable the vast
international archive of baseball-related historical materials. These include freely
accessible databases of statistics and data on baseball as well as the digitization of
archival material. Baseball researchers have used the accessibility of these archives to
interrogate canonical baseball literature, in the process creating a tension, familiar among
historians, between players and community members who had “been there” against the
researchers who “weren’t there.” This is a healthy process and a valuable relationship
that, when conducted respectfully, can further the discipline of history and reveal more
ways that baseball—and athletics, sports, and recreation as a whole—can be used to
illuminate historical accounts that are too favorable to players or team owners.
Digital technology has revolutionized both the types of archives available to
researchers and how they can access these archives. Baseball-related archives tend to fall
into two broad categories: the classical archive and the technological archive. The
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classical archive are tangible materials that are familiar to generations of baseball
researchers: texts; audio and visual media; and material objects. The technological
archive is created by or accessible by computers, such as digital video, digitized records,
and advanced statistical metrics. Unless otherwise noted, the definitions I use are relevant
for materials in Japan and the United States. Many archival materials could be listed
under multiple categories, as well.
The Classical Archive
Texts and print sources for baseball exist in a staggering variety of forms and are
currently the most expansive baseball archive. Texts include but are not limited to:
newspaper and magazine reports, team and league programs, ticket stubs, fan club
materials, statistical summaries, yearly almanacs, instruction manuals, literary fiction and
non-fiction, and—perhaps the only historical archive to smell of bubblegum—baseball
cards. I use most of these textual categories to inform this dissertation. Baseball’s textual
archive has multiple locations; materials are often scattered throughout libraries or
collections (both private and public) with significant concentrations in national baseball
hall of fame museums. Additionally, text and print sources have changed dramatically
over time. As recently as the 1990s, seemingly basic statistics, such as citing a player’s
batting average from a certain year, usually required the researcher to purchase media
with this information or travel to an institution with access these materials. One of the
most common methods of tracking statistics was the annual acquisition of a statistical
almanac produced by a company with permission to disseminate baseball statistics, or a
complete set of baseball cards, which when properly organized, gave the researcher
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readily accessible biographical and statistical information of a player. Although these
items were not prohibitively expensive, they did take up space and required a modicum
of familiarity with the lexicon of baseball. In chapter six of this dissertation, I illustrate
briefly how American journalists refused to report Japanese baseball statistics because
they “couldn’t read Japanese” (even though Japanese statistics often used English
abbreviations). With online databases, however, researchers can readily access
information—names, places of birth, biographical details, statistics, errata—from any era
of the sport, in almost any location, often written in several languages, for free on the
internet. The ease of computers in retrieving the textual archive of baseball has created a
near-universal access to baseball information while rendering the formerly collectable
texts— objects like almanacs or baseball cards—of dwindling value to most collectors.
This dissertation utilizes a category of texts that were often overlooked or
restricted during the Cold War but have gained attention since the mid-2000s:
government records. Local, regional, and national governments are often involved in
baseball-related decisions, and the written records of these decisions are housed in
libraries and archives across the world. I employ both English-language and Japaneselanguage materials found in Record Group 331, located partly in the National Archives
and Records Administration (NARA) in College Park, Maryland, and partly in the
National Diet Library (NDL) in Tokyo, Japan. Record Group 331 is comprised of the
materials from the Allied Occupation of Japan, a time when the United States often made
ad-hoc decisions about policy and constantly shifted responsibility for the oversight of
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Japanese organizations. The vast bureaucracy formed by both the Japanese government
83

and the United States Occupation Forces left documents scattered across multiple
agencies, resulting in incomplete documentation, and preserved documents in separate
holding institutions. For example, in chapter four of this dissertation, I discuss a three-day
long Physical Education Conference in June 1946 in Tokyo. In that instance, the NARA
possessed only a table of contents on this subject whereas the NDL had a complete
transcript of the conference proceedings. A researcher who accessed materials only in the
United States might have missed the significance of the meetings entirely. The nature of
the government record archive, with its vast collections that have been inadvertently reorganized by decades of scholars interested in the Occupation of Japan, makes this
archive of baseball (and athletics and sports) the most challenging to manage and
incorporate into research.
Audio/visual archives include but are not limited to: print and digital pictures,
television broadcasts, films and movies, baseball cards, posters, advertisements, radio
broadcasts, and oral histories. An audio/visual archive has been integral to creating a
more robust canon of baseball knowledge based not only on the availability of knowledge
about white baseball players, but also including opportunities for researchers to explore
narratives of non-white or non-American baseball. Many of these materials have become
digitized to protect the fidelity and integrity of their original media.
The third category is non-textual “material objects,” a loose term that covers a
range of items not traditionally included in the text or audio/visual categories. On one end
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of the spectrum, there are small objects, such as athletic equipment, tools, uniforms, and
memorabilia. These items often transcend a single category and create intriguing
connections between the researcher and their subject. For example, uniforms change in
design, often through external influences, such as when the Japanese government
prohibited English letters on Japanese uniforms in the 1940s. In this way, uniforms cross
over into both the textual and visual archives as illustrations of how the government
reshaped the Japanese language to fulfill a fantasy of eliminating Western influence, at
least on baseball jerseys.
Another category of material objects are the structures where baseball is played or
commemorated, like fields, stadiums, and museums. Fields and stadiums provide both
historical continuity and points of historical rupture between fans of different eras, and
they provide researchers a chance to critically interrogate aspects of modernity and
tradition. Throughout the early twentieth century, several athletic venues were
constructed in the Outer Gardens of the Shrine to Emperor Meiji and they became
integral to the athletic mega-events seen in Japan during the 1930s and 1940s. During the
Cold War, the original athletic venues of the Meiji Jingū Shrine were demolished and
replaced, except for Meiji Jingū Stadium, which continues to host very affordable home
games for fans of the Yakult Swallows baseball team.
The Technological Archive
The technological archive has become a common tool among modern baseball
journalists yet has largely remained outside of the scope of historians. It has shaped how
the common fan of the sport understands the game, and how many journalists understand
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the game, yet it has remained outside the purview of historians who have yet to fully
utilize this new archive. The introduction of “cloud” data storage—that is, data that is
stored in a massive computer facility hosted by Amazon or Google—has fundamentally
changed how people consume baseball both in the United States and Japan. American
Major League Baseball offers a product, MLB.TV, which for about thirty cents per day
grants the subscriber unlimited access to any televised broadcast baseball game in the
past year along with advanced statistical measurements, like pitch velocity, how far a
homerun traveled, or the arc of a curveball. Although not free, this service provides
repeatable, sortable, and advanced data for about the same cost as classic versions of
textual data sources. Researchers can take this reproducible, undeletable audio and visual
information from MLB.TV and create an animated GIF (small video clip) that illustrates
a researcher’s point, then publish the material on the internet. Most notably, the website
FanGraphs uses this format in their articles to create multimedia representations of
baseball statistics, text, and audio/visual information. Although Nippon Professional
Baseball does not have a product like MLB.TV, many fans from around the world record
Japanese baseball games from a satellite stream and then upload them cloud video
hosting sites, where people can watch them until the website eventually removes the
copyright-infringing video. Cloud data has immense ramifications for the permanency of
television broadcasts in the United States: every game from spring training to the World
Series are preserved indefinitely in high-definition. Over the last decade, fans from
around the world have gradually uploaded baseball documentaries and films to sites like
YouTube; because many of the original copyright holders are no longer in business, the
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videos remain online for years and garner hundreds of thousands if not millions of views.
In other words, videos that might have been inaccessible or difficult to access for
previous scholars are now available online for worldwide audiences.
Additionally, technology has enabled the incessant measuring of baseball
minutiae and the creation of evaluation metrics, often called “SABRmetrics”
(pronounced “saber-metrics”) after the Society of American Baseball Research (SABR),
which popularized their use. Arguably the most important metric to the online baseball
community is “WAR” (Wins Above Replacement). WAR is a comparative metric that
expresses numerically “how much better a player is than a player [who] would typically
be available to replace that player.”84 In other words, WAR is a numerical quantification
of how much a player out-performs or under-performs the league’s status quo players in a
season. Such a metric permits a supposedly objective evaluation of a player’s actual
performance instead of their subjective perceived performance. Although the concept of
WAR is tantalizing as a bias-free method to evaluate players, statisticians revise
continually new methods for player evaluation and WAR is adjusted to meet those
standards. Additionally, not every group of statisticians calculates WAR in the same
manner. As these metrics become more common in research, it is important to remember
that they are open to change.
SABRmetrics will become a more common historical research tool because
community members have worked painstakingly to create all-inclusive databases of
baseball statistics accessible to almost anyone. League-wide basic and advanced statistics
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are available for almost every professional or amateur league in the world, from any point
in history, on websites like www.baseball-reference.com. Using this data, I created
several charts illustrating the reality of increasing homerun power by Japanese players
after World War II. I use this information to counter prevailing arguments among
American researchers that Japanese baseball players disdained the homerun and preferred
stealing bases and sacrifice bunts, a notion which derives more from Cold War era
perceptions of Japanese culture than from empirical evidence. Such an approach is a
novel method to use a technological archive to evaluate knowledge that has become
canonical in baseball history. For example, using the On Base Plus Slugging (OPS)
statistic, an advanced metric correlated with batting performance, Japanese legend Oh
Sadaharu’s career OPS is the third best in the history of baseball, behind Babe Ruth and
Ted Williams, respectively.85 In this way, one could make an argument that Oh is roughly
an equivalent player to American batting legends, an argument inconceivable to Englishlanguage authors of the Cold War era.
However, baseball researchers must be aware that reliance on statistical
measurements can also be harmful. Under the guise of “MLB equivalency,”
SABRmetrics can winnow future opportunities for players coming from “unprivileged”
locations that are outside of the incessant measuring gaze of Major League Baseball.
Most American Major League teams now use SABRmetrics to project player
performance into the future—as opposed to analyzing it in hindsight—and use these
projections to inform whether to invest or divest in players. These projections have been
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used to project how players from the Cuban Leagues, Nippon Professional Baseball, the
Korean Baseball League, etc., would perform if they entered MLB. Modern statisticians
treat players in these leagues as MLB minor leaguers, which invokes not only the
uncertainty of how a player will mature, but artificially lowers expectations of how a
player could perform in the MLB.86 In a situation where a thirty-year old Korean player,
who might cost several million dollars per year, has the same projected performance as a
twenty-four year old white American in the minor leagues who would make the
minimum salary of $575,000, most owners would choose the cheaper American player. It
is imperative for researchers to understand that under the guise of “Major League
Equivalency,” SABRmetrics—in its drive to reduce complex human performance into a
number—can collapse future possibilities for international competition and create lasting
stigmas about baseball outside of the United States and promote the racialization of nonwhite, non-American based baseball players and communities.
Although there is a SABR community in Japan, in general the Japanese baseball
community has resisted the drive to reduce player performance to a numerical value. The
English-language discourse often explains this opposition as “late-development” by the
Japanese, leaving many statisticians to believe that the United States possesses a metric
of analysis that the Japanese baseball community does not understand or adopt. In the
early 1980s, Nomura Katsuya (野村克也), a successful manager in the NPB, developed
“ID Yakyū” (ID 野球, “Important Data Baseball”) to make informed baseball decisions
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judgements based on the analysis of a player’s previous statistical data. Although ID
Yakyū did not advocate the reductionist extreme of SABRmetrics, it similarly treated
human performance as predictable. As I discuss in chapter six, ID Yakyū did not garner
cachet in the context of Japanese nationalism during the Cold War because the nationalist
narrative of Japanese uniqueness denied cultural equivalency between Japanese players
and others, despite what the data may or may not have said.
To conclude, for humanities scholars, baseball’s archives present too much
information and come in forms that have mixed symbolism or shifting meanings based on
insider terminology. Baseball researchers in both Japan and the United States have turned
keen eyes toward the fidelity of the archive, but they similarly need to remember that the
game of baseball is intertwined with so many media, governmental, and economic outlets
that it is difficult to understand where the game ends and the outside world begins.
Baseball is often used by outside forces to shift the audience’s gaze toward one purpose
or another, so it is vital that these complex archives be situated within their historical
contexts.
Dissertation Outline
The first chapter discusses the creation of a Westernized physical education
system in Japan following the Meiji Restoration and the subsequent imbrication of
bushidō philosophy into baseball in the late nineteenth century. This created a kind of
bushidō baseball that became emblematic of an emerging Japanese modernity in the late
87
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nineteenth and early twentieth century. Inspired by bushidō baseball, newspapers began a
nation-wide annual baseball tournament, which eventually involved the entirety of the
Japanese empire and became the largest athletic tournament in the world during the first
quarter of the twentieth century. Chapter two explains how a broader trend of athletic
mega-events—expanding beyond baseball and into the Olympic-style events during the
first half of the twentieth century —set the tone for government control of sports, which
helps explain the role of baseball in the fascistization of Japan during the late 1930s.
Chapter three addresses how the baseball community in Japan flourished in the mid1930s as a reaction to its engagement with professional baseball in the United States.
During this time, the baseball community also came to symbolize enduring Japanese
physical strength during the wartime period of famine and devastation. Chapter four
engages with a short period of intense change, from August 1945-April 1947, which saw
the United States Occupation Forces change the entirety of the Japanese physical
education system to rehabilitate Japanese men away from militarism and collectivism
towards individualism and pacifism. During this time, the Japanese baseball community
received special attention from the United States’ General Headquarters, but this attention
created a dependent relationship that permitted the Americans to interfere with Japanese
cultural affairs beyond the scope initially proposed during the Occupation. In chapter
five, I engage with the Japanese baseball community during the first decade of the Cold
War and illuminate how the Japanese baseball community adapted to a newly imposed
pro-American viewpoint. I argue these pro-American gestures created many of the
current historical narratives that implicate the Japanese baseball community as striving to
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mimic the American baseball community. In chapter six, I illuminate how the Japanese
and American professional baseball communities severed ties in the mid-1960s, with the
result being the movement of the Japanese baseball community towards the emerging
nationalist discourse of nihonjinron. This had the interesting effect of creating the symbol
of “Japaneseness” in the person of the non-Japanese national, Oh Sadaharu. This had
important consequences for how the post-colonial environment influenced discussions of
Japanese nationalism. Chapter seven discusses how the Japanese government re-narrated
a position of national weakness in the post-Cold War world when iconic Japanese
baseball players left Japan in favor of the United States. Put together, these chapters
illustrate my argument that the type of baseball that developed in Japan had the profound
and unique effect of producing an evolving set of characteristics that contributed
significantly to different stages of Japanese national identity.
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Section 2: The Evolution of the Japanese Baseball Community in Japan, 1868-1945
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Chapter 1: Making the Japanese National Game, 1868-1926
This chapter illustrates the modernization of Japan not through the usual lens of
economics and industrialization, but through baseball. How did the “national pastime” of
the United States become the national game of Japan? This chapter covers from the Meiji
era until the end of the Taishō era in the Japanese empire (1868-1926). The transition of
baseball from an American sport to a Japanese sport was a complex and gradual process
spurred on by the Westernization of Japan’s physical education system, the
modernization of Japanese martial arts (budō), the emergence of bushidō discourse and
its entanglement into the Japanese baseball community, and the National High School
Baseball Tournament. By the imbrication of bushidō philosophy into Japanese athletic
culture, baseball became the de facto Japanese national game and possessed an internal
cultural coherency that was no longer rooted in American culture. I argue that it was
baseball’s unique relationship with bushidō discourse, particularly the emperor-centric
variant promoted by philosopher Inoue Testujirō, that enabled the sport to contribute to a
sense of Japanese modernity, develop national identities within the broader empire, and
become symbolic of the physical and mental strength of the Japanese people. By
recognizing the connections between physical education, martial arts, and bushidō
philosophy, this chapter treats the Japanese baseball community not as a banal symptom
of Westernization, but as an integral part of Japan’s efforts to create a modern empire.
Enhanced by Inoue Tetsujirō’s Imperial Bushidō philosophy, baseball in early
twentieth century Japan, in contrast to the European sporting community, was not a
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vehicle to create social distance between aristocrats and working-class laborers. Instead,
the Japanese baseball community dismantled social barriers. By 1926, the National High
School Baseball Tournament included teams from all corners of the Japanese empire, all
social classes, and had spurred discussion about women playing baseball. I extend Michel
Foucault’s Discipline and Punish to argue that the baseball community in Japan created a
public “examination” of Imperial Bushidō discourse, in which teenage boys at the center
of public scrutiny became a metaphor to judge the development and spread of Imperial
Bushidō and concomitantly the evolution of Japan’s national character. Here, my work
supports Oleg Benesch’s assertion that even when bushidō literature lessened in the
1920s, “the imperial interpretation of [bushidō] ideology continued to be disseminated on
a major scale in sports and education.”88 In this way, the Japanese baseball community
created a “national game,” one which helped form and define domestic and imperial
identities.
Introducing Physical Education and Sports into Meiji Japan
Because baseball entered Japan as a byproduct of the Meiji era Westernization
policies, first I will explain how Japanese public schools’ physical education systems
reformed along American models. This discussion establishes the groundwork for
baseball to become entangled with Meiji era discourses about national character and
national identity.
In the span of fifty years, Japan shifted from what many considered a feudal
society to an imperial power with a robust industrial sector and capitalist economy. The
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Meiji government’s policy of “rich country, strong army” (fukoku kyōhei, 富国強兵)
resulted in the introduction of a Westernized physical education system and a program of
rapid industrialization and Westernization to overcome the gap in military power between
Japan and Western imperial states.89 Japan underwent a triumphant industrial revolution
in the late nineteenth century, with the Gross National Product increasing at an average
3% annual rate from 1880-1930 alongside a strong agriculture sector.90 The Meiji
government established close ties with Western governments to learn their ways of
producing ships, ammunition, trains, and metallurgy techniques.91 Japan’s rapid
industrialization propelled an expansion of both its domestic urban areas and its overseas
empire. From 1893-1908, the city of Tokyo doubled in size to over two million people,
and Osaka tripled in size to hold over 1.2 million people.92 Japan fought victorious wars
with China (1894-1895) and Russia (1904-1905); by 1910, Japan controlled or colonized
Taiwan, the Liaodong Peninsula, and Korea.
The need to create a physically strong and educated army to enact these imperial
endeavors put pressure on the Meiji government to devise a successful physical education
system. To create a uniform sense of education and shared mindset throughout Japan, an
1872 Educational Order made elementary school attendance compulsory in all parts of
the country, although Andrew Gordon noted that many students were disinterested in the
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forced approach to educating the "new Japan." The Educational Order did not include
any discussion of physical education, and at the time many Japanese did not subscribe to
Western conceptions of the body, physiology, and hygiene.94 Japan introduced universal
male conscription in 1873, but many of the soldiers lacked basic schooling; despite the
compulsory Educational Order, throughout the 1870s and 1880s less than half of eligible
Japanese students attended school.95 In 1875, Fukuzawa Yukichi, a prominent intellectual
and educator, argued in “An Outline of Theories of Civilization” that the soldiers he saw
were not physically fit, trained, or sufficiently loyal to the cause of the Meiji
government.96
The Iwakura Mission brought Western ideas about physical education back to
Japan. Occurring from 1871 to 1873, the mission sent a delegation of Japanese statesmen
and scholars to communicate with the Western imperial powers, to understand how they
functioned, and to begin re-negotiating the unequal treaties imposed upon Japan. During
the mission, Horace Wilson introduced baseball to Kaisei Gakkō in Tokyo in 1872,
although the sport did not widely expand beyond the school’s borders until later. While in
the United States, the delegation visited Amherst College in Massachusetts and decided
that the “Amherst Program” would become the Japanese model of physical education. At
the founding of the program in 1854, William Stearns, President of Amherst College, said
“Physical education is not the number one work in college life, but it’s the most
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important tool in advancing education.” The Amherst Program provided students with
97

instruction in exercise, allowed students to get relevant advice on health from doctors and
hygienists, instructed students on biology and dissection, and directed students to develop
exceptional personal character.98
The Iwakura Mission was cut short when former samurai Saigō Takamori, who
had been charged with overseeing a “caretaker” government in Tokyo, vociferously
argued for a Japanese invasion of Korea. Saigō’s invasion proposal was rebuffed, and he
returned to his home in Kagoshima prefecture, where he and his supporters effectively
separated themselves from the rest of Japan; they sent no taxes to Tokyo, they followed
none of the Meiji government reforms, and they pursued the return of samurai privilege.99
In the winter of 1877, Saigō led an army comprised mainly of former samurai on a march
to Tokyo that was halted by conscripts of the new government army. The victorious
government troops demonstrated that the Westernization programs prevailed over the old
samurai ways.
In 1876, Tanaka Fujimaro (田中不二麿), a former Iwakura Mission delegate now
working in the Ministry of Education, recruited William Clark, a professor of chemistry
and biology at Amherst, to teach at Sapporo Agricultural College (札幌農学校).100 There,
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Clark instituted “Sports Day,” which expanded beyond Sapporo and became a tradition at
schools throughout Japan.101 Although Clark, an advocate of muscular Christianity,
remained in Japan for less than one year, his impact was strong enough that many of his
students converted to Christianity and began evangelizing to their classmates. This
included Nitobe Inazō, a prominent writer and advocate of “Christian Bushidō”
philosophy in the early twentieth century.102
In 1878, the Ministry of Education hired Amherst graduate George Leland, who
instituted taisō denshūjo (体操伝習所, literally, “sites of physical education”) as a way to
spread physical education throughout Japan. These sites trained Japanese physical
education instructors in Western gymnastics and calisthenics, and then placed them into
the Japanese school system to replicate the Amherst Program across Japan.103
Accompanying the physical education program was the American fascination with
classifying students both by minute physiological measurements (e.g. chest girth, lung
capacity) and instances of disease.104 Put simply, Japanese officials strengthened the
bodies of boys and girls through a program of running, jumping, and body weight
exercises, while incessantly measuring their results. Because Leland’s program focused
on training in calisthenics and hygiene, it left unaddressed how “games” (yūgi, 遊技),
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like cricket or baseball, should be handled by the school system.

105

Japanese educators

eventually agreed to use the umbrella terminology “physical education” (taiiku, 体育/體
育) in the 1890s, and the term included sports, athletic activity, and games.106 Therefore,
administrators adopted baseball in school curriculum at their discretion.
This physical education curriculum was transitioned into athletic competitions in
the form of the undōkai (運動会, athletic meet). In 1886 while working at Tokyo’s
Daigaku Yobimon (大学予備門), a preparatory school for Tokyo Imperial University,
Christian missionary Frederick W. Strange introduced to Japan the first undōkai. This
event differentiated itself from Sports Day by taking exercises like running and jumping,
and in the spirit of elite British university rivalries, pitting schools against each other in a
public spectacle of competition.107 At the first undōkai, Strange distributed a fifty-fivepage pamphlet titled Outdoor Games that summarized his philosophy for the event:
There are two kinds of exercise, Mental Exercise and Physical Exercise.
Scholastic education is mental exercise, thought directed to any object is mental
exercise; gymnastics and all kinds of outdoor games constitute physical exercise.
In ancient times the Greek doctors and philosophers believed that mental and
physical exercises went together.108
Strange’s student Takeda Chiyosaburō (武田千代三郎) institutionalized Strange’s ideas
of sportsmanship within the Japanese education system. From the 1890s onward, Takeda
translated Strange’s works into Japanese and promoted them for over twenty years in his
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capacity as a bureaucrat for the Home Ministry (内務省). In 1913 Takeda became the
Vice President of the Japanese Amateur Athletic Association (JAAA)—an organization
created to send Japanese athletes to the Olympics—and served on its board for the next
decade. He recounted later the motivation behind the original 1886 undōkai, and echoed
the origins of the Amherst Program:

Exercise is not an aim but an instrument. The aim of the training of the body does
not solely rest upon the preservation of health or longevity, but it does reside in
more than that; the moral training of the playing field evokes human qualities far
more than the disciplines of the class room.109
Over the next fifty years, Takeda became a staunch supporter of Western-inspired athletic
ideas. Within the context of the new school system in Japan and its imported physical
education system, events like the undōkai and sports day created senses of shared
national community and later imperial community.
Simultaneously, Westerners used this new physical education system to carve out
social distance by both ideological means and physiological means. To use Michel
Foucault’s terminology, the Amherst Program’s practice of placing students into
gymnasiums or athletic fields for exercise training under the guidance of hygienists acted
as an “architecture” for the “observation” of student training. The period of Western
physical education from 1876 until the 1890s resonates with Foucault’s theorization in
Discipline and Punish:
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The chief function of the disciplinary power is to ‘train’…It ‘trains’ the moving,
confused, useless multitudes of bodies and forces into a multiplicity of individual
elements…Discipline ‘makes’ individuals; it is the specific technique of a power
that regards individuals both as objects and as instruments of its exercise. It is not
a triumphant power, which because of its own excess can pride itself on its
omnipotence; it is a modest, suspicious power, which functions as a calculated,
but permanent economy.110
Among other examples, Foucault indicates that schools should be seen as “a mechanism
for training” people.111 I extend this argument to the case of the emergence of
gymnasiums and athletic contests in Japan. Foucault writes:

In discipline, it is the subjects who have to be seen. Their visibility assures the
hold of the power that is exercised over them. It is the fact of being constantly
seen, of being able always to be seen, that maintains the disciplined individual in
his subjection. And the examination is the technique by which power, instead of
emitting the signs of its potency…holds them in a mechanism of
objectification.112
Much like in Europe, physical education teachers in Japan used the gymnasium and the
athletic field as an observatory for student training. Athletic competitions like the
undōkai became a public form of examination. Soon these examinations extended beyond
the confines of school grounds and into public competitions.
Budō Martial Arts within the Context of Western Physical Education
Public competitions of budō martial arts became regular occurrences in Meiji
Japan. Historian Inoue Shun explains that the Tokugawa-era term budō (武道) was
redefined in the context of post-Restoration Japan: “Bujutsu (武術, military arts) and
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bugei (武芸, martial arts) have a long history, but budō (武道, warrior arts) is a recent
invention.”113 After the Meiji Restoration, budō became an umbrella term to describe the
combat skills associated with the former samurai class: kendō (剣道, sword arts), jūdō
(柔道,martial arts), kyūdō (弓道, archery) and naginata (薙刀, halberd arts). In the
1880s, the newly formed martial art of jūdō (柔道) quickly surpassed these classical
martial arts of Tokugawa era Japan and represented a Japanese-sourced alternative to the
Western physical education system and sporting community.
Jūdō began in the late 1870s, when Kanō Jigorō (嘉納治五郎) created the martial
art to elevate Japan as the “new world standard” of martial arts.114 Kanō modeled jūdō
after the Tokugawa era martial art jūjutsu (柔術), and used many of its underlying
precepts of physiology and mentality.115 He evangelized jūdō as a universally accessible
martial art, available to women and non-Japanese, and by 1905 both European nations
and the United States had constructed jūdō schools.116 In 1882, Kanō founded the
kōdōkan (講道館) in Tokyo, a Western-style building where he taught “kōdōkan jūdō”
and maintained a library of writings on the science of jūdō (jūrigaku, 柔理学) and the
philosophy of jūdō (jūriron,柔理論).117 The kōdōkan began with nine members in 1882,
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with membership growing to nearly 2,000 people in 1890, over 4,000 people in 1900, and
over 10,000 people by 1920.118
Martial arts transitioned into a competitive sport in the 1880s, when the Tokyo
Metropolitan Police force first began to practice kendō as a form of military sword arts.119
Shortly thereafter, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police incorporated Kanō’s jūdō into their
training regimes. Responding to public demand for police-sponsored martial art
competitions of jūdō and kendō, the dōjōs holding these competitions became the only
place where swords—the former tools of Japan’s elite classes—could be used in public.
Historian Denis Gainty indicated that these public performances of martial arts
competitions were novel to the Meiji era; many Japanese prefectures in pre-Restoration
Japan prohibited public contests of martial arts because it was “vaguely inappropriate,”
with no clear explanation as to why public competition should be avoided.120 The
Metropolitan Police’s public competitions brought the newly revamped jūdō and kendō
martial arts under the approving gaze of Emperor Meiji.121 By training its constables in
budō martial arts, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police became the first organization in Japan
to have physical education crossover into discussions of national identity. Although
Japanese people enjoyed the public performances of martial arts, Leland’s taisō denshūjo
(“sites of physical education”) system—rooted in instructing students in Western
physiology and kinesiology—blocked the entrance of martial arts into public schools and
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sparked a lively debate among intellectuals about the place of martial arts within Japan’s
modernization program.122
The Emergence of Bushidō Discourse and its Incorporation into Martial Arts
Oleg Benesch recognizes that by 1890, many Japanese had a renewed interest in
the history and philosophy of samurai because people had lost their distaste for the
former samurai class.123 The success of budō martial arts competitions, in turn, spurred
public interest in the samurai martial arts and contributed to their entanglement with
national identity. This renewed interest in samurai daily life was discussed by politicians,
essayists, and scholars who re-imagined samurai morality with incongruous
characteristics such as possessing sensitivity and courage, as being equivalent to
medieval European knights, as being equivalent to the Victorian British gentleman, as
having an attitude of resistance against the West, as having loyalty to the Japanese
emperor, and as possessing unique Japanese spirit (大和魂, Yamato damashi).124 Despite
these unsettled and sometimes contradicting definitions, authors used the common term
of “bushidō.” In short, there was no uniform definition or interpretation of bushidō, but
there were more influential interpretations that became the effective standard.
One of the first writers of bushidō literature, politician Ozaki Yukio (尾崎行雄),
traveled to the United States and Europe from 1888-1890. Ozaki enjoyed American
technology, but ultimately held up the “English gentleman” as the pinnacle of global
culture because they demonstrated the same sense of “fair play” that, in his view, had
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Ozaki argued that the Japanese samurai had

lost their warrior skills during the Tokugawa era, and this loss caused the Meiji era
Japanese to be “too excitable, and did not realize the importance of the qualities that
made up bushidō…The result of this was a decline in propriety, shame, courage, and
rightness, while superficiality, toadying, coarse speech, and selfishness had increased.”126
To remedy this situation, Ozaki argued that all Japanese should emulate the concept of
fair play seen among the samurai and the English gentleman so that Japan could
renegotiate their unequal treaties and be considered a peer among Western imperial
powers.127
Nitobe Inazō (新渡戸稲造) published another variant of bushidō discourse that
became popular in the United States and England, and elevated him to the position of
expert on Japanese history and culture in the eyes of many Americans. Nitobe attended
Sapporo Agricultural College, where William Clark had instituted “Sports Day,” and
while there Nitobe converted to Christianity. For most of the last two decades of the
nineteenth century, Nitobe traveled throughout the United States working, researching,
and writing in English to the extent that he felt more comfortable in his adopted tongue
than his native tongue.128 In 1900, he published the English-language book, Bushido: The
Soul of Japan. Whereas Ozaki highlighted on the character of the English gentleman and
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fair play in his writings on bushidō, Nitobe focused on the concepts of chivalry and fair
play as exemplified by European knights.129 Nitobe wrote:

Bushido, then, is the code of moral principles which the knights were required or
instructed to observe. It is not a written code; at best it consists of a few maxims
handed down from mouth to mouth or coming from the pen of some well-known
warrior or savant. More frequently it is a code unuttered and unwritten, possessing
all the more the powerful sanction of veritable deed, and of a law written on the
fleshly tablets of the heart. It was founded not on the creation of one brain,
however able, or on the life of a single personage, however renowned. It was an
organic growth of decades and centuries of military career.
… Again, in Japan as in Europe, when feudalism was formally inaugurated, the
professional class of warriors naturally came into prominence. These were known
as samurai, meaning literally, like the old English [knight], guards or attendants—
resembling the soldurii, whom Caesar mentioned… or the comitati, who
according to Tacitus, followed Germanic chiefs in his time…They were a
privileged class, and must originally have been a rough breed who made fighting
their vocation. …Coming to profess great honor and great privileges, and
correspondingly great responsibilities, they soon felt the need of a common
standard of behavior… Fair play in fight! What fertile germs of morality lie in this
primitive sense of savagery and childhood. Is it not the root of all military and
civic virtues?130
Similar to Ozaki’s emphasis on the fair play of the English gentleman, Nitobe
emphasized the fair play of the Japanese samurai. However, Nitobe’s definition
constructs an idealized morality rooted in the warrior heritage of pre-modern Japan that
he believed had been transmitted into his contemporary era.
Where Ozaki argued that the Meiji Era Japanese abandoned bushidō ethics,
Nitobe insisted that the ethical standards of the samurai persisted within the post-Meiji
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social orders. In this way, Nitobe distinguished Japanese modernity from European
modernity by indicating that the moral compass of his version of bushidō—with its
philosophical roots in Confucianism, Buddhism, Shintoism, and emphasis on the
Japanese nation— endured within the people of industrialized Japan. Europe,
comparatively, was engrossed in individualism and losing its religiosity.131 Nitobe
pursued global equivalencies and received a positive reception among English-language
audiences and a negative reception among Japanese audiences, so he did not publish a
Japanese-language edition of Bushido: The Soul of Japan until 1908. Ultimately, Western
audiences believed Nitobe symbolized the totality of Japanese bushidō philosophy, but in
reality Nitobe was inconsequential to the domestic Japanese bushidō discourse. However,
Nitobe’s extensive familiarity with the United States made him a natural contributor for
later debates about the moral characteristics of baseball players in Japan.
Within the Japanese empire, the variant of bushidō discourse that dominated the
twentieth century emerged at Tokyo Imperial University with philosopher Inoue Testujirō
(井上哲次郎). In contrast to his contemporaries Ozaki and Nitobe, Inoue gave his variant
a distinctly Japanese heritage by basing not from Western comparisons but Japanese
historical sources.132 Inoue attended Kaisei Gakkō in 1875 (three years after baseball was
introduced there) and from 1884-1890 traveled throughout Europe to study Western
languages and political philosophy.133 Inoue favored the German sentiment for a national
spirit, and he believed that Japan should protect its own “Japanese spirit” as a cornerstone
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In 1890, he returned to Japan and assumed a position as professor

of philosophy at Tokyo Imperial University, where he became known for using Herbert
Spencer’s concept of Social Darwinism to argue against permitting Westerners to live
alongside Japanese. Inoue feared that if Japan permitted this “mixed residence,” then the
Japanese people “might be completely overwhelmed by the foreigners and become
extinct.”135 Inoue’s 1891 book, Chokugo Engi (勅語衍義, “Commentaries on the
Imperial Rescript”) sold over four million copies and nearly one in ten Japanese owned a
copy.136 Philosopher Winston Davis summarized Inoue’s stance in Chokugo Engi as “the
promotion of a national morality that would enable Japan to resist the political, economic,
and intellectual pressure from the West.”137
By the turn of the century, Inoue’s “Imperial Bushidō” defined Japanese values as
“patriotism and loyalty to the emperor…a close relationship with the military as an
educator and ideologist; ultranationalism and the emphasis on a unique Japanese spirit;
[and] pronounced anti-foreignism framed in the rhetoric of Japanese superiority…”.138
Inoue’s variant of bushidō philosophy found further footing by means of a program of
“National Morality” (kokumin dōtoku, 国民道徳), which Oleg Benesch described as
“constructed around a desire to redefine Japanese society in terms of a ‘national family’
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with the emperor at its head as the benevolent father figure.”

As Inoue’s writings

became increasingly common in school curriculum, he eased back his philosophical
stances to negotiate with foreign ideas that were constructive to Japanese modernity, like
Christianity and capitalism.140
In the mid-1890s, Inoue incorporated competitive martial arts into his philosophy
when he called upon the recently formed Greater Japan Martial Virtue Society (Dai
Nihon Butoku Kai,大日本武徳会) to integrate budō martial arts into Japanese public
schools and into the flourishing discussions of bushidō philosophy.141 Inoue in turn
promoted the Great Japan Martial Virtue Society’s linkage of martial arts and bushidō
philosophy, and in the process, gave each an artificial heritage. In Inoue’s words:

If one says that bushidō is an ethic consisting of things that were traditionally
practiced by our nation’s warriors, this would include a general meaning of
bushidō…And if one were to say what the content of this thing called bushidō is,
then ultimately the spirit of the Japanese race is its primary principle…It is not
possible to say with accuracy in what age bushidō arose…If one thinks further
and further back, it is possible to already discover some of the principles of
bushidō even in the tales of the Japanese gods…The Japanese race has a spirit that
primarily respects martiality, and it must be said that this is the source [of
bushidō]. In other words, it would certainly be safe to say that bushidō has existed
since ancient times.142
By highlighting the samurai warrior ethos, Inoue’s amalgamation of martial arts and
bushidō discourse became, as Benesch noted, “a central pillar of [Japanese] military
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policy” by World War I.

In summary, the landscape of Japanese physical education and sporting
community formed throughout the late nineteenth century. Although Ozaki, Nitobe, and
Inoue did not speak directly to baseball in their writings in the late 1890s and early
1900s, they created a discursive space for how a modern Japanese person should engage
in fair play and martial arts, which had become the first de facto Japanese sporting
community. I now pivot to explain how baseball became entangled with discussions of
bushidō, and how this affected the formation of Japanese nationalism and cultural
identity.
The Emergence of Baseball in the Home of Imperial Bushidō Philosophy
I contend that proximity to the imperial court was important to the emergence of
baseball as a Japanese sport in contrast to its (supposed) American heritage. Baseball,
school athletic competitions, jūdō, and imperialist bushidō discourse all emerged within
four kilometers of the Japanese imperial palace. This fact is often overlooked because of
the names of the involved schools often changed. Baseball was introduced to Kaisei
Gakkō in 1872, and after several transformations the school became Tokyo Imperial
University in 1886. The kōdōkan, built in 1882, was one kilometer away from Tokyo
Imperial University. In 1887, Daigaku Yobimon, the home of the undōkai and the
instigator of sports competitions in Japan, became the official preparatory school for
Tokyo Imperial University and was renamed Daiichi Kōtō Gakkō, which was nicknamed
“Ichikō” (第一高等学校, hereafter “Ichikō”). By 1896, Ichikō was a hotbed of Imperial
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Bushidō discourse and became the first school in Japan to engage United States nationals
in a game of baseball.

Locations accurate from 1890 positions in Tokyo. Ichikō High School relocated to Tokyo’s
Meguro Ward in 1935.144

Historian Donald Roden described the first baseball game between Ichikō and a
group of United States sailors in 1896 in the context of what he called the Japanese quest
for “national dignity” that symbolized the “‘new bushidō’ spirit of the age.”145 Under the
protection of American extraterritoriality in the treaty port of Yokohama, the Yokohama
Athletic Club, a social club for white American sailors, hurled insults at their “primitive”
Japanese neighbors for wearing dirty clothes. Roden argued that these Americans were
“undoubtedly the first to play baseball on Japanese soil,” and they did so as:
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[T]he means of preserving a frontier spirit of daring and adventure that had
brought them to this curious and distant land in the first place. By smashing home
runs, a young bachelor from the Midwest compensated for the demoralizing
effects of settlement brothels and grog shops while safeguarding the integrity of
his national identity. Such activity was important in order to maintain social and
cultural distance from the Japanese….146
On May 23, 1896, the Ichikō baseball team traveled to Yokohama wearing spotless new
uniforms to thwart any accusation by the Americans that they were “primitive” and
crushed the Athletic Club team by a score of 29-4.147 At the end of the game, the
Americans escorted the Japanese high school boys off the field, a gesture interpreted by
Ichikō students as an assertion of United States extraterritorial rights.148 Throughout the
summer of 1896, the Ichikō students played three more teams comprised of sailors from
the United States navy, winning the “series” three games to one.149
These victories gave credence to the narrative that the physical and intellectual
strength associated with bushidō ideology could be a means to defeat the Americans at
the sport that had become an icon of American strength. The Meiji era hope of creating a
strong army with a unified national spirit had been evidenced in the victory of
government conscripts using Western techniques against Saigō Takamori’s rebellion in
1877. However, twenty years later and following Japan’s victory in the Sino-Japanese
War in 1895, Japan remained subjected to the unequal treaties and American
extraterritorial rights. The Ichikō team became the first group of Japanese to defeat the
United States on symbolically “American soil.” Historian Ariyama Teruo indicated that
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Ichikō’s baseball team treated victory in these baseball matches as a matter of cultural
superiority, which echoed Inoue’s appeal to soldiers to be metaphorical representatives of
the “survival of the fittest.”150 On the field, Ichikō students reflected the cultivation of
their moral education (Ariyama’s original Japanese, “徳育の涵養”) through knowledge
of the true spirit (Ariyama’s original Japanese, “真精神は知育”) of bushidō discourse.151
This sentiment is echoed in Ichikō’s fight song, which portrays the team emerging
victorious from battle with a decimated foe. The first verse of the song goes,

Every day we must show the strength of the blood and tears in our youth, facing
the Emperor filled with the spirit of truth…the troops [軍, gun] waving our flag in
victory…Baked under the scorching sun and stained with sweat and soil our boys
are strongly disciplined…We slaughter all of our enemies (全部の敵を屠
り)…”.152
At this early stage, Ichikō’s emerging brand of “bushidō baseball” was indebted to the
Western philosophy of Social Darwinism, and it echoed Carl Claudy’s 1912 writings
about baseball as a form of warfare. Ichikō’s figurative call for the death of their enemies
reflected their affiliation with Inoue’s Imperial Bushidō and use of baseball as a proxy for
a victorious cultural battle, albeit one without any without shedding of American blood.
Recalling Stephen Vlastos’ argument about invented tradition, I argue Ichikō’s
brand of bushidō baseball began a new sporting tradition that tied together several
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elements of Japanese society that seemed ready to metaphorically “fly apart.” As many
Japanese people at the turn of the century felt dissatisfaction with the totality of the
Western physical education systems and the spread of the “universal West,” Ichikō’s
brand of “bushidō baseball” became an outlet to develop a Japanese version of America’s
national game. This corresponds with Cemil Aydin’s recognition that Japanese modernity
was defined by the adoption of elements of the West that became imbued with Japanese
“invented traditions.” However, Ichikō’s bushidō baseball presented an interesting
paradox of its own, borrowing from Inoue’s earlier deployment of Social Darwinism to
counter foreign mixed residence in Japan. Ichikō baseball players acted not as gentlemen,
statesmen, diplomats, or even samurai—the figures that would have been espoused by
Ozaki or Nitobe—but as the modern soldiers seen in Inoue’s tracts. Inoue was
unconcerned with “fair play;” the Japanese were unique and culturally superior in his
view, which was reflected in the actions and philosophy of the Ichikō baseball players.
As baseball spread throughout the Japanese empire, it began taking on
philosophical characteristics that further separated the “Japanese game” from the
“American game.” The movements of baseball to Japan’s outlying territories and
colonies in turn sparked national conversations about baseball and its relationship to
Japanese national character.
Imperial Baseball
As the Japanese empire expanded through conquest, baseball followed. It is
important to recognize that baseball was not limited to a group of like-minded elites in
Tokyo, but that it spread widely and was a critical element to building Japan’s empire.
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No comprehensive account yet exists of Japan’s use of baseball in its colonies from 18951945. My dissertation will include a very brief discussion of how baseball operated in the
colonies where the sport demonstrated Inoue’s interest in using Imperial Bushidō and
National Morality to inculcate a relationship between the Japanese subject and their
emperor. Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss the entire history of
baseball in the Japanese colonies, the following chapters will continue their stories where
applicable. For the purposes of this chapter, it is important to understand that baseball
spread to Japan’s colonies and demonstrated the early creation of not just a baseball
community in Japan, but of an empire-wide baseball community. This was critical to the
invention of what I term “Imperial Baseball.”
Taiwan (formerly Formosa) became a Japanese colony after the conclusion of the
Sino-Japanese War in 1895. Gotō Shinpei (後藤新平), head of Taiwan’s civilian affairs,
turned the island into a productive and profitable sugar colony; within two decades,
Taiwanese sugar met the increasing demand in Japan proper.153 Gotō promoted athletics
and sports among the Japanese settlers to protect them from what he considered the
troublesome Han Chinese population (in Taiwan) and the ‘savage’ aborigines. Ethnic
Japanese teachers in the Taipei region played the first regular baseball games in Taiwan
in 1906.154 Taiwanese sugar plantations became company towns and gave rise to a
flourishing baseball culture among the ethnic Japanese residents of Taipei.155 Historian
Andrew Morris posits that many ethnic Japanese feared that if they lost a baseball game
153
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to the capable Taiwanese players, it would humiliate them and undermine their status as
colonial masters. Their fears echoed and underscored the cultural significance of Ichikō’s
triumph over the United States in an American-controlled port. So strong were the fears
of Japanese settlers that the first documented baseball game between ethnic Japanese and
ethnic Han Chinese did not occur until 1919.156
Historian Ono Yasuteru identifies that Koreans first encountered baseball in 1896
when American naval soldiers visited the city that later became Seoul (Keijyō, 京城).157
From 1896-1910, baseball spread through Korea by two means: the Young Men’s
Christian Association (YMCA) and Korea’s pre-colonial physical education
curriculum.158 A missionary working for the YMCA, P.L. Gillett, introduced the rules
and customs of baseball to Korea; the Seoul YMCA became home to many baseball
teams formed of ethnic Koreans. Baseball then entered Korea’s physical education
curriculum through secondary schools, first at Hanseong High School (漢城高等學).159
Prior to Japanese annexation in 1910, several Korean secondary schools had formed
baseball teams, often with westerners as coaches. 160 In 1909, a team of ethnic Japanese
foreign exchange students living in Korea formed a baseball team and acquired uniforms
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and other equipment from Tokyo in order to look more “Japanese.”

161

However, after

Japan annexed Korea in 1910, Japanese colonial officials segregated Korean and
Japanese students’ participation in athletic events based on their ethnicity.162 Only after
1920 did regular baseball matches between ethnic Japanese and ethnic Koreans occur on
Korean soil.163 Whereas Korea had been a target of muscular Christian evangelism prior
to annexation, baseball re-oriented Korean athletes toward the Japanese emperor.
Whereas Tokyo was the first city in Asia to host a baseball game between
Japanese nationals and Americans, the second city was Dalian, a port city located at the
edge of the Liaodong Peninsula about halfway between the Korean peninsula and the
Chinese port city of Tianjin.164 The 1905 Portsmouth Treaty that concluded the RussoJapanese War leased Dalian to Japan. Within a decade, Dalian became the main hub of
the South Manchuria Railway—owned and operated by the Japanese company famously
known as Mantetsu (満鉄)—which supported the formation of Dalian’s first baseball
team. In 1910 Gotō Shinpei, who had relocated to Dalian and presided over the Mantetsu
company, encouraged a team comprised of Japanese company employees to play against
a group of American sailors who were passing through the port.165 Although the Mantetsu
team lost the game, the players immediately began discussions to form a team that
included players outside of the South Manchurian Railway employees. In 1913, the
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“Dalian Manchuria Club” (大連満州倶楽部) was established, and in 1916, baseball
teams from the nearby region—now called Kantōshū (関東州)—began playing in an
annual tournament, the Kantōshū Tournament (関東州大会).166 Like in Taiwan and
Korea, baseball communities in the Kantōshū region remained largely segregated by
ethnicity until the early 1920s and reinforced the superiority of Japanese settlers and
business operations. However, as ethnic Japanese baseball teams began traveling
throughout the colonies to engage in competition, teams formed of colonized players
would eventually compete against—and in some cases, compete alongside—ethnic
Japanese players.
No individual spread baseball throughout the Japanese empire more than Abe
Isoo (安部磯雄), the “father” of baseball in Japan. Abe held university degrees from the
United States, Germany, and Japan, and in 1899 took a professorship at Tokyo’s Waseda
University and became the coach of its baseball team. A Unitarian Christian, Abe helped
establish the Social Democratic Party of Japan in 1903, and he was long-interested in the
social welfare aspects of Karl Marx’s teachings.167 From 1905 to 1910, the Waseda
University baseball team hosted American teams from Wisconsin, Hawai’i, and St. Louis.
From 1910 through 1915, Abe took his baseball team to the United States, the Philippines,
and Taiwan; in 1917, he took his team on a long tour of the Japanese imperial territories
in the Liaodong Peninsula and Korea to play against established high school teams.168
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Baseball in Japan thus emerged as an imperial endeavor almost immediately after its
inception, part and parcel of Meiji Japan’s quest for international legitimacy and colonial
conquest. Abe wanted his students to recognize that fair play was socially constructed
and demand fairness on an unfair playing field, echoing Japan’s decades-long concern
with correcting its “unequal treaties” with the United States and standing in opposition to
Nitobe’s perception of fair play.
In the middle of the Russo-Japanese War in 1905, Abe took his Waseda baseball
team on a privately financed tour of the United States. In his diary, he emphasized how
seriously the players took their responsibility as representatives of the Japanese people,
mimicking the earlier Ichikō team’s image by wearing new uniforms on their departure:

On April 4 [1905], we were scheduled to depart by steam train from Shinbashi at
9:30 PM, so we assembled at the station at 9 PM. There were 12 players, wearing
brand new baseball caps and uniforms that spoke to their bravery; each of their
families and closest friends saw them off…Including the Waseda athletic
department, there were several hundred people standing on the platform shouting
“Banzai” to us as we left.169
Waseda University baseball player, Oshikawa Shunrō, wrote of his curiosity about how
Americans played the game:

[M]artial skills that train the physique and form the spirit are not necessarily
limited to those that use the sword and spear, but also include football, rowing,
and baseball. These are originally products of the West, and although I do not
know what the Westerners used these skills to prepare for, when these skills are
brought to Japan and we apply our true Japanese bushi-like spirit to them, with
169
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regard to training the physique and forming the spirit, they bear comparison with
our ancient martial skills. Baseball, especially, is truly a civilizational martial skill,
and at the same time a bushi-like sport.170
Oshikawa presaged the words of Carl Claudy in 1912, who compared a baseball match to
“civilized warfare,” but Oshikawa also emphasized that baseball in Japan had undergone
a transformation within the context of bushidō discourse. He explained baseball as
already subsumed into the supra-historical historical narrative of Japan as a unique
culture, and to do so he highlighted the samurai aristocratic class. Oshikawa’s testimony
demonstrates that even at the time, the Japanese baseball community viewed the sport as
having uniquely Japanese characteristics and being entangled with bushidō ideology.
The “Baseball Evils” Debate (野球害毒論)
Oshikawa became a famous adventure novelist after his matriculation from
Waseda, and in 1911 he began a newspaper quarrel with Nitobe Inazō that set the tone for
future discussions about Japanese national character and baseball. The debate about
“baseball evils” could also be translated as “baseball poison,” indicating the broader
concern among many Japanese intellectuals about American culture poisoning Japanese
culture. Nitobe Inazō, who had served as headmaster of Ichikō High School from 1906
until 1913, finally published his Japanese translation of Bushido: The Soul of Japan, in
1908 and was derided by Japanese academics. Although Nitobe’s definition of bushidō as
analogous with European chivalry brought him fame abroad, it put him at odds with
Japanese nationalist thinkers like Inoue, whose Imperial Bushidō discourse surged
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through the Tokyo Imperial University system and the Japanese population at large.

Recognizing that he was out of his element at Ichikō, Nitobe promoted “social cohesion”
(社会的連帯) among proponents of the multiple versions of bushidō discourse.172 When
Nitobe learned of an incident on a baseball field that he believed to be counter to social
cohesion, he wrote a newspaper editorial.
In August 1911 and continuing through autumn of that year, Nitobe lambasted
Abe Isoo’s Waseda baseball team—renowned for its international travels—in the Asahi
Shinbun newspaper. Abe’s Waseda University team had played an exhibition game
against a team of Americans located in the resort town of Karuizawa in Nagano
Prefecture. During the game, an American umpire hurled racial epithets in English at
Waseda player Takasugi Takizō. Unbeknownst to the umpire, Takasugi had studied in the
United States and spoke fluent English. As Coach Abe had taught, Takasugi verbally
defended himself to the umpire, an act that eventually symbolized to many in the baseball
community Japan’s rejection of the United States’ unequal treatment.173
Nitobe argued that Takasugi’s resistance against the authority of an umpire as
symbolic of how the Japanese baseball world operated contrary to his idealized,
chivalrous bushidō.174 In Nitobe’s words:

Japanese baseball players do not know manners, or how to behave…Whereas in
any school kendo and judo players perform their matches with courtesy, baseball
171
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players do not. In America, it is by no means the case that baseball players do not
know proper manners of play. They know the ‘sportsmanlike’ and behave
courteously most of the time. [This concept] can be translated into Japanese as
undōka rashii [運動家らしい, “sportsmanlike”], but because the Japanese
sportsman behaves as a man of mean character, it is only perceived as something
like reigi wo shiranu gorotsuki [礼儀を知らぬ破落戸, “an ill-bred character”].175
Nitobe remarked that baseball “harmed” or “poisoned” (gaidoku, 害毒) the Japanese
character because focusing on the game distracted students from their education.
Additionally, he was concerned that charging money for admission tickets would make
these high school students into professional baseball laborers.176 Responding to Nitobe’s
critiques in a book published later that year, Abe emphasized that charging admissions
for tickets had nothing to do with paying players or giving money to their families for
performance, but that it was a mere business transaction that paid for the costs of the
fields and team upkeep. Abe further explained that American universities had long
charged admission for sporting events without losing their amateur athletic standing.177
Oshikawa Shunrō defended Takasugi and the Waseda baseball program in several
editorial responses in the Asahi Shinbun. Oshikawa, a supporter of Inoue’s Imperial
Bushidō, lectured Nitobe on the irony presented by chivalrous bushidō discourse:

While Dr. Nitobe applauds the decorum shown by the American attitude towards
[sporting] games, he declares on the other hand, that Japanese sportsmen as a
whole are men of mean character. I hope millions of students in Japan will never
forget his remarks. Despite the fact that he does not know anything about this
field, he behaves like an expert and avows logically that we are mean in
175
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character…. On the one hand, he not only argues and writes on moralistic bushidō
and gives an account of character, while on the other hand he exposes his own
mean character.178
Abe followed with his own retort to Nitobe, explaining that students were not harmed by
baseball, but instead developed a sense of national character:

[The students] play baseball because they just want to, because it is
interesting…Since the players are thinking of school honor in the interscholastic
matches and of the honor of Japan in international baseball tours, they can
develop the sense of prudence…that will enhance the character of athletes.179
Much to the displeasure of Nitobe, the debate spiked newspaper sales and, for the first
time, brought baseball beyond its usual confines of elite universities and preparatory
schools and led to the creation of the National High School Tournament. 180
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the baseball community in the
Japanese empire, influenced by Imperial Bushidō, began identifying characteristics of
how a Japanese person should play baseball. The baseball community in Japan was
predominantly interested in leveling an unfair playing field, epitomized by Abe Isoo’s
teams and world tours. Prior to World War I, much of the baseball community in Japan
borrowed heavily from the European and American sporting contexts of creating social
distance: baseball was played predominantly in elite schools, discussed by elite writers,
and segregated by ethnicity. Because of the “baseball evils debate,” however, Japan’s
first annual baseball championship tournament began, and this resulted in the spread of
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baseball throughout the empire to all schools and all social classes, expanding the focus
and reach of athletics as a vehicle for national identity.
The Making of a Japanese Game: The “Kōshien” High School Baseball Tournament
“The National Secondary School Championship Baseball Tournament” (全国中
等学校優勝野球大会 Zenkoku Chūtōgakkō Yūshō Yakyū Taikai) began in 1915 in
Hyōgo (located between the cities of Osaka and Kobe). The tournament had several
important effects: it broke down the social barriers regularly seen in the European
sporting community that had been transferred to Japan, it incorporated players from the
entirety of the empire, and it shifted the landscape of how baseball was played in Japan
with the construction of the massive stadium that would lend its name to the tournament
and became its home for the next century, Kōshien (甲子園球場). Annually, over 5,000
male students from across the empire participated in qualifying rounds for the tournament,
and about 250 students from 22 teams from across the empire competed for the
championship on Kōshien’s famous dirt infield (Kōshien no do, 甲子園の土, “Kōshien
soil”).181 Here I argue that the high school baseball tournament emerged from the
Western physical education trends of inter-school competition, but through its
relationship with Imperial Bushidō, the Kōshien Tournament gave Japanese baseball a
unique historical continuity within the context of the Japanese empire.
Hoping to match the increased newspaper sales seen during the “baseball evils
debate,” in 1915 rival Osaka newspaper branches of the Asahi Shinbun and the Mainichi
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Shinbun organized and sponsored the first high school baseball tournament in Japan.

182

Ultimately, the Asahi and Mainichi newspapers did see the surge in sales they predicted:
in a market about 75% the size of Tokyo, the Osaka edition of the Asahi Shinbun outsold
the Tokyo edition by an average of two to one throughout the first decade of the Kōshien
tournament.183 A picture published in the Asahi Shinbun of the tournament’s ceremonial
first pitch became one of the most enduring images in the history of baseball in Japan.
Seen below, the President of the Osaka Asahi newspaper, Murayama Ryōhei (村山龍平),
threw the first pitch of the tournament while dressed in a traditional hakama; Araki
Torasaburō (荒木虎三郎), President of Kyoto Imperial University, stood behind him in a
top hat and frock coat. The juxtaposition of the men—Murayama a former Meiji
politician representing Japanese “tradition” and Araki dressed in contemporary Western
fashion representing Japanese modernity—demonstrated the tournament’s intent to have
a simultaneous gaze to both Japan’s past and future.
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The ceremonial first pitch of the high school baseball tournament on the Toyonaka Grounds.184

Most significantly, the national high school tournament redefined the relationship
between baseball and the space where it was played. From the inception of baseball in
Japan until the late 1910s, baseball was played on “grounds” (グランド), which were flat
spaces located close to natural environments and featured few if any risers or bleachers
for spectators. The Toyonaka Grounds (豊中グランド) in Osaka hosted the first two
years of the national tournament (1915-1916), where spectators sat on short risers near
the playing field, as seen in the picture below.
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A play at home plate during the 1915 high school baseball tournament at Toyonaka Grounds.185

The high school baseball tournament increased in popularity and quickly outgrew
Toyonaka Grounds. In 1917, organizers relocated the competition to the recently
constructed multipurpose Naruo Stadium (鳴尾球場) in Osaka. In addition to a baseball
grounds, Naruo featured a horse racing track, a running track for humans, tennis courts,
and swimming pools. Although Naruo Stadium could seat 10,000 spectators, it was a
poor venue for baseball; the stadium’s layout situated the tennis courts closer to the
baseball ground than the spectators.186
The national tournament’s popularity continued to grow and prompted the
construction of a massive single-use baseball stadium, Kōshien Stadium (Kōshien kyūjō,
甲子園球場). Kōshien Stadium was one of the most significant buildings in Japan’s halfcentury of statehood. Completed in Hyōgo prefecture (about halfway between the
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prefectural capital of Kobe and its neighboring metropolis, Osaka) in 1924, it had a
maximum capacity of 55,000 people. It was the first single-purpose baseball stadium in
Asia, and remained the highest capacity baseball stadium in Japan for sixty years until the
completion of the Tokyo Dome in 1988.187 On a global scale, Kōshien Stadium was the
second biggest baseball stadium in the world when it was finished, only smaller than the
original Yankee Stadium in New York that had been completed in 1923 (the Polo
Grounds, located across the river from Yankee Stadium, later expanded to be larger than
Kōshien Stadium).188 Whereas Yankee Stadium and the Polo Grounds were home to the
most famous professional baseball teams in the United States and in a metropolis of
nearly six million people, Kōshien Stadium was the center of a high school baseball
tournament where the nearest three prefectures—Kyoto, Osaka, and Hyogo (Kobe)—had
only six million people combined.189
The Ever-Lasting Gaze of Kōshien
Kōshien, both the stadium and the tournament, created unprecedented audiences
throughout the empire and simultaneously expanded the market of bushidō baseball
philosophy. Although featuring a world-class stadium to host the championship games,
about 95% of the Kōshien tournament occurred in its local qualifying tournaments, held
in each Japanese prefecture; by 1924, this also included each of the colonized
territories.190 Whereas the kōdōkan, the home of jūdō, had been in existence for nearly
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forty years and reached 10,000 cumulative members around 1920, just the qualifying
tournament for Kōshien had over 5,000 active participants annually. The Kōshien
qualifying tournament was five times bigger than any Summer Olympics before World
War II. The quest to play on Kōshien Stadium’s dirt infield consumed most of the
academic year and put students under the incessant pressure to exemplify national
strength and discipline in addition to stellar baseball play. Less than ten years after
Nitobe Inazō feared that baseball was distracting from student learning, bushidō baseball
had become a year-round endeavor to demonstrate both skill and philosophy.
As early as 1919, essayist Yokoi Kakujō (横井鶴城) recalled the baseball evils
debate when he wrote a semi-regular column in the seminal baseball magazine, Yakyūkai
(野球界, “Baseball World”) titled “Speaking of Baseball Bushidō” (野球武士道を論ず).
In September of 1919, Yokoi wrote:

The spirit of baseball virtues [野球道徳] are “baseball bushidō,” but the
difference between baseball virtues and general virtues are not often discussed.
Generally, business people follow business virtues and industrialists follow
industrial virtues, but what is the origin of this thing called “baseball
virtues?”…The spirit of baseball virtues are that the thing called “baseball
bushidō” can be witnessed and discussed, and right now in the many games that
we watch, we recognize actions that violate current “baseball bushidō”…and most
students in secondary school can be corrected…191
Writing in the context of the end of World War I, Yokoi emphasized that whereas the
world often acted with cruelty and maliciousness, “baseball bushidō” offered a sense of
“fairness” or “openness” or “acceptance” (正々堂々, seisei dōdō) compounded with
191
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“righteousness” (正義, seigi).

Using this as his basis, at the end of 1919 Yokoi

lambasted a group of Kōshien umpires for permitting a game to continue while two teams
hurled insults at each other, which recalled the original baseball evils debate. Yokoi
wrote:

The Asahi Newspaper should apologize to its readers…the Hiroshima
Commercial High School acted without a bushi attitude, and the boys should be
ashamed. In permitting this attitude of the Hiroshima Commercial High School,
the tournament organizers have a similar lack of gentlemanly bushi attitude.193
In other words, Yokoi extrapolated the values of baseball not only to the boys on the field,
but to the tournament and to its corporate sponsors. Although Yokoi defended “baseball
bushidō” on the ground of strengthening the Japanese empire and its population, he also
vindicated Nitobe’s concern that baseball would consume student lives and become a
mechanism for generating profit.
The success of the Kōshien Tournament in popularizing baseball was seen when
debates began about allowing women to play baseball. After the formation of a women’s
baseball team at a high school in Nagoya in 1919, several articles in Yakyūkai discussed
whether women should participate in baseball. Writing on behalf of the members of the
Nagoya women’s team, team captain Koshihara So (越原租) indicated that a lack of
research into women’s physical education caused discrimination about women playing
baseball.194 Because men had long been the focus of physical education curriculum, they
192
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naturally became physically stronger, and Koshihara believed that a focus on women’s
physical education could similarly promote healthy and strong female bodies that would
complement the formation of a strong Japanese nation. Although Koshihara advocated
for the improvement of women’s health through the playing of baseball, she framed it
within the context of expectations for Japanese women to remain distinctly nonmasculine. Women would have more modest and subdued uniforms than men, and
instead of focusing on competition, it would focus on the building of close relationships
that were useful in “domestic life.”195 Although women’s baseball continued on a small
scale throughout the 1920s, by the 1930s the physical education curriculum had shifted so
strongly toward militarization that women’s baseball had disappeared almost entirely
from Japan.

The Nagoya Women’s Team in 1919.196
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Male Waseda High School Players in 1919.197

The unparalleled size of Kōshien stadium permitted more Japanese people to
participate in the spectacle of baseball than any other sport, and it enhanced the public’s
engagement with the general discourse of bushidō. I argue Foucault’s analysis of the
“panopticon” as a disciplinary method is helpful to see the baseball stadium not only as a
place where a game is played, but as a place where a critical public examines the skill and
philosophies of sports players. On the panopticon, Foucault writes:

This enclosed, segmented space, observed at every point, in which the individuals
are inserted in a fixed place, in which the slightest movements are supervised, in
which all events are recorded, in which an uninterrupted work of writing links the
centre and periphery, in which power is exercised without division, according to a
continuous hierarchical figure, in which each individual is constantly located,
197
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examined and distributed among the living beings…all this constitutes a compact
model of the disciplinary mechanism.198

The Presidio Modelo Prison in Cuba, built on the panopticon model and abandoned in 1995.199

Kōshien Stadium in 1924. Unlike the previous layouts of baseball “grounds,” the stadium permitted an
elevated audience to surround the baseball players.200

Playing a game at Kōshien Stadium acted as the ultimate examination for aspiring
baseball acolytes. Newspapers across the empire recorded baseball performance
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statistics—runs scored, innings pitched, errors made—and made a public record of how
teenage boys played before some of the largest audiences yet seen in human history.
Additionally, the teams represented at the tournament were from all corners and social
classes of the Japanese empire. Whereas the progenitors of baseball in Japan were elite
preparatory schools and universities located in Tokyo (Ichikō and Waseda, among others),
the championship game of the Kōshien Tournament in 1924, for example, was played
between two prefectures on the relative periphery of the Japanese baseball community,
Nagano and Hiroshima. In 1926, just before Emperor Hirohito formally ascended to the
position of emperor, the championship game of the Kōshien Tournament was played
between Shizuoka Prefecture and the Dalian baseball team.201 Baseball was not just a
national conversation, but an imperial conversation: ethnic Korean and Taiwanese teams
appeared yearly at the Kōshien Tournament, and chapter three will discuss in detail about
the success of a multi-ethnic Taiwanese team in 1931.
The “bushidō baseball” that expanded throughout the Japanese empire was not a
replication of the “American pastime” but the appearance of Japan’s national game.
Fueled by conversations about how a baseball player should act within the context of
Imperial Bushidō—including whether women should play—the Japanese baseball
community and viewing public debated and constructed their own “national game” that
had had a history that entangled with Meiji era discussions of Japan’s cultural uniqueness.
Despite the early success of the Kōshien Tournament, baseball was not yet an official
component of state policy. The baseball community embraced Imperial Bushidō more
than policy makers embraced baseball. Inoue’s Imperial Bushidō popularized several
201
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“national” concepts like the “national body” (kokutai, 国体) and “national morality”
(kokumin dōtoku, 国民道徳), but baseball was not yet the Japanese “national game”
(kokugi, 国技). From the start, Inoue aspired for budō martial arts, not baseball, to
become Japan’s “national game.” Therefore, the ascension of baseball to the status of
Japanese national game came somewhat by accident, the result of political and social
changes that occurred throughout the 1920s and 1930s, which will be addressed in the
following chapters.
Conclusion
I argued in this chapter that during the Meiji and Taishō eras, baseball emerged
from the Westernization of Japan’s physical education system and became intertwined
with discussions of Japanese national character. The game of baseball created new
sensations of modernity for spectators, fueled discussions about national identities within
the empire, and became symbolic of the physical and mental strength of the Japanese
people. Japan’s adoption of a Westernized physical education system and the subsequent
appearance of budō martial arts and Imperial Bushidō created an environment where
sporting competitions became appropriate venues to debate national character. The
further entanglement of Imperial Bushidō into the baseball community transformed a
foreign game into a Japanese game. Lastly, the Kōshien Tournament gave the baseball
community a unique shared community that did not exist elsewhere in the world:
Imperial Baseball that included all ethnicities, all social classes, and even included
women in the conversation. The next chapter will discuss how the wider athletic
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community in Japan created a landscape of “athletic mega-events” that set the tone for
how baseball would be used during wartime.
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Chapter 2: Athletic Mega-Events and the Olympics in Japan until 1942
How did the link between the Japanese sporting community and the Japanese state
solidify in the period between 1900-1942? This chapter discusses the appearance of
recurring athletic mega-events that became entangled with discussions of national
identity. I argue that the state-sponsorship of these athletic mega-events marked the
appearance of a distinctly Japanese sporting culture that was separated from that of the
West. Sports and games in Japan aimed to produce the “national body” that the emperor
system demanded, which resulted in an inclusive culture that was reverent of the emperor
and distinctly designed to mobilize the average Japanese citizen for military purposes.
Many Japanese were dissatisfied by their experience with the Olympics, which were
staunchly rooted in the building of Western camaraderie and spreading the sentiment of
the “universal West,” and so the Japanese bureaucracy created alternative athletic megaevents that focused on Japanese-sourced ideology. These events unwound the narrative of
the “universal West” and contributed to a sense of Japanese modernity that
simultaneously used the newly invented traditions of the Meiji era. Therefore, in this
chapter I argue that the process which created these athletic mega-events ultimately was
subsumed into the grander national projects of the 1930s to create the image of an
unbroken, transcendental Japanese heritage. This environment, once created, shaped the
corrosive anti-Americanism seen in the baseball communities of the 1930s.
Japan and the Olympics
I argue participation in the Olympic games meant less and less to ongoing
discussions of Japanese national character. Olympic values, steeped in an imagined
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heritage shared between Western countries, stood in contrast to the widespread adoption
of anti-foreign Imperial Bushidō that focused on the uniqueness of Japanese culture. In
the latter half of the nineteenth century, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, a French aristocrat,
spearheaded a movement to create an international athletic competition. Borrowing from
the ancient Greek tradition, de Coubertin successfully organized the first international
and “modern” Olympics in 1896, and assumed the role of president of the International
Olympic Committee. Similar to the muscular Christians, de Coubertin wanted to use
athletics to transmit what he believed to be the virtues of the ancient Greeks into modern
Europe.202 De Coubertin explained his view on “Olympism” in 1918: “It is the religion of
energy, the cultivation of intense will developed through the practice of many sports,
based on proper hygiene and public spiritedness, surrounded with art and thought.”203
Japanese bureaucrats appreciated de Coubertin’s success in connecting the imperial
powers of Europe and the United States, and they wanted to join the Western sporting
community. However, Japan’s experience in the Olympics—a mega-event which was
born out of and profoundly invested in the spread of the “universal West”—ultimately
lent itself to the advancement of alternate and Japanese-inspired models.
Japan first participated the Olympics at the “Anthropological Days,” which was a
crossover event between the World’s Fair and the Olympics held in St. Louis, Missouri,
from August 12-13, 1904.204 These anthropological days were designed for the imperial
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powers to show off the athletic prowess of their colonized peoples and justify the West’s
colonial projects. Although the anthropological days had been proposed for the 1900
Paris Olympics, de Coubertin disapproved of the idea because he did not think that
colonized people were suitable for athletic performances. However, he was unable to
convince the United States, host of the 1904 Olympics, to reject the idea because many
Americans were convinced athletic performance served as evidence of American cultural
superiority in the context of social Darwinism. As historians Suzuki Yoshinori and
Kawamoto Nobumasa explained, “At Anthropological Day, primitive people (原始人)
did the Olympic sports (得意の競技) at the stadium in the view of scientists and sports
coaches with the purpose of testing them.”205 The contemporary American press more
crudely described the event as the culmination of several conferences “in relation to the
athletic ability of several savage tribes.”206 The Japanese delegation hosted a group of
Ainu people at the Anthropological Days. The Ainu, who were indigenous to the
Japanese island now called Hokkaido, competed alongside colonized indigenous peoples
from across the world, such as Pygmies, Patagonians, Syrians, Filipinos and American
Indians from almost a dozen tribes. The black population of South Africa was included as
well, classified under the derogatory term “kaffir.”
The indigenous peoples were photographed and their performances relentlessly
analyzed by scientists acting as athletic judges. The indigenous athletes received
instruction in their activities by means of translation where available or by watching an
205
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example performance. Suzuki and Kawamoto noted, “None of [the indigenous people]
had experience in sports, and there was no limit on age. One of the Ainu was 57 years
old.”207 In the official summary of events, J.E. Sullivan, Director of the 1904 Olympic
Games, wrote on behalf of the Spalding Company—owned by baseball magnate Albert
Spalding—that the “‘Anthropology Days’ were most successful and interesting, and ones
that scientific men will refer to for many years to come.”208 In Sullivan’s opinion, the
“savages” were easily distracted and lacked athleticism. The worst performers, in his
view, were the Pygmies from Africa, who spent the competition climbing trees and
playing games amongst themselves instead of participating in the athletic events.
Meanwhile, Sullivan judged that the Ainu “were without doubt the most polite savages
the writer has ever met,” but he also labeled them as incompetent in respect to sports.209
Although invited to participate in the Anthropological Days, Japan’s actual
invitation to have athletic representation in the Olympics happened by a stroke of luck,
which highlighted the ongoing perception of Japan as a lesser power in the eyes of the
International Olympic Committee. In 1909, Auguste Gérard, a close friend to Olympicfounder Pierre de Coubertin, became the French ambassador to Japan. Gérard first
persuaded de Coubertin to invite Japan to join the International Olympic Committee in
1910, and then in 1911 Gérard swayed the Japanese sporting community to form the
prerequisite national athletic organization, the Japanese Amateur Athletic Association
(JAAA, 大日本体育協会).210 Kanō Jigorō, the founder of kōdōkan jūdō, was elected
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President of the JAAA, and Abe Isoo became one of the chair members of the JAAA. In
his capacity as chair of the JAAA, Abe became adept at differentiating between
“amateur” and “professional” athletes, and he deployed this knowledge against Nitobe
Inazō during the “baseball evils debate” later that year.
In the summer of 1912 the JAAA sent two Japanese athletes, sprinter Mishima
Yahiko and marathon runner Kanaguri Shizo, to the Olympics in Stockholm, Sweden;
they were the only Olympic athletes from a state east of the Ottoman Empire. Mishima
competed in several track and field events and achieved success by placing second in the
400-meter race. Kanaguri, however, embarrassed his countrymen with his poor
performance in the marathon race. With Stockholm experiencing unexpectedly hot
weather, nearly a third of the competitors refused to run the marathon event; Portuguese
runner Francisco Lazaro collapsed during the race and was rushed to the hospital where
he died.211 As the Yomiuri Shinbun reported, Kanaguri “unfortunately broke down and
stopped after 15 kilometers.”212 Although Kanaguri began the marathon, reports varied
about what followed: he might have taken a nap in a barn, or rested in the house of a
banker, or quietly made his way to the port to await his return home. Regardless,
Kanaguri never reported to Olympic officials and became a “missing person” in Sweden
for almost fifty years before returning in 1967 to ceremoniously finish the marathon.213
As the Japanese delegation sailed home to Tokyo, they learned of the death of the
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Meiji Emperor. Spurred on by the lackluster performance of Japanese athletes at the
Stockholm Olympics, JAAA President Kanō Jigorō turned the Meiji Emperor’s death
into an opportunity to improve Japanese athletics. While still in the planning stages for a
shrine that commemorated the emperor (Meiji Jingū, 明治神宮), Kanō proposed the
creation of a separate outer garden where the public could have a dedicated athletic space
to improve health, physical education, and ostensibly improve Japanese Olympic
performance.214 While this space was being built over the next decade, Kanō advocated
for Japanese athletes to join a newly established “Asian Olympics” to hone their skills.
These “Asian Olympics” began in 1913, when the YMCA instituted the Far
Eastern Championship Games (hereafter, FECG; Japanese, 極東選手権競技大会) in the
Philippines. In 1898, the Philippines had transitioned from a Spanish colony to an
American colony, a change that prompted English novelist and poet Rudyard Kipling to
write the famous poem “The White Man’s Burden,” which tasked white Westerners with
spreading their civilization across the planet.215 Filipinos appeared previously at the
humiliating Anthropological Days held at the 1904 Olympics in St. Louis.216 At that
event the Filipinos were forced to wear loincloths, and the indigenous Filipino Negrito
and Igorot competitors were praised by Western observers for their prowess at climbing
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poles in the manner of a monkey.

As late as 1913, University of Michigan zoologist

Dean Worcester described Filipinos as “probably the lowest type of human beings
known…not far above the anthropoid apes.”218 The FECG itself was not designed to
encourage athletic prowess; from the outset it evangelized Christianity and spread the
universal West to Filipinos. 219 Many Japanese felt the FECG offered an opportunity to
practice Olympic-style events against easy opponents—Filipinos and Chinese—and
translate this success to the actual Olympic events against the imperial Western powers.
However, Japan’s use of the FECG as training for Olympic-style events did not
go as planned. The Olympics were halted from 1914 until 1920 because of World War I
and the subsequent influenza pandemic that killed at least 50 million people across the
world, taking what John Berry estimated to be ten percent of the young male and female
population in the span of a few years.220 Contrary to Japanese expectation, the Filipinos
dominated their Japanese and Chinese competition throughout the first two decades of the
FECG. Fearing embarrassment, many Japanese athletes refused to pursue the
competition. In 1919, Takeda Chiyosaburō, Vice President of the Japanese Amateur
Athletic Association, disciple of Frederick Strange, and long-time advocate of Western
sporting competitions, had to appeal to Japanese school athletic clubs to make the trip to
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Manila and participate in the FECG so that Japan would be represented.

In the photo

from the Asahi Shinbun below, the handshake between Prince Chichibu and Filipino
athlete Fortunato Catalon—the most successful runner in the FECG—is framed by
United States flags, underscoring the point that the “primordial” Filipino colonists of the
United States continuously outshone Japanese athletes at the FECG.

Prince Chichibu, right, shakes the hand of Filipino runner Fortunato Catalon, left.222

At first glance, the 1920 Olympics seemed like a welcome opportunity for Japan
to resume its mission of joining the international sporting community. However, when
Pierre de Coubertin began preparing for the 1920 games in Antwerp, Belgium, he turned
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away from the pursuit of “transcendental internationalism” and instead aimed to rekindle
the broken spirit of European camaraderie. To support this goal de Coubertin
implemented two symbolic changes for the 1920 games that highlighted the shared
heritage of the West, and they became icons of the Olympics for the next century: 1) the
swearing of an Olympic oath upon one’s national flag, and 2) the introduction of the
Olympic multi-colored five-ring flag. The oath’s inaugural delivery was a mass spectacle,
with all athletes in attendance and thousands of audience members. Delivered in French
by Belgian Olympian Victor Boin, one hand clutching his country’s flag and his other
hand pointed to the sky, the oath resounded with Western notions of civilization and
sportsmanship: “We swear that we will take part in the Olympic Games in a spirit of
chivalry (d’un esprit chevaleresque), for the honor of our country and for the glory of
sport.”223
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Victor Boin reciting the first Olympic Oath in Antwerp, Belgium, 1920.224

Following Boin’s recitation, de Coubertin closed the opening ceremonies by stating,
“May joy and good camaraderie reign, and so the Olympic flame continues to travel a
course through the centuries for the good of a humanity always more enthusiastic, more
courageous, and more pure. So be it! Amen!”225 Evoking the perceived origin of Western
civilization, de Coubertin used the Olympics to create an imagined historical continuity
between post-World War I Europe and ancient Greece, strategically placing the Olympic
delegation from Greece behind Boin.226 Japan, being the only participating country
outside of Western heritage or colonial control, was not included in this historical
continuity.
224
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Additionally, the Olympics maintained a sense of social distance between the East
and West that ran contrary to Japan’s project of creating an integrated empire-wide
athletic community. The second symbol introduced by Pierre de Coubertin at the 1920
Antwerp Olympics evinced a further distancing of Japan and its geographical neighbors:
the seemingly innocuous design of interlocking, multi-colored rings. De Coubertin first
designed the flag in 1914 as he contemplated ways to signify unity among nations, and
the flag was officially unveiled in 1920 to celebrate his personal interpretation of
internationalization. De Coubertin said of his design:

The Olympic flag…has a white background, with five interlaced rings in the
centre: blue, yellow, black, green and red…This design is symbolic; it represents
the five continents of the world, united by Olympism, while the six colours are
those that appear on all the national flags of the world at the present time.”227
When Japan joined the 1912 Stockholm Olympics, it was the “fifth continent” (Asia) to
participate in the games; white athletes from the former British colony of Australia and
the current British colony of South Africa represented Oceania and Africa, respectively.
Ōshima Kenkichi, a Japanese Olympic athlete at the 1932 Los Angeles games
who later became a journalist, described the Olympic rings as symbolic of the
marginalization of the non-West. Although the contemporary Olympic Museum denies
that specific colors should be associated with specific continents, Ōshima pointed out the
clear association between the colors of the symbol with the continents they represented:
green for Europe, blue for the combined North and South America, red for Australia,
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black for Africa, and yellow for Asia.
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Like the black “kaffirs” in Africa and the “red-

skinned” aborigines of Australia, the “yellow” Japanese were reminded of their status as
a non-White (and non-Western) state through the very symbol of their participation in the
games.

Diagram from Ōshima Kenkichi, Orinpikku monogatari.229 Textbox modifications mine.

Although Japan continued to participate in the Summer and Winter Olympics
throughout the 1920s and 1930s, it was apparent that de Coubertin’s vision of the
Olympics unabashedly created a historical continuity between the modern West and
ancient Greece that continued to ostracize Japan. This prompted Japan to create its own
Olympic-style mega-events that often catered to building a unified national identity.
These athletic events used Japan’s modern architecture to house some of the largest
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gatherings on Earth and became the first instances of state-control in the Japanese
empire’s athletic community in the 1920s and 1930s.
The Era of Mega-Events in Japan’s Empire
Sociologist Maurice Roche defines “mega-events” as:
Large-scale cultural (including commercial and sporting) events which have a
dramatic character, mass popular appeal and international significance. They are
typically organised by variable combinations of national governmental and
international non-governmental organisations and thus can be said to be important
elements in ‘official’ versions of public culture.230
With attention to the Olympics and the World Fairs, Roche argues that these mega-events
contributed to discussions of national identity by fostering cultural cohesion at the
individual level (which he calls “rites of passage”) and at the national level (which he
calls the “story of a country”).231 Roche argues that the Olympics contributed to a sense
of global citizenship via competition on the international stage, yet this citizenship had
different meanings depending on the historical context. Participation in the Olympics
meant something very different during the rise of fascism in the 1930s compared to the
more modern imbrication of the sporting festival with corporate ideology and
sponsorship.232 Therefore, Roche calls mega-events “ambiguous,” because:

As ‘national’ events, mega-events are nationally-based involving national power
elites in the ‘host nation’ in their production, the official ‘invented traditions’ of
host-state nationalism, and official versions of the host-state ‘public sphere’
(public spaces, publics, ‘citizenship,’ etc.) and populist ‘inclusion’ strategies in
this public sphere (which nonetheless typically contain important and distinctive
divisive and exclusionary features and dynamics in relation to class, gender, and
230
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ethnicity)….On the one hand they provide powerful media and occasions for
elites both to network amongst themselves and with international elites, and to
project and disseminate old and new hegemonic and ‘official’ ideologies to ‘the
masses.’ On the other hand, they also create opportunities—through information
overload, mixed messages, selective readings, message failures…and also through
some of the divisive and exclusionary dynamics—for the development of ‘popular
cultural and occasionally ‘resistant’ responses by members of the public.233
Athletic mega-events became increasingly common for Japan during the first part
of the twentieth century. There was a nearly twenty-year span from 1923-1942 in which
Japan participated in two athletic mega-events per year. Throughout the 1930s and 1940s,
an average of 20-30,000 total athletes participated in these events, with 1941 topping all
other years at 60,000 participants.234 The following subsections will discuss how Japan’s
poor performances in the Far East Championship Games and the Olympics led to the
creation of nationalized athletics in the Meiji Jingū Taikai and a series of loosely related
tournaments in Manchūkuo. The chart below demonstrates the occurrences of Japanese
athletic mega-events from 1912-1942, whether hosted or participated.
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Far East
Championship
Games

Summer/Winter
Olympics

Kōshien
Baseball
Tournament

Meiji Jingū
Taikai

East Asian
Tournament
in
Manchūkuo

1912
X
1913
X
1914
1915
X
X
1916
X
1917
X (Hosted)
X
1918
X
1919
X
X
1920
X
X
1921
X
X
1922
X
1923
X (Hosted)
X
1924
X
X
X
1925
X
X
X
1926
X
X
1927
X
X
X
1928
X
X
1929
X
X
1930
X (Hosted)
X
1931
X
X
1932
X
X
X
1933
X
X
1934
X
X
1935
X
X
1936
X
X
1937
X
X
1938
(planned host)
X
1939
X
X
X
1940
(planned host)
X
X
X
1941
X
X
1942
X
X
X
Japanese athletic mega-events from 1920-1942, either hosted or participated, indicated with an X.

The growing association of mega-events with militarism and imperialism made
participation incredibly significant and meaningful to imperial lawmakers and statesmen.
Beginning in 1917, the Japanese Ministry of Education established the Special Council
for Education, which mandated: “students above middle school should be trained to be a
soldier with patriotic conformity, martial spirit, obedience, and toughness of mind and
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body.”

As legislators militarized the physical education systems in schools, the

associated mega-events became an extension of seeing student bodies becoming practical
contributors to national defense and symbols of national strength. As historian Irie
Katsumi noted, “Essentially as imperialist thinking was normalized, it was domestic
policy to emphasize the strength of the military as the physical strength of the people.”236
Following World War I, Japanese state politics was often marked by rule from
multi-party cabinets that “ruled as partners of other elites,” and these parties promoted the
image of the emperor as center of imperial ideology and made it illegal to critique the
imperial family or its agenda.237 Within the frequently shifting cabinets, multiple special
councils formed to control school physical education, but all shared the common goal of
continuing the militarization of physical education. In April 1925, the Ministry of
Education enacted military drill in high schools and installed military officers to oversee
its instruction. In 1931, in accordance with Imperial Bushidō, the Ministry of Education
ordered that all middle and high school students train in jūdō and kendō to help educate
about the “origin of the nation.” 238 In other words, the athletic mega-events seen in
Imperial Japan helped to create a sense of national identity as described by Imperial
Bushidō and became a recurring mechanism to keep students involved in the
strengthening of their body for the purposes of defending the empire.
Athletic mega-events were possible, in part, because of earlier efforts at
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constructing venues to improve Japan’s performances in the Olympics. The outer gardens
of Emperor Meiji’s shrine, which Kanō Jigorō wanted to use for the improvement of
Japanese physical education and Olympic performance, were finished in 1920. The
foundation for a multi-use athletic stadium was laid in late 1922. Then, over the first two
days of September 1923, three earthquakes—magnitude 8.1, 6.4, and 7.8—levelled threequarters of the city of Tokyo, killed upwards of 200,000 people, and destroyed nearly
600,000 buildings.239 The earthquake damaged the foundation and framework of the
“National Athletic Stadium” (Meiji Jingū Gaien Kyōgijō, 明治神宮外苑競場), and
construction halted for foundation repair. The stadium opened a year later, on October 25,
1924, in the outer gardens of the shrine to Emperor Meiji. Five days later, the first Meiji
Jingū Kyōgi Taikai (明治神宮競技大会, “Meiji Shrine Athletic Meet,” hereafter “Meiji
Jingū Taikai”) began, putting on display over 3,000 athletes in various Olympic-style
athletic competitions.240
Baseball fans in the heart of Tokyo envied Kōshien Stadium in Hyōgo and
wondered if they too could have a stadium to host games for the “Tokyo Big 6” College
League that formed in 1925. Their wishes were fulfilled on October 22, 1926, when Meiji
Jingū Stadium (Meiji Jingū Kyūjō, 明治神宮球場, literally “Meiji Shrine Stadium”)
opened to the public. Located within the Meiji Jingū Outer Gardens, Meiji Jingū Stadium
featured meeting rooms, an art gallery, inviting gardens, and an adjoining sumō ring.241
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Tokyo-based athletes now had modern, world-class stadiums and venues all located
within the confines of the Meiji Jingū Outer Gardens.
However, the early 1920s should not be viewed as a period of architectural
triumph and the cultivation of athleticism detached from politics. The same militarism
that provided the impetus for these architectural triumphs had negative and fatal
consequences in the public sphere. Immediately following the Kantō Earthquake, the
Japanese police claimed, without evidence, that ethnic Koreans living in Tokyo were
committing monstrous crimes to vulnerable ethnic Japanese people. Vigilante gangs and
police officers massacred thousands of ethnic Koreans in September 1923; a commonly
agreed estimate is that about 6,000 ethnic Koreans—or 1/3 of the demographic in the
region near Tokyo—were killed.242 At the same time as de Coubertin wished to use the
Olympics to rekindle the spirit of European nations and promote an idealized sense of
shared heritage among the West, many politicians in the multi-party cabinet of the
Japanese parliament turned to violence to quell what they deemed political dissent. In
separate incidents, police officers killed a feminist writer and her family and also a dozen
labor activists; and in 1928, the majority Seiyūkai Party had the police arrest nearly 2,000
members of the communist party.243 Against the backdrop of this state-sponsored
violence, the Japanese government began creating and controlling athletic events to unify
the Japanese population under a common loyalty to the emperor.
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On December 25, 1926, the often-ill Taishō Emperor passed away and his first
son, Hirohito, officially ascended to the imperial throne after five years as regent.
Historians have regularly overlooked the unique situation of athletics that Hirohito and
his government inherited: in addition to being an unsatisfied state on the global political
scale, Japanese elites were dissatisfied with the international sporting world. Japan’s poor
performances at the 1912 and 1920 Olympics and the six FECG from 1913 through 1923
resulted in less than five gold medals at the FECG (out of several dozen events) and three
Olympic silver medals.244 Despite Japan’s history of poor international athletic
performance, it possessed the most impressive, concentrated collection of sporting venues
that existed in the world. In total, the outer gardens devoted to the memory of Emperor
Meiji held over forty percent of all athletic space in Tokyo and placed almost the entirety
of the Japanese athletic world under the immediate gaze of the imperial family.245
Emperor Hirohito’s younger brother, Prince Chichibu, personally patronized Japanese
athletics and was called “the sporting prince” by an affectionate public.246 Under Hirohito
and his parliaments, athletics became the fertile soil from which a militarized, athletic,
and bushidō- inflected Japanese national identity sprouted. Ultimately, the Ministry of
Education, the Ministry of Home Affairs, and the Ministry of Health and Welfare became
important proponents of creating and maintaining these athletic mega-events, while
newspapers and sporting communities also created self-sustaining mechanisms of support.
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The Meiji Jingū Taikai and the Manchurian Undōkai
If the FECG were an attempt to create an “Asian Olympics,” then the Meiji Jingū
Taikai (Meiji Shrine Athletic Meet) was the Japanese Olympics. The Meiji Jingū Taikai
featured Olympic athletics like track-and-field and swimming, non-Olympic Western
sports like baseball, basketball, and hockey, and budō martial arts like kendō, jūdō, kyūdō,
and naginata.247 Although lacking the empire-wide qualification rounds seen in the
Kōshien Tournament, the Meiji Jingū Taikai had more baseball players participating in
its championship games at Jingū Stadium than did the Kōshien Tournament.248 Officially,
the Meiji Jingū Taikai directed people to “aspire to the imperial virtues of the Meiji
Emperor” (明治大帝の御聖徳を憬仰する), a sentiment which more closely matched
the legislation seen in the 1920s to promote the Emperor as a moral compass and symbol
of the nation than any sentiment found in Inoue’s Imperial Bushidō.249 Because the Meiji
Jingū Taikai included people of all ages, it was not controlled by the Ministry of
Education; instead, it was first sponsored by the Ministry of Home Affairs (内務省).
Over the next decade, the Meiji Jingū Taikai integrated the school physical education
system, amateur sports, the emperor system, and bushidō philosophy.250 The tournament
boomed in participation from 3,000 participants in 1924 to 50,000 participants by 1940,
and moved into the purview of the larger Ministry of Health and Welfare (厚生省).251
Annually, almost half of the participants in the Meiji Jingū Taikai were in the “mass
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games,” which was a massive public display of calisthenics and gymnastics.
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Because

the Ministry of Education had formally designed school gymnastics after World War I to
promote the development of a soldier’s mentality in accordance with Imperial Bushidō,
the “mass games” were a demonstration of bodies fortified for both health and military
service.
Alongside the first Meiji Jingū Taikai, the first “National Physical Education
Day” (全国体育デー) was held on November 3, 1924 to commemorate the birthday of
Emperor Meiji.253 The purpose of the holiday was to disseminate physical education
ideas among Japanese society by expanding beyond the school system to include
businesses, banks, and civic centers in the discussion and performance of athletics.254 The
official guidebook for National Physical Education Day made it abundantly clear that all
Japanese citizens should have access to contemporary knowledge about physical
education. The text explains: “As for the outcry for the revival of people’s physical
education, it resounds in every nook and cranny of the country, and the voices spreading
physical education fill the rural areas and urban areas alike.”255 According to historian
Noguchi Hodaka, National Physical Education Day allowed the Ministry of Education to
create over 15,000 student and civic organizations that sponsored over 30,000 separate
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events in relation to the holiday.
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Actual athletic day activities varied from organization

to organization, including lectures on athletics and hygiene, field trips, and full-scale
athletic tournaments.257 The Ministry of Education’s official stance was lenient as to what
events were considered, and stated that events should “not be limited to the body, but
should include discussion of how the body (肉体) and spirit (精神) are inseparable.”258
Through the instrument of National Physical Education Day, the Ministry of Education
spread their militarized physical education agenda beyond schools and into the general
public and private businesses.
The use of athletic mega-events in the foundation of the puppet-state of
Manchūkuo further exemplifies the Japanese state’s early efforts to use athletics to create
a uniform national identity. In late 1931, the Japanese Kwangtung Army purposefully
sabotaged a section of the Japanese-operated Manchurian Railway located within Chinese
territory. Chinese soldiers engaged in skirmishes designed to reassert Chinese
sovereignty in the area, and as a result the Kwangtung Army destroyed a section of
railroad, blamed Chinese rebels, and then mobilized to “protect” Japanese interests along
the railroad. In February 1932, the state of Manchūkuo (満州国) formed with Pu-Yi, the
last emperor of the Qing Dynasty, as the head of Japan’s new puppet state. As
Manchūkuo formed on China’s northern border, Japan and China fought a vicious battle
in Shanghai near China’s southern border. While these conflicts did not become a
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sustained war in 1932, they set the stage for years of tense relations and skirmishing
followed by a formal declaration of war in 1937 between China and Japan. The invasion
of Manchuria effectively began Japan’s involvement in what is popularly called the
“Fifteen Years War” that spanned its invasion of Manchuria, its war with China
beginning in 1937, and its war with the United States beginning in 1941.
Less commonly known, however, is the role that athletics played in setting up the
puppet state of Manchukuo and contributing to the beginning of the “Fifteen Years War.”
In the spring of 1932, the League of Nations intervened in China to establish peace in
Shanghai and formed a multinational committee to investigate the bombing in
Manchūkuo; the results of the latter commission were reported in October 1932 as the
Litton Report. The Japanese government tried to sway the findings of the European and
American investigators—many of whom were military or colonial officers—through
demonstrations of national unity by the people of Manchūkuo.259 About two months after
the creation of Manchūkuo in April 1932, the Japanese government forced the people of
Manchūkuo to publicly celebrate the creation of their nation with a huge athletic meet
(undōkai, 運動会); in total, about one in five Manchurians participated in the event.260
The athletic meet lasted several weeks, featured 100,000 participants, and had an
audience of nearly 160,000.261 The Yomiuri Shinbun reported the athletic meet was a
routine among the people of Manchūkuo, noting that “every student from every school”
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would go to their local sports grounds at 8:30 in the morning.
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Another report from the

Yomiuri wistfully described a day in which the sun shone on a crowd of 30,000 people,
filled with Koreans, Japanese, and Manchu who were in a state of “harmonious union”
(yūwa ketsugō, 融和結合) as they watched the athletic events.263 Although the athletic
meet did not sway the findings of the Litton Report, it is important to recognize that the
Japanese government saw mega-events as critical to the formation of national unity, a
colonial consciousness, and also as a vehicle to deflect international criticism of their
imperialist endeavors.
Continuing the effort to bolster support for the recognition of Manchūkuo as a
sovereign nation, in May 1932 the Manchūkuo Physical Education Association
(Manshūkuo Taiiku Kyōkai, 満州国体育協会) submitted a last-minute application for
admission into the 1932 Los Angeles Summer Olympic Games.264 The Manchūkuo
Physical Education Association believed that representation at an international sporting
event—especially one held in the United States—would help legitimize the Manchūkuo
government. However, there were insurmountable challenges, foremost the fact that
Manchūkuo had existed for less than two months and did not have the prerequisite
International Olympic Committee approval.
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As part of their proposal to enter the Olympics, Manchūkuo chose Liu ChangChun to represent the country in the 100 and 200-meter track and field sprint races. Liu
was a 23-year old college student at Northeastern University in Manchūkuo who majored
in physical education. Born and raised in Mukden, the site of the 1931 Manchurian
Railroad sabotage by the Kwangtung Army, Liu was disdainful of the Japanese after
watching his home become a puppet state of Japan. He wrote a note to the Chinese
Olympics Committee stating that he wanted to participate in the Olympics not as a
representative of Manchūkuo, but as a representative of China.265 By June 24, 1932
faculty at Northeastern University funded $1,600 dollars to cover Liu’s travel expenses;
after Liu’s graduation on July 1, he fled Manchūkuo and arrived in the port of Shanghai.
By July 8, Liu was in Los Angeles as China’s only Olympic athlete.266 One of Liu’s
supporters commented, “His hope was that all Chinese people would fight for the
[Chinese] state the way that he had fought for it.”267 Thus while athletics served as a state
tool to inculcate national consciousness and a colonial subjectivity, they also provided a
contested space where athletes could assert their own political beliefs and undermine the
Japanese state’s efforts.
Undeterred by the failure for Manchūkuo to officially have their first Olympian,
immediately following the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics the JAAA mobilized a successful
proposal to host the 1940 Olympic games in Tokyo. Although historians have explained
this bid as Japan’s effort to reconcile with the West following its 1932 withdrawal from
the League of Nations and attack on Manchuria, Japan’s bid for the Olympics also
265
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highlighted how Tokyo had rebuilt after the 1923 Earthquake and featured some of the
world’s best athletic venues.268 Despite Japan’s long-standing recognition of their
exclusion from the historical narrative of the Olympics, Japanese officials used the
narrative of the “universal citizen” to justify their imperial advances throughout Asia. As
historian Sandra Collins explains:

The 1940 Tokyo Olympics spectacularly encapsulated the discordant attempts to
ideologically mobilize the Japanese masses as Japan embarked on its imperialist
project. By employing the [International Olympic Committee’s] representations
of the Olympics as universal and politically neutral, [Japan] reinforced the
emerging 1930s discourse on Japanese ideology by evoking the sacred founding
narrative of the national to ideologically transform the masses into imperial
subjects. The [International Olympic Committee’s] awarding of the 1940 Olympic
games to Tokyo provided the international dimension of recognizing [Japan’s]
status as a legitimate world power expanding in Asia.269
Additionally, 1940 also coincided with the supposed 2,600th anniversary of the founding
of the Japanese state by the mythical Emperor Jimmu; the JAAA wanted to use the
Olympics as a vehicle for the international celebration of this occasion and legitimization
of the emperor mythology. The Japanese proposal was successful, and the International
Olympic Committee gave Japan the right to hold the 1940 Olympics to emphasize that
any country could hold the Olympics, even non-Western countries.270 Ultimately, the
1940 Olympic Games never happened because the International Olympic Committee
withdrew their support in 1938 following Japan’s formal declaration of war with China.
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The state-sponsored athletic mega-events of the 1930s became increasingly
symbolic of the militarism and imperialism seen in the Japanese government, although
because of their compulsory nature, it is difficult to ascertain whether the athletes
themselves possessed a militarist Japanese national consciousness. Nonetheless,
throughout the 1930s the Japanese government used athletic mega-events to prepare the
bodies of men and women for the defense of the empire.
Athletic Mega-Events in the Time of Crisis
Although the Japanese mega-events in the 1920s and early 1930s possessed an air
of militarism and imperial loyalty from the outset, the Japanese parliament’s shift toward
fascistic policies in the mid-1930s changed the tenor of athletic mega-events towards the
defense of the empire and the reverence of the emperor. Although the next chapter will
discuss in more detail how baseball played a role in the creation of the fantasy of fascism,
in this chapter it is sufficient to recognize that Japan’s emergence from the Great
Depression created opportunities for social and political elites to seize opportunities for
power. As Andrew Gordon described, “The world depression seemed to confirm the
[Japanese] bureaucracy’s worst fears: Unreformed capitalism seemed both economically
ineffective and socially damaging.”271 Already at odds with the West, Japanese
bureaucrats in the early 1930s began instituting agricultural, economic, labor, and
political reforms that aimed to inculcate a coherent sense of national identity instead of a
free-market. Although popular elections continued, after 1934 the political cabinets
contained fewer and fewer party members and more and more political elites, military
members, and imperial family members. Those who advocated for the rule by non271
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elected officials became part of the Imperial Way Faction, while those who sought to
continue reforms through the electoral process joined the Control Faction.272 These
groups came into conflict in February 1936 when the Imperial Way Faction led a “Shōwa
Restoration” uprising that attempted to undo party politics and leave the emperor as the
sole holder of political power in Japan. One of the leaders of the Imperial Way faction,
Kita Ikki, had long argued that proper interpretation of bushidō philosophy would
eliminate the government ministries and bureaucrats and permit the Emperor direct rule
over the Japanese people.”273 The coup d’état failed, and its leaders were executed.
The military leaders in the Control Faction were empowered and political reforms
accelerated. In February 1937, the Ministry of Education published and distributed
throughout schools “The Cardinal Principles of the National Polity” (Kokutai no Hongi,
国体の本義), which promoted an unbroken line of imperial authority dating from
antiquity and declared that all Japanese subjects to accept the emperor’s will as their
own.274 Then on July 7, 1937, the Second Sino-Japanese War officially began. In the
subsequent “time of crisis” caused by the coup d’état and the onset of war with China,
Prime Minister Konoe Fumimaro—a hereditary prince from pre-modern Japan’s
aristocratic class—enacted the National General Mobilization Law of 1938, which:

gave the government sweeping powers to control almost all aspects of economic
and social life in support of the war effort…The totalitarian concentration of
power at the centre was accompanied by massive education campaigns and
propaganda activities to promote the ‘New Order’ against dangerous ideas
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including individualism, socialism, communism, and other ‘un-Japanese’
philosophies.275
The government enforced the militarization and unification of the “Japanese spirit” with
cultural activities, whether it be kabuki theater or jazz.276 Simultaneously, the government
distributed pamphlets on bushidō that incorporated the Hagakure (葉隠), a formerly
minor eighteenth century tract that “actively promoted self-destructive behavior as the
highest bushidō virtue.”277
In the “time of crisis,” athletic mega-events demonstrated how men and women
prepared their bodies for war. In 1937 the Osaka Mainichi Newspaper sponsored the First
Osaka Youth School National Defense Sports Contest (第一回大阪府青年学校国防ス
ポーツ競技大会), and it received support from the Tokyo branch of the newspaper for
the second annual tournament in 1938.278 In 1939, the National Defense Sports Contest
was integrated into the Meiji Jingū Taikai, and the Ministry of Health and Welfare
encouraged secondary school students to practice military marching, the obstacle course,
grenade throwing, sandbag carrying relay race, and competitive towing of loads using a
team of men with ropes.279 These “national defense contests” (国防競技) had a total of
1,331 combined male and female participants; comparatively, there were 310 baseball
players that year.280 By 1943, the national defense contests expanded to include
“battlefield exercises” (戦場運動), military marching (行軍訓練), and bayonet arts (銃
275
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“Military marching” is better known as “drill” in English, and was a large group

exercise that required the participants to accurately respond to commands shouted at them
by an official.
Because of the Second Sino-Japanese War, the International Olympic Committee
cancelled the 1940 Tokyo Olympics; the Far East Championship Games were similarly
cancelled. Not wanting to waste the hard work of their athletes, members of the Japanese
Olympic Committee established an athletic meet in Manchūkuo in 1939. Centered in
Shinkyō (新京, or Xinjing in Chinese, a city now known as Changchung), the athletic
meet purported to demonstrate the peace and unity of East Asia.282 Featuring a straightforward title, the Japan-Manchūkuo-China Tournament (日満華大会) mimicked the
Olympics, complete with an on-site torch relay that involved all participating countries.
The next planned event in 1940 moved to Tokyo to compensate for the cancelled
Olympic games. Although a Meiji Jingū Taikai was also held in 1940, the opportunity
provided by the “missing Olympics” allowed an athletic meet to be held on the exact
calculation of the mythological 2600th anniversary of the founding of Japan by Emperor
Jimmu, November 11, 1940. Officially, the Manchūkuo Tournament was renamed the
“Celebratory Tournament of the 2600th Anniversary of the Founding” (紀元二千六百年
奉祝会).283 As a proxy-Olympics, it featured participants from Japan, Manchūkuo, China,
the Philippines, Hawai’i, Mongolia, and “resident foreigners” (在留外国人). However, it
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was a comparatively small event, with only 700 total competitors.
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With the Meiji Jingū

Taikai hosting over 10,000 competitors that year, the number of participants served as a
reminder that the Japanese-sourced mega-events were far more important in the
construction of imperial identity than the foreign-sourced mega-events like the Olympics.
The third occurrence of the Manchūkuo athletic meet, now called the “East Asia
Tournament” (東亜大会), was in Shinkyō/Xinjing. Held in 1942 to honor the tenth
anniversary of the founding of Manchūkuo, it sought a new athletic world to work
alongside the new world order after World War II.285 Essayist Nakazawa Fujio wrote in
Japan’s leading baseball magazine, Yakyūkai (“Baseball World”) about the state of
baseball in Manchūkuo vis-à-vis the East Asia Tournament:

[Manchūkuo] became the birthplace of utopia, the fuse of a new world order;
since then the place called Manchūkuo built a country in ten years while
advancing the empire of Japan’s victory in the Greater East Asian War (大東亜戦
争). This August, in the middle of this heroic great world war (世界大戦),
Manchuria will hold an East Asian Athletic Competition to honor its tenth
anniversary, and it is steadily preparing the competition and inviting the youth of
East Asia. It is great news that the best physical education in the world is brought
to the youth of the capital city Shinkyō.
…Until now, places like Tokyo, Osaka, Shanghai, Manila were the participants in
the East Asian athletic competitions, and playing baseball was a major event at
these competitions; This summer in Shinkyō it is clear that baseball is expected to
be a major event.286
It is important to consider Nakazawa’s words about the significance of sports:
Japan was engaged in a massive war on several fronts, and he viewed baseball as a
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critical element to tying together Japan’s imperial project. However, the realities of
World War II undermined Nakazawa’s rhetoric of “utopia;” one year after he published
his article in Yakyūkai, amateur baseball ceased in Japan and its empire as many students
were sent to the warfront. Why, in this time of intense political, cultural, and military
change, were young men still playing baseball? The next chapter sets out to answer this
question.
Conclusion
This chapter discussed how the Japanese athletic world felt ostracized by the
Western Olympics and began creating athletic mega-events with Japanese-sourced
traditions that tied into imperial ideology and buffeted existing discussions of Imperial
Bushidō. This argument runs contrary to the common narrative that Japan’s participation
in the global sporting community demonstrated an enduring sense of fraternity and
genuine camaraderie with the West. Japan’s school physical education system promoted
preparation for national defense, and subsequent government policies extended this
beyond the school system and into the public sphere. Japan did not draw nearer to the
West via the Olympics, but instead tried to use it and other Olympic-inspired events to
amplify existing narratives of Japanese national consciousness and inculcate imperial
ideology. In the next chapter, I build on this discussion of sporting events as critical to
state formation and discuss how the Japanese baseball community became mobilized for
war.
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Chapter 3: Baseball During the Fifteen Year War
How did the Japanese baseball community fit into the spectrum of militarism and
fascistization in Japan? This chapter analyzes the militarization of baseball during the
Fifteen Years War from 1931-1945. I argue that the baseball community became
entangled in the creation of the fascist fantasy of Japan in the 1930s, which gave the sport
cachet to promote the emperor system and the belief of a transcendental and unified
Japanese identity. My stance runs contrary to the common understanding that baseball
communities within Japan and the United States represented international goodwill at a
time of political, economic, and ideological tensions.
The reactions of Japanese crowds to the arrival of Babe Ruth in 1934 need to be
situated within the context of what historian Ikuo Abe called the fascistization of Japan.
United States baseball teams—including all-star players—had been visiting Japan since
the early 1900s. What made Babe Ruth’s appearance in 1934—a time when he was wellpast his prime—into a spectacle for Japanese fans? In this chapter I argue that the
“bushidō baseball” that became increasingly well-known in the 1930s was an instrument
of capitalist critique that substituted fascist narratives of unity and strength in place of
capitalist unevenness. As anthropologist Marilyn Ivy wrote of the fascist fantasy:

[T]he fascist fantasy…comes in to regulate the dangerous excesses of
capitalism…Capitalism utterly depends on unevenness, and its state of normalcy
is one of hysterical, excessive production…If we think of the fascist fantasy as an
integral part of the structure of capitalism…then we won’t find it illegitimate to
think of Japan as permeated with something we would call fascism in the interwar
years…That fantasy is always cultural, to the extent that fantasy is symbolic, but
more important, it is the fantasy of culture itself that gives shape to many of the
aesthetic and philosophical enterprises circulating around the fascist sign. That is,
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culture—the notion of culture—emerges as that which also works precisely to
erase the political (that is, class division and unevenness) and the traumas of
capitalism…287
I contend that baseball in Japan under fascistization erased the notion of
unevenness seen in American baseball. For example, MLB included Caribbean players
only to extract higher profits for team owners and prohibited black men from playing
alongside white men. In contrast, during the 1930s the Japanese baseball community—
both in the professional and amateur leagues—included players not only from Japan, but
Taiwan, Korea, the Soviet Union, and American white and black players. Although there
were several Major League Baseball goodwill tours to Japan in the late 1920s and 1930s,
I argue that scholars should not see these in the familiar narrative of American
benevolence, but instead of reminders of the unevenness of capitalism and the disparity
of racial equality. Narratives of American goodwill through baseball omit the occurrence
of tours of Negro League teams and Japanese-American baseball teams to Japan as early
as 1927, each group a reminder of the racial exclusions existing within American
Organized Baseball.288 Like the United States did in the early 1900s, Japanese
bureaucrats obviated the foreign-origins of baseball and created an entirely Japanese
lexicon for the game. Even as Japanese casualties grew at horrifying rates in the later
third of the Pacific War, baseball persisted under the image that baseball players
symbolized the strength of the Japanese army.
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The Fascist Fantasy and Baseball
The previous chapter discussed how the Meiji Jingū Taikai, Physical Education
Day, the Manchurian undōkai, and the Olympics and its Japanese substitutions created
tangible, empire-wide connections between physical health, the strength of the army, and
loyalty to the emperor and the empire. However, these events did not have the preexisting connection with Imperial Bushidō that baseball did, and therefore they did not
evoke the same brand of national consciousness. Baseball provided an enduring platform
to keep discussions of bushidō throughout the 1920s, a time that historian Oleg Benesch
noted for its relative paucity of texts about bushidō philosophy.289 For example, a 1929
editorial about the Kōshien Tournament in the Asahi Shinbun combined the topics of
baseball, bushidō discourse, and the rejection of the West, symbolized with this passage:

From the beginning of time in Japan, sportsmanship has been entirely unified with
a bushidō spirit, and the Kōshien tournament is not a direct translation of the
corporatized American baseball, but a game that spread and encourages the
foundation of Japanese baseball in a bushidō spirit.290
Baseball and bushidō discourse were reignited in 1931, when a baseball team
from Taiwan demonstrated to Japanese fans the power of bushidō baseball and ultimately
led to the complete takeover of school baseball by the Japanese government. Of Japan’s
colonies, Taiwan was the last to join the Kōshien Tournament; a mostly ethnic Japanese
team from Taiwan first participated in 1923. Less than ten years later, Taiwan had one of
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the most successful showings of any colonial team when the Jiayi Agriculture and
Forestry Institute (nicknamed “Jianong” in Chinese291 and “Kanō” in Japanese292) made it
to the championship game of the 1931 Kōshien Tournament, eventually losing by a score
of 4-0. Despite that loss, the Kanō team received special attention from the Japanese
government because of its unprecedented multiethnic starting lineup: four aboriginal
Taiwanese, two Han Taiwanese, and three ethnic Japanese players. 293 The team’s coach,
Kondō Hyōtarō, innovated the use of multi-ethnic teams; of the previous teams
representing Taiwan at Kōshien from 1923-1930, 94% of the players were ethnic
Japanese.294
Kondō’s preference for multi-ethnic teams stemmed from his espousal of a brutal
bushidō-inspired training regimen he learned from his youth. From 1904 to 1907, Kondō
attended Ichikō High School while Nitobe Inazō was headmaster, and spent the next
decade as the coach of a successful team in rural Matsuyama prefecture.295 After being
recruited to work in Taiwan in the late 1920s, Kondō built a reputation for his “Spartan”
style (スパルタ式) practices in the summer heat. One student, Hong Tai-Shan,
recollected in an interview about the practices, “They weren’t Spartan. They were just
short of murder. Of fifty people who entered one year, eighty percent quit.”296 In other
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words, Kondō recruited the best athletes from his school regardless of ethnicity because
most of the players could not endure his training regimen.297
The success of Kondō’s bushidō-inspired team at the Kōshien Tournament drove
a faction in the Ministry of Education to pull baseball within the jurisdiction of the
government. At the same time as the massive Manchūkuo undōkai in spring 1932, the
Ministry of Education swiftly implemented a set of regulations (統制令) upon school
baseball throughout Japan proper and declared complete control over elementary through
college level baseball in respect to tournaments, participation, and rules.298 As part of
these regulations the Ministry of Education corporatized student baseball and set
admission prices for spectators, diverting those fees from schools and into the
government coffers.299 The Ministry of Education justified these regulations based upon
Nitobe Inazō’s 1911 critique about the unregulated nature of school baseball; then Nitobe
had argued that unifying baseball under one set of regulations would align the sport with
national thought, but the sport remained largely unregulated until 1932. Nitobe did not
live to see much of the effect of baseball regulations: at the time of their enactment, he
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was traveling in the United States making the case for the legitimacy of the state of
Manchūkuo, and he passed away in October of 1933.300
Many in the Japanese baseball community realized that the popularity of their
game and the admissions fees of their games—of which the Kōshien Tournament was
included—had transformed baseball from having any sense of “play” into a game that
funded the Japanese state.301 Although Andrew Gordon notes that the Japanese
bureaucracy’s attempts to control private enterprise began in earnest in the mid-1930s,
the state’s takeover of school baseball could be seen as a precursor to these events.
Historian Kaga Hideo described these regulations as the moment of rupture in the history
of baseball in Japan; he argues that the Japanese baseball community had previously
critiqued capitalism, but that the 1932 regulations made concrete the relation between
sports and fascist trends within the Japanese government.302 Writing in 1988 during a
wave of anti-American nationalism in Japan, Kaga wanted to discourage his
contemporary baseball fans who longed for a strict, disciplined, and masochistic form of
student baseball. This kind of disciplined baseball, Kaga noted, was the result of a
militarist state that was trending toward fascistization.
After the 1932 baseball regulations, the Japanese government ministries
controlled most of the Japanese athletic world: they operated the National Athletic
Stadium and Meiji Jingū Baseball Stadium in the Meiji Jingū Shrine Outer Gardens, they
had the right to redirect the profits of the Kōshien Tournament away from Osaka
newspapers into government coffers, and operated the Meiji Jingū Taikai, which had
300
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become the largest athletic mega-event in the world. With the Manchūkuo undōkai, the
government expanded the role of sports beyond expressions of loyalty to the emperor and
the creation of strong physical bodies by creating fantasies of “harmonious unity” of the
subjects of Manchuria. Baseball also fell into the purview of the fascist fantasy, aided by
a 1934 tour of American all-star players headed by Babe Ruth.
Robert Fitts explained the United States’ point of view of this tour, echoing
American ambassador Joseph Grew’s statement in November 1934, “Babe Ruth…is a
great deal more effective Ambassador than I could ever be.”303 However, baseball players
from the United States—both professional and amateur, both black and white, both
celebrity and unknowns—had been visiting Japan since 1905 when Abe Isoo first helped
establish these connections. Lou Gehrig and several other all-star players visited Japan in
1931 in a well-documented trip.304 What, then, made the appearance of a 39-year-old and
out-of-shape Babe Ruth in 1934 a case for hysteria in Japan? In the immediate scope,
Shōriki Matsutarō (正力松太郎), owner of the Yomiuri Shinbun newspaper, cast the tour
as a precursor to the emergence of the first Japanese professional baseball league that
operated outside the purview of government control. In the long run, the emergence of
the “immortal pitcher,” Sawamura Eiji (沢村栄治), became a popular figure who
narrated and eventually symbolized a brand of sacrificial Imperial Bushidō during World
War II.
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Shōriki Matsutarō was a graduate of Tokyo Imperial University who spent most
of the Taishō era as a police enforcer before purchasing the Yomiuri Shinbun in 1924.
The competitor newspapers sponsored baseball tournaments, most famously the Asahi’s
sponsorship of the Kōshien Tournament, and to a lesser degree, the Mainichi’s
sponsorship of local city tournaments. One day in 1928, an employee offering ideas to
improve newspaper sales suggested that Shōriki invite Babe Ruth for a tour of Japan.305
Ruth, nicknamed by his American fans the “Sultan of Swat” or “King of Swat” for his
homerun prowess, had just finished his legendary 60 homerun season in 1927.306
Additionally, Ruth was familiar with traveling abroad, having toured Cuba in 1920; with
nothing to lose, Shōriki petitioned Major League Baseball to send Ruth to Japan.307 At
the time, the thirty-three year old Ruth was one of the biggest celebrities in the United
States, and had an affinity for visiting speakeasies; he had no interest in traveling to Japan
and resisted Shōriki’s continuing efforts in the following years. Six years later in 1934, a
group of friends and family convinced Ruth, who was 39 years old and well past his
prime playing days, to go to Japan as a kind of farewell tour.308 As incentive, Shōriki
ensured that the Japanese-language promotional posters called Ruth “The King of
Baseball” (野球王), giving him an even grander nickname than he had in English.309 The
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“king” spent much of the voyage by boat to Japan using the ship’s exercise rowing
machine to improve his physique that had been dulled by age and drink.
Having secured Ruth as the head of an American All-Star team, Shōriki then
assembled an “all-star” Japanese baseball team, which was a difficult challenge in a
country where formal organized baseball did not exist beyond the college level.
Complicating matters, the recently implemented 1932 baseball regulations prohibited
high school-age baseball players from engaging in matches with professional touring
teams.310 With the help of Abe Isoo, Shōriki recruited popular college and high school
players—some of whom dropped out of school to circumvent the newly implemented
regulations—to join Japan’s first professional baseball team, the “Greater Japan Tokyo
Baseball Club” (大日本東京野球倶楽部).311 It is critical to understand that this was not
a Japanese national team, but a team of “greater Japan,” which included the Soviet-born
pitcher Victor Starfin and Horio “Jimmy” Fumito, a United States citizen of Japanese
descent.312 By having non-Japanese players on the team, it underscored Shōriki’s vision
of Japanese baseball, which was inclusive of foreign-born players, as compared to United
States baseball, which excluded almost all minorities except Latinos.
The legacy of the Greater Japan Tokyo Baseball Club was created by a 17-year
old pitching phenom, Sawamura Eiji. Sawamura dropped out of Kyoto Commercial High
School before his senior year to ensure his eligibility to play against the American all-
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stars.

313

Had Nitobe Inazō not died the previous year, he certainly would have said

something about Sawamura’s disregard of school in favor of baseball. Furthermore, the
professionalization of the Greater Japan Tokyo Baseball Club enabled Shōriki to take
ticket proceeds and split them between his newspaper and the touring American players
instead of handing it over to the government.314 Although the fact that the Greater Japan
team lost all eighteen of its exhibition games to the American team is often downplayed,
Sawamura symbolized Japanese strength in the face of adversity when he struck out four
consecutive Major Leaguers, including Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig.315
The continued professionalization of baseball in Japan was postponed by an
assassination attempt on Shōriki on February 22, 1935. The attempt was likely sponsored
by figures from the competitor newspaper, the Mainichi Shinbun, who enlisted the
ultranationalist Nagasawa Katsusuke to attack Shōriki with a samurai sword as he entered
the offices of the Yomiuri Shinbun. After the attack, Shōriki, who had trained in jūdō
throughout his life and was quite fit, stumbled his way to the office infirmary before
collapsing and being rushed to the hospital. When Nagasawa turned himself into the
police later (refusing to acknowledge his patron) he explained that “Shōriki had defiled
the memory of Emperor Meiji by allowing Babe Ruth and his team to play in the stadium
named in the ruler’s honor.”316 Although the United States team had traveled throughout
Japan and played in numerous stadiums and fields—including Kōshien Stadium, which
had a Shintō shrine on site—Nagasawa’s emphasis on Babe Ruth’s appearance at Meiji
313
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Jingū Stadium revealed the degree to which Imperial Bushidō discourse had rendered
Tokyo-centered athletics sacred and distinctively Japanese.
After a period of convalescence, in late 1935, Shōriki used the Greater Japan
Tokyo Baseball Club as the basis to create Japan’s first professional baseball organization,
the Japanese Baseball Federation (日本野球連盟) and renamed the Greater Japan Tokyo
Baseball Club the “Yomiuri Giants.” Shōriki reveled in his league’s ethnic integration
that included the Soviet Victor Starfin, white American Bucky Harris and black
American Jimmy Bonner, and Taiwanese players that filled up a quarter of the Tokyo
Senators’ roster.317 In 1936, Shōriki’s Giants’ team traveled to the United States of
America to play against teams of all levels. Featuring both the Soviet Victor Starfin and
the nikkei player Horio "Jimmy" Fumito, the Yomiuri Giants were effectively one of the
first “integrated” professional baseball teams to appear on United States soil.318 Major
League Baseball would not admit its first player outside of the United States’ sphere of
colonialism, Alex Carrasquel of Venezuela, until 1939.319
Sawamura Eiji became the young star of the league, reaching his peak when he
struck out 21% of the batters he faced in 1937.320 That year, the Yomiuri Giants opened
their new stadium, Kōrakuen (後楽園), located precisely in between the kōdōkan and the
Imperial Palace. Despite Shōriki’s flaunting of the school baseball regulations and clear
intention to take profits for his newspaper, his actions were allowed because the Japanese
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bureaucracy was dealing with the aftermath of the Shōwa Restoration and the Second
Sino-Japanese War.
The Continuation of Baseball in Total War
Although it had been asked by historian Richard Crepeau, baseball did not cause
the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. Japan continued athletic mega-events
until the fall of 1942 and continued professional baseball until 1944, when raw materials
became scarce and hunger the norm among Japanese people. The persistence of athletic
events and baseball contests was the consequence of nearly sixty years of athletics being
treated as the key to maintaining a strong army. Professional baseball fell under spell of
the Japanese fascist fantasy in 1940, coinciding with Shōriki Matsutarō’s entrance into
the Imperial Rule Assistance Association, which was an organization that replaced
Japan’s political parties.321 Shōriki would, in 1943, become Japan’s Information Minister,
a position that earned him a place in jail charged as a war criminal after the end of World
War II, a topic that will be covered in more detail in the next chapter.
After 1940, war permeated baseball, even among the seemingly independent
professional baseball leagues. As part of the effort among the Japanese bureaucracy to
create a distinctly Japanese history and society, baseball was reimagined as a uniquely
Japanese game. This process went far beyond the Meiji era sentiment of “bushidō
baseball,” which still used American terminology and regularly played with Americans.
After 1940, English loan words were eliminated entirely from the Japanese baseball
community and replaced with Japanese-sourced terminology. Formally, “bēsubōru” (ベ
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ースボール, written in katakana, the Japanese alphabet for foreign loan words) became
“yakyū” (野球). Teams exchanged their English names for monikers of Japanese
uniqueness or strength: the Yomiuri Giants became the Yomiuri Kyojin (巨人, “giants”
or “great men”); the Kōrakuen Eagles became the Yamato Troop (大和軍, named after
the unique “Japanese spirit”); the Tokyo Senators moved to Nagoya and became the
Kinshachi (金鯱, “golden sachi,” a mythological creature with the head of a lion and the
body of a carp that adorned the parapets of Nagoya castle).322 Other teams adopted names
of their parent newspaper company or railroad company, which were symbolic of Japan’s
modern industry and media. The government ministries imposed new terminology that
moralized every pitch: a strike became a “correct pitch” (正球), a ball became a “bad
pitch” (悪球), a fair hit was “good” (よし) and a foul hit was “bad” (だめ), among other
changes. 323 Many baseball terms were directly taken from the military: the batting team
was the “attacking side” (攻撃側, kōgekigawa), the shortstop was the “hit-and-run
attacker” (遊撃手, yūgekishu), the catcher was the “capturer” (捕手, hoshu, a term that
originated as a jūdō hold). English letters were removed from uniforms and replaced with
Japanese kanji, but more frequently baseball players appeared in public in military
uniforms.
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Compare the stylistic changes to the covers of Yakyūkai magazine.324

The Yomiuri Kyōjin “force” displays its hard training.325

Perhaps more than any other demographic, the Japanese public celebrated the
departure of baseball players to the warfront. In October 1943, the elite Japanese colleges
324
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Keio and Waseda played their last baseball game before sending their students to the
warfront.326 Fans packed the National Athletic Stadium beyond its 35,000-person
capacity to bid farewell to not only the players in one of Japan’s longest-held sporting
rivalries, but the symbolic future of the Japanese empire.

Departure ceremony for students destined for the war front, October 21, 1943, held at Meiji Jingū Athletic
Stadium.327

Sawamura Eiji—the pitcher who had dropped out of high school to become a
professional baseball player and became the face of the Yomiuri Giants—became a
battlefront celebrity. He participated in Japan’s invasion of the Philippines and was
present at the infamous Bataan Death March. In November 1943, Sawamura wrote an
article for Yakyūkai expounding about the bravery of Japanese soldiers and claiming that
United States troops poured boiling water over the heads of Japanese prisoners of war;
Robert Fitts notes that the popularity of Sawamura and the mass circulation of Yakyūkai
likely made this one of the most widely read pieces of Japanese propaganda during the
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war.

Although there was no empirical evidence for Sawamura’s story, it fit into the

narrative of the Pacific War, as John Dower has described, as an “obsession with
extermination…a war without mercy.”329 Japanese troops fought to eradicate the
narrative of American baseball, with multiple reports of Japanese soldiers shouting, in
English, “To hell with Babe Ruth” as they fought American troops.330 Such sentiment
twisted the American narrative of baseball as a savior to colonized peoples, as seen in the
liberation of baseball-loving Cubans during the Spanish-American War. In this case,
baseball-loving Japanese were fighting back against Americans.
The Japanese were losing the war, but Japanese professional baseball continued
fielding teams of men in their young twenties as a symbolic source of physical strength
until 1944. The waning performance of the players demonstrated that any claim of
physical strength was an illusion. The chart below demonstrates the precipitous decline of
homeruns—which are correlated with physical strength—as people in Japan proper
endured the depletion of food resources.331 The Japanese Baseball Federation played a
half season in 1944, after which baseball in Japan went on hiatus until the end of the war.
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Whatever fantasy of physical strength that baseball provided ended in November 1944,
when the “immortal pitcher” Sawamura Eiji’s transport ship was sunk en route to the
Philippines, a final ignominious defeat at the hands of the Americans.332
An Empire in Ruins
The war damages in the Japanese empire in the five-month period from March
through August 1945 were nearly unprecedented in human history. Beginning March 910, 1945, the United States Air Force firebombed Tokyo over a twenty-four hour period
and produced a firestorm responsible for one-hundred thousand dead Japanese civilians
and another million survivors left homeless.333 Although Tokyo endured years of
bombings, according to Mark Selden this particular night stood out in its calculated
precision to “instill terror;” American Commander Curtis LeMay wanted to have Tokyo
332
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“wiped right off the map” and sent 334 B-29 airplanes loaded to capacity with incendiary
materials that were dropped on an area estimated to be about 85% residential
population.334 The United States’ Strategic Bombing Survey’s official report of the raid
stated that:

probably more persons lost their lives by fire at Tokyo in a 6-hour period than at
any time in the history of man. People died from extreme heat, from oxygen
deficiency, from carbon monoxide asphyxiation, from being trampled beneath the
feet of stampeding crowds, and from drowning. The largest number of victims
were the most vulnerable: women, children and the elderly.335
Following the Tokyo bombings, the United States expanded its firebombing
across the remainder of Japan throughout July, attacking sixty-seven cities in total and
killing an estimated 300,000 people and injuring another 400,000. The Japanese
metropolises of Osaka (population of over three million) and Kobe (population of about
one million) endured a near forty percent rate of destruction.336 On the ground, the United
States’ invasion of Okinawa in April and May 1945 resulted in a quarter-million Japanese
deaths, almost sixty percent of which were incurred by Okinawan civilians.337 Five
Japanese metropolises remained untouched by American firebombs in early August,
1945, and these became the potential drop sites for the newly developed American atomic
bomb. Hiroshima was hit by a uranium-powered bomb on August 6 and Nagasaki was hit
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by a more powerful plutonium bomb on August 9; the two cities combined for over
100,000 immediate deaths caused by heat burns, and over the next five years the radiation
left by the bombs contributed to an overall death toll estimated at 350,000 people.338
Following the atomic bombs, the United States continued conventional bombings and
killed another 15,000 Japanese, even as American intelligence translators picked up radio
messages on August 10 that the Japanese government was preparing to surrender.339 In
the three-month period from May 1945 until August 1945 alone, about 800,000 Japanese
people died and another million were injured, which was about forty percent of the
Japanese death toll of the entire Pacific War. Most Japanese metropolises had at least half
of their territory destroyed.340
As the Potsdam Conference closed on August 2, 1945, the Americans suspected
that Japanese surrender was near.341 Due to the extent of the Japanese troop locations—
extending from Burma to Papua New Guinea to the Sakhalin islands to the imperial
puppet state of Manchūkuo—the Americans wanted to coordinate a Japanese surrender
with the Soviet Red Army, the Chinese Kuomingtang, and the British in order to
represent each state’s colonial and national interests.342 After the atomic bombings by the
United States the next week, on August 15, 1945, Emperor Hirohito called upon Japanese
soldiers to lay down their weapons even as Joseph Stalin threatened to continue the Red
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Army’s southward advance toward Hokkaido with the intention of occupying the island.
Forced to act unilaterally, United States President Harry Truman diplomatically rebuffed
Stalin’s threat and managed to protect the United States’ interest of being the primary
occupier of Japan.343
The loss in the Pacific War instigated an unprecedented shift in Japanese national
consciousness that was the result of the simultaneous geographical dismemberment of the
Japanese empire, the psychological disintegration of imperial-era cultural values, and the
physical depreciation of bodies due to malnutrition. Following this intense period of
widespread destruction, most Japanese people were exhausted, malnourished, and
uncertain about a future directed by the American government that had just caused such
widespread destruction. John Dower notes that the plight of the mainland Japanese was
both psychological and physiological in nature, highlighted by two terminologies that
came into common use after the Pacific War: kyodatsu (虚脱,despondency,
demoralization) and takenoko seikatsu (筍生活,“bamboo-shoot existence”), the latter a
metaphor for people who stripped their possessions and clothes, like stripping a bamboo
shoot, to acquire food.344 There was an additional burden of deciding what to do about
the enormous population of orphaned and vagrant children, which the Japanese Ministry
of Education estimated in 1948 to be 123,511.345 These impoverished children often
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made a living by scalping tickets at train stations, selling tobacco, shining shoes,
pickpocketing, or extortion.346
Approximately seven million ethnic Japanese located in Manchuria, Taiwan,
Korea, and other former imperial territories struggled to return to Japan proper amidst
hostilities from the Chinese Kuomintang, the Chinese Communist Party, and the Soviet
Red Army. The psychological and physiological condition of many of these returnees
was often worse than those people in Japan proper. In general, the returnees from the
overseas territories had served the interests of the imperial Japanese state in the roles of
soldiers, colonial overseers, or settlers. However, in Japan these former colonials were
received as the embodiment of the failure of the imperial total war machine.347 Among
these Japanese nationals located abroad, almost the entire 600,000-man Kwangtung
Army—the organization central to Japanese imperial interests in northeast Asia
throughout the early twentieth century—was interred in the Soviet gulag system. The
Soviets returned Japanese citizens and soldiers alike in staggered exchanges that lasted
until the mid-1950s.348
Thousands of Japanese colonists located in Shinkyō, the capital of the former
puppet state of Manchūkuo, waited for ships to take them to Japan proper. Three years
removed from celebrating a massive undōkai as the “fuse of a new world order,” essayist
Nakazawa Fujio found himself on a baseball diamond in front of 30,000 people waiting
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to return to Japan; many of the young people had never actually seen Japan, but it was to
be their new “home.” One day six young men knocked on Nakazawa’s door asking,
“There are about seventy baseball players in Shinkyō, and we were thinking about having
a baseball tournament with the troops and municipal government. Would you please
approach them?”349 Nakazawa organized the event, but he was not prepared for such a
turnout of fans. Grabbing a megaphone, he addressed the crowd:

These baseball players play with precision and fairness. Everybody, support your
home team with a big roar of applause and have some fun. This baseball
tournament will communicate the road home to Japan to those Japanese who are
waiting to return, but in the meantime, they will feel safe and secure here as long
as they can play baseball in Shinkyō.350
The residents of Shinkyō were not alone in thinking that baseball could provide safety
and security in a time of turmoil. In Japan proper, measures were already underway to
revive baseball, even as people struggled to find food and lodging.
Conclusion
In this chapter I argued that baseball under fascistization contributed to the
fantasy of the physical strength of the Japanese military endeavor. Coinciding with the
government’s sponsorship of Olympic-style athletic mega-events, the Japanese
government took control of student baseball and the Kōshien Tournament. When the
American celebrity Babe Ruth finally came to Japan in 1934, it set in motion a series of
349
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events that the government had not planned for, but ultimately understood as
representative of their agenda. The formation of a professional baseball league in Japan
included players from all corners of the empire and did not conform to the system of
Major League Baseball. The government took additional steps to control professional
baseball by requiring all terminology to be in Japanese, literally rewriting the language of
the game and providing a Japanese-sourced heritage. Men continued to play professional
baseball well into the depths of World War II, and the decline in homeruns underscored
the fantasy of national strength at a time when food and material resources became
scarce. Here, baseball had truly become the Japanese national game. However, Japan’s
loss in World War II put the baseball community into a crisis, and the path towards
stability led in the direction of the United States. The next chapter will discuss how
baseball re-emerged quickly in the post-World War II environment and became a
cornerstone of revitalizing and rehabilitating the Japanese population toward Americanimposed agendas.
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Section 3: The Pro-American Shift of the Japanese Baseball Community, 1945-1955
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Chapter 4: Baseball under Demilitarization and Democratization
How did the Japanese baseball community revitalize and rehabilitate Japanese
people toward a pro-American mentality in the immediate aftermath of World War II?
This chapter covers from the end of the war in August 1945 until the initiation of what
historians now call the Reverse Course in April 1947. This period of intense change was
characterized by the policies of the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP)
General Douglas MacArthur and the American General Headquarters (GHQ) to
democratize, to demilitarize, and to end the will to war in Japan.351 The previous chapters
in this dissertation showed how the Japanese baseball community reflected an emerging
Japanese-style modernity, provided a platform for the continuing discussion of
philosopher Inoue Tetsujirō’s Imperial Bushidō discourse, and contributed to the
construction of the fascist fantasy of the Japanese empire. In this chapter I argue that the
Japanese baseball community created opportunities to rehabilitate Japanese men by
renouncing militarism and imperialism and promoting a program where baseball became
the means of instructing peace and stability. This caused the Japanese baseball
community to adopt a pro-American identity, which contrasted to the anti-American and
militaristic actions of the community prior to 1945. For these overtures, SCAP and GHQ
rewarded the Japanese baseball community with space and equipment—both rarities in
the devastated landscape of postwar Japan—but these rewards came with a catch: an
enduring dependent and subservient relationship with the GHQ.
A Nation Passes Time: The Resumption of Baseball in Occupied Japan
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On August 16, 1945, the day after Emperor Hirohito announced Japan’s surrender
in World War II, Saeki Tatsuo (佐伯達夫), a truck driver during the war, walked to the
headquarters of the Asahi Shinbun newspaper company in Tokyo to inquire whether the
company was interested in resuming its sponsorship of secondary school baseball
tournaments.352 Saeki, an organizer of the Kōshien Tournament during the Taishō era,
believed that the resumption of baseball would help the postwar recovery efforts.353
Asahi managers quickly approved Saeki’s appeal, which created an interesting tension
between the existing devastation and the promise of renewal in Japan. Immediately, high
schools in Fukushima, Miyazaki, and Yamagata prefectures sent young men out to play
baseball wherever they could with whatever equipment they could find.354 These ad-hoc
tournaments became a place where people received their distributions of food rationing
and bonuses of rice for good performance. In the first postwar Kōshien Tournament in
August 1946, victorious teams were provided a rice ration as they advanced further in the
tournament. The team from Kagoshima Prefecture on the island of Kyūshū promised
their families that they would succeed and bring home as many rations of rice as they
could win.355
The baseball community in post-war Japan focused on the social aspects of their
game instead of the fidelity of equipment or the tracking of statistics. Using improvised
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balls and bats, people played what they called “town ball” (タウンボール).

356
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In rural

areas, “farm field leagues” (田んぼリーグ) appeared, using natural landmarks as bases
and bamboo sticks as bats.357 When there were not enough people to field a team, people
played “catch ball” (キャチボール), a game in which two or more people tossed a ball
back and forth to pass time and distract themselves from the surrounding devastation.
Yamamoto Kōji, who grew up in the rebuilding city of Hiroshima and later became a
well-known professional baseball player, explained that spending ten minutes a day
playing catch ball with a friend added up to nearly three hundred hours of shared time
over the course of five years.358 Beginning with these “baseball-like” games of catch ball
and town ball, the Japanese baseball community created opportunities for revitalization
and caught the attention of the Occupation Forces of the United States military.
The initial plan to use baseball to revitalize the Japanese public formed in midAugust 1945 as General Douglas MacArthur sailed north on the USS Missouri from the
Filipino Leyte Gulf to finalize the surrender documents of the Pacific War. MacArthur
served as the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP) and overseer of the
Allied Occupation of Japan until his dismissal at the start of the Korean War in April
1951. MacArthur did not often directly interact with the Japanese people during his
tenure as SCAP, but he had several previous experiences with Japanese athletes that
instructed him of their utility for political motives. Douglas MacArthur’s military career
356
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began in Asia when he followed his father, Arthur MacArthur, as an American observer
stationed in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese War in 1905.359 After serving in
World War I, Douglas MacArthur became the President of the 1928 United States
Olympic Committee to Amsterdam, where Japan became the first East Asian state to win
a gold medal. MacArthur served as Chief of Army Forces in the Pacific, and as early as
July 11, 1945, he drew up a plan for the occupation of Japan, known as Operation
Blacklist.360 During his free time, MacArthur encouraged his troops to engage in the
“MacArthur Cup,” an informal sporting competition among shipmates.361 Because of
MacArthur’s affinity for sports, he was receptive to policies that used sports to promote
the agenda of democratization and demilitarization.
The idea to use baseball as part of the GHQ agenda for revitalizing Japan came
from one of the crewmembers on board the USS Missouri with General MacArthur, the
nisei American soldier, Harada “Cappy” Tsuneo (原田恒男). Harada was born and raised
in California by his immigrant parents. Proficient in the Japanese language, Harada had
spent the better part of three years working in military intelligence and was assigned to
the Pacific Theater instead of the famed ethnic Japanese 100th Battalion/442nd Infantry
Regiment that endured heavy casualties throughout Europe.362 Harada wrote in his
autobiography about the stress he endured from fighting his ethnic kin. Unable to sleep
359
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one night, he went to the ship’s bathroom so as not to wake his crew mates. Examining
his unruly beard in the mirror, he realized he had not seen himself out of uniform in
weeks. He thought to himself, “This isn’t me, is it?”363
This self-probing question prompted Harada to consider his life before the war,
when he played minor league baseball throughout the American West Coast. There he
met Uno “Buddy” Kazumaro, a newspaper journalist who was also a nisei raised in
California. Although they shared a similar upbringing, Uno’s career trajectory was very
different from Harada’s. Uno was upset with the racism he experienced while growing up
in early twentieth century America and moved to Japan at the start of the Second SinoJapanese War in 1937 to join the Imperial Army Press Corps. 364 Like many Japanese
during wartime, Uno was immersed in racially-charged propaganda that described the
Americans as demons who knew nothing but brutality.365 Still looking at himself in the
mirror of the ship’s bathroom, Harada wondered how he could possibly rehabilitate men
like Uno—who were exhausted, demoralized, and indoctrinated—towards a system of
American democracy. Harada believed the best way he could help was to call upon his
skills from his pre-military days: baseball.
On August 30, 1945, alongside the Supreme Commander, Harada disembarked
from the USS Missouri in Yokohama, a city of almost a million people of which
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Glass broke under Harada’s feet as he

walked to the New Grand Hotel, the charred ruins of buildings giving him the image of a
“ghost town” because “there wasn’t a soul on the streets.”367 At the hotel, Harada waited
in a separate room while the Supreme Commander toasted to victory with the officials of
his advance troops with a steak dinner. Assisted by Harada, the professional Japanese
Baseball Federation resumed in 1946 under the watchful eye of GHQ officials.
Because the stadiums of the Meiji Jingū Outer Gardens in Tokyo were home to
some of the world’s best athletic venues and were directly related to Japanese wartime
militarism, GHQ confiscated Meiji Jingū baseball stadium for United States troops to use
as entertainment. This left Kōrakuen Stadium, built in 1936, as the only venue to host the
remaining six professional baseball teams in Tokyo, and it became the de facto home of
amateur baseball clubs as well. The Kōrakuen Company, the Japanese owners of the
stadium, benefitted greatly from the near-monopoly on baseball in eastern Japan,
submitting a statement of profit of 19 million yen in 1950 (approximately $52,000 in
1950 dollars, equivalent to $520,000 in current dollars).368 With Kōrakuen a two-mile
walk from GHQ headquarters in the Dai Ichi Insurance Building, United States
servicemen were often present in Kōrakuen’s stands either for recreation or purposes of
observation and surveillance.
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The revival of baseball in Japan was not a matter of saying, “play ball.” For as
ephemeral and mundane as baseball seemed to the casual observer, the resumption of the
game in Japan was the product of layers of SCAP and GHQ policies and a broader plan
to redirect the male population of Japan away from the imperial era militarism seen in
athletics. Throughout Occupation, two distinct bureaus of the General Headquarters—the
Civil Information and Education (CIE) section and the Economic and Scientific Section
(ESS)—managed athletic affairs in Japan. The CIE was responsible for research, making
and implementing policy, and communicating among the numerous Japanese athletic
organizations; the ESS was responsible for allocations of equipment, payments and
subsidies, and handling financial requests. These bureaus began their overhaul of the
Japanese athletic world by addressing what they perceived to be the source of imperial
era militarism: school physical education programs.
School Physical Education Under Democracy and Demilitarization
Within thirty days of landing on Japanese soil, the GHQ changed the Japanese
physical education curriculum to demilitarize athletics and promote an American-inspired
curriculum of individualist democracy. To do this, GHQ developed and implemented a
complex system of regulations to rewrite the relationship between physical education and
militarism, replaced the former budō and bushidō-inspired curriculum with a curriculum
steeped in American sporting culture, and reallocated land to non-physical education
purposes.
The GHQ’s approach focused on changing the core ideological principles of
physical education, but at the foundation the new policies began with a mistranslation.
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CIE officials regularly stumbled over the translation of the Japanese word for physical
education, taiiku (体育/體育) or taisō (体操/體操), instead translating it as “physical
culture,” which was a term often used by Westerners to describe one’s athletic life. This
mistranslation gave the militarism seen during wartime Japan a sense of immutability that
tied into the essential values of Japanese culture and was likely the product of the work
conducted by anthropologist Ruth Benedict. The United States government hired
Benedict in 1944 to analyze Japanese prisoners of war and create a psychological profile
of the Japanese people based upon ethnographic experiences with detainees in Japanese
internment camps. From these interviews, Benedict extrapolated stories about Japanese
physical education and claimed, without documented evidence, that the:

Dai Nippon Physical Culture Society prescribed body-warming calisthenics which
would not only be a substitute for heating facilities and bedding, but, better still,
would substitute for food no longer available…The American’s view of bodily
energy…is here confronted with a calculus that does not rely on storing up energy.
That would be materialistic.369
What Benedict and the Occupation authorities called the “Dai Nippon Physical Culture
Society” was actually the Japanese Amateur Athletic Association (JAAA), the
organization first headed by Kanō Jigorō, the creator of jūdō martial arts, to permit Japan
to enter the Olympics in 1912. The JAAA never oversaw nation-wide physical education
policies; that was the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education. Additionally, the GHQ
were provided a translation of a 1944 pamphlet, Sensō to Taiiku (戦争と體育), written
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by the wartime director of the JAAA, Suehiro Gentarō (末弘源太郎), which the
American translator titled “War and Physical Culture.” In a highlighted translation
provided to GHQ officials, Suehiro’s pamphlet reads:

The fighting force of a nation lies in the physical force of its entire people. The
general public, when we mention physical culture [体育/taiiku in the original
pamphlet], believe it to be baseball, tennis, marathon races, or something that
takes time and place and perhaps special equipment to do. But these contesting
physical exercises are not the foundation of physical culture at all…Sports drew
all the attention of the people. To win over a foreign country was considered as
something to show off the fine physical strength of the people of our own country.
Such a mistaken idea began to rule people’s minds…The whole nation’s fighting
power is found in the people’s physical force. All people of the country must
display full vigor otherwise we cannot fight out the war. To reach this object,
what sort of physical culture is required? First of all, give all the youth who will
shortly become soldiers the kind of physical culture which would abundantly give
physical force suited to a soldier such as: [Training in hygiene], soldier’s training,
soldier’s [swimming training], and flying physical training.370
Here, Suehiro suggests—only at the apex of the war—that the Japanese physical
education curriculum add military-inspired games to prepare students for war.
As I discussed in chapters two and three of this dissertation, from 1917 until 1945
military instructors were present in Japanese physical education classes to instruct
military marching and martial arts. However, the events that contributed more
significantly to the relationship between militarism and athleticism were the mega-events
conducted by the Japanese ministries, like the Olympic-style Meiji Jingū Taikai, the
370
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Kōshien Baseball Tournament, and the undōkai athletic meets in Manchuria. The GHQ
overlooked these mega-events—and would permit their resumption in 1946—and instead
focused their attention on what they believed to be the foundation of militarist ideology in
Japan: the school physical education curriculum.
Informed by these sources, on October 22, 1945—less than twenty-five days after
the beginning of the Allied Occupation of Japan—GHQ required schools to submit
physical education curriculum for review to eliminate militaristic influences.371 On
November 6, 1945, GHQ issued Order No. 80, which explicitly banned budō martial arts
(kendō, jūdō, kyūdō, and naginata) as well as the children’s games listed by Suehiro,
called “Warship Play,” “Soldier Play,” and “Torpedo Boat.”372 On May 15, 1946,
Kiyoshi Kitazawa, the Chief of the Physical Education Section of the Japanese Ministry
of Education, clarified the government’s policy in a radio broadcast directed at all
Japanese schools. 373 The first directive, translated by CIE officials, is worth quoting at
length:

You should completely eliminate from your thinking any relationship between
physical education and military activity. While it is true that during the war,
physical education was used to train for combat; yet it should be realized that
physical education can also contribute just as surely to peace, understanding, and
democracy provided the activities are carried out in a wholesome, cheerful
atmosphere of cooperation, and friendly competition. The attitude of the teachers
371
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and pupils is the important difference, and it is the responsibility of every teacher
of physical education in Japan to develop the spirit of play in all physical
education activities. If this is done, the wholesome development of body, mind,
and spirit will be more likely to result.374
Additionally, Kitazawa communicated that the CIE prohibited calisthenics, gymnastics,
and marching. These practices were replaced with:

A new schedule of physical training, and it is important to instruct sports in the
right way. Such sports as basketball, soccer, volleyball, football…baseball, and
others are valuable for physical training and also to cultivate the spirit of
cooperation through team work, and to develop fair play and friendly rivalry.375

Such a statement clarified the new policy for school physical education in Japan that
separated budō martial arts from Imperial Bushidō philosophy: Japanese physical
education teachers—many of whom were hired during the war for their qualifications in
teaching bushidō philosophy instead of physical activity—were confused why budō
martial arts were banned while the orders they received did not speak directly to militarist
bushidō discourse.376
The GHQ seemed either unaware or insouciant about the difference between budō
martial arts and the militarist bushidō philosophies of wartime Japan; the documented
evidence indicates that they treated budō martial arts as the equivalent of bushidō
philosophy. However, as the previous chapters established, this was a relationship that
philosopher Inoue Tetsujirō created in the 1890s as a way to promote a Japanese-sourced
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physical education curriculum that contrasted to government-imposed Western physical
education systems. Kitazawa’s statement, which was overseen by the CIE, emphasized
that the Occupation era changes to Japan’s physical education curriculum promoted the
“bright spirits and morality” of Japanese children, saying “In order to promote
democratic education, the respect of individual character is necessary.”377 This wording
rejected the wartime Japanese 1938 National General Mobilization Law that discouraged
individualism and indicated that SCAP and GHQ aimed the prohibition of budō martial
arts to inculcate and promote sentiments of individuality that scholars like Ruth Benedict
believed had been lacking in wartime Japanese society. As Kitazawa explained in his
address, Japanese teachers should ask students, “What do you want to play today,” and if
no consensus was reached, the students should take a vote.378 Here, historians have a
clear indication of the intent to use athletics to promote individualism among Japanese
youth.
After banning budō martial arts, CIE officials restricted physical education spaces
by reassigning them “practical” uses for rebuilding the devastated state. In December
1945, most existing athletic spaces for schools were transformed into “school farms,”
which reinvented these areas from their connotation of militarism to sites that ameliorated
the food crisis. GHQ authorities ordered that students, from elementary age to highschool age, cultivate sixty square meters of food crops per student and spend time
farming during their normal school days and holidays, with no more than fifty days per
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school year spent for land reclamation.

In January 1946, Kiyoshi Saburō, the new

director of the JAAA, noted to CIE officials the contradiction of having to rebuild
Japan’s sporting landscape when the majority of physical education spaces had been
reassigned to farming uses:

There is no material for the needed equipment [to play sports], and the condition
of the play-grounds is not what it should be. Food is also a great problem. The
Government subsidy has been cut by half. There are other points which would,
needless to say, make the up-hill walk a pretty steep one to climb. [sic]
But the greater the obstacles the stronger our love for Sports grows. From now on,
we must spread Sports to furthermost ends of the country and do our utmost to
bring it to perfection whereby we may attain a healthy development of Sports to
bright and lighten the newly reconstructed Japan.380
In response, CIE officials created a new kind of baseball to address the lack of
equipment and space. In January 1946, Major John Norviel of the CIE developed a
baseball variation he first called “Burn Out,” and then, upon considering the nature of the
damage to Japan, renamed “One Out Baseball.”381 Although well-intentioned, One Out
Baseball did not become a notable activity among any Japanese community because it
was too complex: it had twenty-six paragraph-long rules, many of which referenced the
parent sport of American baseball, which itself was not explained. One Out Baseball
called for fifteen players per team, and the “batting” team was somehow expected to
379
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corral those fifteen people into a waiting space seven meters wide. To compensate for the
lack of equipment, Norviel proposed that One Out Baseball be played with rejected
baseballs that had failed Japanese manufacturers’ quality assurance examination.382 Any
fan of baseball would chortle at the chaos and disorganization of One Out Baseball.
Conversely, people unfamiliar with baseball likely felt overwhelmed by the rules that
were more complex than the original game of baseball. At best, the game showed CIE’s
intentions to support Japanese physical education, but within the context of people
playing in “farm field leagues” with improvised equipment, One Out Baseball
demonstrated the CIE’s unfamiliarity with the logistics of resuming physical education in
Japan.
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The Japanese-language diagram of how fifteen defensive players should position themselves while playing
a game of One Out Baseball. The opposing fifteen offensive players were corralled in the semi-circular
“home plate” space between letters A and B at the bottom of the image, an area which was seven meters
wide. The distance between the bases was 17 meters.383

Social Physical Education Under Democratization and Demilitarization
The GHQ had installed a new physical education system that the Japanese
teachers were ill-prepared and poorly equipped to instruct, and they seemed unaware that
Japanese physical education teachers hired in the 1930s and 1940s possessed little
training in Western physiology and sports. Additionally, most physical education
instructors had their athletic spaces turned into farms, and there was a country-wide
shortage of athletic equipment. To remedy this situation, GHQ created a series of statewide education campaigns that served two purposes: first, to train physical education
instructors and the public on the basics of Western sports and athletics, and second, to
create a dependent relationship with the Japanese athletic communities. This dependent
relationship encouraged Japanese athletic communities to adopt the early Occupation
period agenda of democratization and demilitarization to receive disbursements of
equipment and provisions of space.
In May 1946, a series of meetings about “social physical education” (shakai
taiiku, 社会体育) attempted to quell the concerns of Japanese physical education
instructors who felt that they could not manage the new American system of physical
education. Social physical education sought to end militarism and ultra-nationalism while
simultaneously promoting physical strength, hygiene, self-confidence, and the inclusion
383
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of women into athletics.
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Social physical education created a self-renewing process by

which the entire Japanese populace—not just students—used athletics to adopt and
maintain GHQ’s early Occupation era agenda of democratization and demilitarization.
From June 3-5, 1946, representatives from every prefecture in Japan assembled in
Tokyo for a physical education conference. Chaired on the American side by Major John
Norviel and on the Japanese side by Kitazawa Kiyoshi, the conference aimed to solve the
severe equipment shortage, the lack of familiarity with the sports curriculum, and the lack
of knowledge about western physiology and kinesiology. On the first day of meetings,
the representative from Niigata Prefecture lamented the pressure placed upon physical
education instructors by the Westernized curriculum within highly-restricted spaces:

Teachers of physical education have too heavy responsibilities, too many hours
per week, and too many pupils in each class…Give more time for teachers to
study. Increase the number of teachers in physical education…It is not possible
for one teacher to handle 50 students and try to do activities which students
prefer…the natural result is dry, uninteresting calisthenics in a large group.385
In response, Major John Norviel re-defined SCAP’s stance on calisthenics by explaining
that teachers could lead group exercises in a “pleasant, non-militaristic manner,” and
outlined how participants should count, line up, and change facings without assuming a
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Satisfied with Norviel’s clarification, the Niigata representative

then lamented that school athletic spaces “are still utilized as cultivated land for the
production of food stuffs. We want our play grounds back as soon as possible.”387 Major
Norviel, understanding that the cultivation of food remained a priority for preventing
famine, refused to address this issue. Ultimately, the three-day conference provided
opportunities for Japanese physical education instructors to relate their challenges in
using the new curriculum to achieve the end goals of democratization and
demilitarization.
Following the Physical Education Conference in Tokyo, the CIE initiated multiple
“Short Course for the Popularization of Social Physical Training” conferences that
traveled from prefecture to prefecture—and often to multiple municipalities within each
prefecture—from the end of June until the end of July 1946. The “short course” aimed to
“[encourage] the formation of physical training bodies, as well as for development in
various working places among groups of the same kind of business and in special regions
which are to be the bases in carrying out social physical training.”388 In each locale, the
conferences lasted three days, during which a flurry of activity occurred: city
representatives reported on their city’s plans for rebuilding athletic infrastructure, and
teachers received training in physiology and athletic games. Due to the massive number
of people participating in the conferences, representatives from each municipality were
386
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burdened with purchasing athletic clothes, travel tickets, and three days’ worth of meals
out of their own funds. The ambitious program was onerous to many locales that were
preoccupied with growing food, rebuilding, and finding capable teachers for physical
education.

The schedule for the “short course,” which totaled over 25 hours of training.389

Athletic Dependency in Occupied Japan
By July 1946, GHQ provided Japanese instructors of physical education the
required training they believed sufficient to enact a program of Westernized physical
education. However, most schools and athletic organizations lacked athletic equipment,
and they could not acquire these materials without first making overtures of adopting the
Occupation agenda of democratization and demilitarization. Because of the devastation
of Japanese infrastructure after World War II, there were restrictions on the production of
sports equipment and access to athletic spaces. For Japanese sporting communities and
389
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schools to gain access to either equipment or athletic spaces, they had to make overtures
of democratic sentiment while remaining subservient and deferential to the wishes of the
United States Occupation Forces. This trend echoes historian Shibusawa Naoko’s
argument that the United States often represented Japan using images of child-like
development. She writes:

[P]icturing Japan as a child emphasized its potential to ‘grow up’ into a
democracy…’Maturity,’ which white Americans believed nonwhites had not
attained, signified ability, wisdom, and self-control—characteristics that
supposedly entitled adult white men to status and power…however, immaturity
was not a permanent fate, but a transitional stage.390
I extend Shibusawa’s argument to the case of democratization and demilitarization for
sporting communities throughout Japan and build from this argument to contend that the
baseball community in Japan, more so than any other athletic community, cohered to
GHQ demands.
Occupation era baseball magazines, which were overseen and censored by GHQ
officials, provide researchers a clearer understanding of how messages of democracy,
individualism, dependency, and subservience were delivered to the numerous readers in
the Japanese baseball community. During the Occupation Era, thirteen new baseballrelated magazines began publishing, serving a monthly audience of over 50,000 people.
Although Yakyūkai—the famed baseball magazine of the imperial era—resumed
publication, it was quickly surpassed by a new upstart, Besuboru Magajin (Baseball
Magazine). Besuboru Magajin skyrocketed in sales and reached monthly publication runs
390
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of 20,000 by 1949.

In contrast to Yakyūkai, which continued to use the imperial

Japanese-language word for baseball, yakyū (野球), Besuboru Magajin used the
previously banned English loan word bēsubōru to indicate its desire to leave imperial era
militarism in the past.
In the context of meeting GHQ expectations about “democratization and
demilitarization,” Besuboru Magajin demonstrated how the Japanese baseball community
strove to meet this benchmark. The most notable author about democratic ideals in the
Japanese baseball community was Suzuki Sōtarō (鈴木惣太郎). Suzuki, born in 1890,
studied at Columbia University and long desired to connect American and Japanese
culture, which his biographer described with a metaphor as the building of “bridges”
across the Pacific.392 Suzuki often worked with newspaper mogul Shōriki Matsutarō and
was a key figure in securing Babe Ruth’s 1934 Japanese tour.393 Whereas Shōriki, the
wartime Information Minister, languished in Sugamo Prison charged as a Class A War
Criminal in early 1946, Suzuki, who did not take government office during the war,
received a rare face-to-face meeting with General Douglas MacArthur.
In April of 1946, the first issue of Besuboru Magajin appeared for sale on
newsstands, and as readers opened it they were greeted to Suzuki’s long-form article,
“The Question of Baseball Democracy” (野球デモクラシイの問題). Suzuki recounted
meeting General MacArthur on a quiet night at a hotel, where the two discussed the
391
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merits of using baseball to teach American-style democracy focused upon the expression
of the individual, and to help familiarize the Japanese population with American
culture.394 Suzuki explained his foremost concern to MacArthur: in general, Japanese
people understood that they needed to embrace democracy to create “a new Japanese
state.” However, Suzuki believed that most Japanese people did not fully comprehend
how to be a member of a democratic society, asking, “Just what is democracy? (デモク
ラシイとは何ぞや?)”395 MacArthur sympathized with this problem. Suzuki and General
MacArthur agreed that the long-established relationship between baseball and major
newspapers—most notably Shōriki’s Yomiuri Shinbun—suggested that baseball could be
another way to help disseminate democratic ideals among the Japanese people. However,
General MacArthur also understood that the newspaper/baseball relationship could be
treacherous: Shōriki Matsutarō, who remained the owner of Yomiuri Shinbun, was
imprisoned for his wartime role in spreading militarist propaganda. Suzuki acknowledged
this point and extolled that after the Pacific War, “baseball must be a democracy,”
arguing that baseball would lead Japanese people away from a “militant state” and
towards “peacefulness” and “democracy.”396 It is worth quoting Suzuki’s conclusion to
the article at length, where he disavows imperialism and desires to develop in the model
of the United States:
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So, the stage is set for baseball [in Japan], but the plan for democracy was born in
America, a place where baseball has grown in prosperity and given greatness to
all sports…for baseball in Japan, the amount of imperialism and militarism that
existed in the past is to be detested…We must treat baseball and democracy as the
same; if we don’t create the atmosphere to cultivate democracy, then baseball
democracy won’t come to us.397
To receive General MacArthur’s formal support for baseball, Suzuki appealed to the
image of the “American national game” to meet the early Occupation era goals of
democratization and demilitarization and created an image of Japan developing in the
manner of the United States. Suzuki’s dismissal of imperialism and militarism
contradicted the well-known history of the United States using baseball for its own
imperial and military purposes, and further evidenced how the Japanese baseball
community used overtures of “peace” and “democracy” to receive preferential treatment.
A June 1946 article raises the question of whether Suzuki went too far in his
rejection of militarization. In the summer of 1946, Suzuki submitted an article to
Besuboru Magajin titled, “On a Long-Term Championship Game,” in which he used the
metaphor of winning a baseball game as akin to winning at war, a trope which had
appeared throughout English and Japanese publications since the turn of the twentieth
century. Suzuki critiqued Japanese militarism during the Fifteen Years War by arguing
that Japan relied on Carl von Clausewitz’ theory of war, a model that required both
material superiority and spiritual superiority for victory. He then discussed Japanese
samurai as the embodiment of the “unscientific” and “traditional” Japan, describing pre-
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Suzuki

explained that the United States was “ever prepared to maintain an overwhelming
physical power in a long term warfare, attack their opponents squarely, and never try to
have recourse to a surprise attack…this is the kind of baseball Americans like.”399 GHQ
censors deleted Suzuki’s critique under the pretext of “militaristic propaganda” and
prevented the publication of the original article. The text that appeared in the final
publication of Besuboru Magajin rehashed Suzuki’s previous April article, “The
Question of Baseball Democracy.”400 This intervention suggests that the GHQ preferred
overtures of democratization and demilitarization instead of analyses of militarism.
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Part of the original draft of “On a Long-Term Championship Game” with editing marks from censorship
officials. Most sections of the document are scratched out such that the Japanese text is unintelligible, but a
typed English summary was provided for censorship officials.401

In summary, the GHQ replaced the Japanese physical education curriculum with a
program inspired by popular United States sports that aimed to fulfill the early
Occupation era goals of demilitarizing, democratizing, and ending the will to war in
Japan. To help the Japanese physical education instructors enact this program, the GHQ
initiated Social Physical Education. This program gave the instructors the necessary
education to enact the program, but also demanded that the instructors expend valuable
provisions and resources to attend the meetings. The Japanese baseball community
moved quickly to make gestures of adopting the program, although their message was
401
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overseen by GHQ censors. The GHQ rewarded the Japanese baseball community’s
enthusiasm with special attention in the form of equipment and space.
Provisions of Equipment and Space
More than any other athletic community during the Occupation era, the Japanese
baseball community met the expectations for spreading democracy and eradicating
militarism. In response, GHQ created workarounds of rationed materials to provide
equipment to the baseball community. There was a massive market for baseball goods, as
evidenced by a 1946 survey conducted among Japanese males and females from
elementary school to college. Of nearly 40,000 students surveyed, 50% of all respondents
indicated an interest in baseball; among boys, nearly 75% indicated baseball as their
favorite sport.402 GHQ had distributed some athletic equipment for use by impoverished
Japanese, but CIE and ESS officials struggled to provide a reliable stream of goods
because of the lack of raw material resources and rationing. Because sports equipment
production had dwindled to zero by the end of the war, black market entrepreneurs
hoarded the remaining equipment and re-sold the goods at inflated prices.
GHQ organized to re-supply Japan with sporting goods, and most of the measures
taken focused on revitalizing the baseball community. On September 12, 1946,
representatives from the ESS and CIE, the Japanese Ministry of Education, the Ministry
of Commerce and Education, the Ministry of Forestry and Agriculture, the Hides and
Leather and Control Union, the All Japan Sporting Goods Union and the Japan Athletic
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Association met to resolve the material shortage. Major John Norviel summarized GHQ’s
policy and provided his own opinion:

The establishment of democracy begins rather than ends with political
organizations and in the opinion of this Officer, there is no place where the
practice of democratic activities can better be carried on than in the physical
education program, therefore, production of the necessary amount of athletic
equipment is in line with General Headquarters policy.403
In accordance with these goals, Norviel requested that GHQ authorities permit sporting
goods manufacturers to reach their maximum production capacity as soon as possible.404
The number one and number two priorities in the production of sports equipment were
baseballs and softballs.405 Norviel then reclassified athletic “shoes and clothing” (i.e.
baseball cleats and uniforms) as necessities for the welfare of Japanese people and
therefore eligible for immediate release of raw materials. In Norviel’s final written
summary to SCAP authorities, he noted that support of physical education would “help to
create an enthusiasm for wholesome peaceful activities, thereby providing an emotional
outlet and reduce problems of the occupation.”406
It was an onerous task for sporting goods manufacturers to reach these peak levels
of production; it required over a half million pounds of imported leather and over 10,000
pounds of imported rubber and wool, followed by other ancillary materials like cotton,
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407

hemp, paste, and felt.

To produce better equipment out of the preciously acquired

materials, sporting goods companies began a project of scientific rationalization of their
products. By the end of 1946, four separate sporting goods companies—Daiichi Undō,
Ayukawa, Mizuno, and Sanshin Kōgyō—combined to reach SCAP’s production goals of
10,000 baseball gloves.408 However, the companies fell woefully short of meeting
Norviel’s request for 1.4 million softballs and 226,000 baseballs, producing only a
combined total of 30,000 baseballs by mid-1947.409

An example of the Mizuno Corporation’s “deformation” testing of their baseball, which evaluated how a
ball’s material construction affected its usability.410
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Due to the lack of equipment, sports organizations notified the GHQ that they
could not meet the expectation of spreading democracy and individualism through sports.
In March 1947, the Rubber Ball Baseball Association—which represented a kind of
baseball played with a softer, all-rubber ball instead of a standard hard leather baseball
with a rubber core—appealed to GHQ for support. Rubber ball baseball began in 1917 as
a safer and less resource-intensive game than standard baseball, making it widely
accessible and extremely popular game in Japan. However, because it was an informal
“street-ball,” with rules that morphed between regions and teams, eventually it became
associated with a violent history that involved bribery, profiteering, and racketeering.
After the Pacific War, fans of rubber ball baseball formed their first official national
organization and courted GHQ’s desire to spread democracy through baseball. In 1946,
there were 26,000 adult rubber ball baseball teams in the civilian sector; at a minimum of
nine players per team, this meant that at least 234,000 Japanese adults played rubber ball
baseball; elementary schools accounted for another 90,000 players.411 The Rubber Ball
Baseball Association’s letter to GHQ demonstrated their organization’s eagerness to
spread peace:

This association hopes people as many as possible to cultivate sportsmanship and
strengthen their health while enjoying sports and to become such people as
contributing to the construction of truly peaceful Japan and at the same time aims
at the connection among local associations, negotiation with government
authorities and smooth distribution of materials.
Then Japanes [sic] people scarcely escaped from starvation thanks to kind release
411
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of food by the Allied Forces, but for construction of new Japan stir up of young
generation is quite essential. However, regret to say, many young men who were
demobilized after the war service found on the motherland no reliable thing
spiritually and materially and, as you know, they are now in desperate condition
to commit evil actions. This Association is really expecting such unhappy young
men to awake as quick as possible to cooperate in the reconstruction of new Japan
and at the same time to reward to your kind assistance.
We are now endeavoring to popularize rubber baseball among young people and
to attain the above mentioned aims, sweeping out the idea of war.412
The Rubber Ball Baseball Association appealed to the GHQ’s interest in rehabilitating
people away from “evil actions” by giving them a game to occupy their time. However,
like other sporting communities, the Rubber Ball Baseball Association struggled to find
equipment.
The association admitted to shopping on the black market because their needs
were unmet by legitimate suppliers. In 1946, two GHQ-initiated dispersals of equipment
had provided only 1,500 gloves and 150 catcher mitts to nearly 20,000 civilian rubberball baseball players. Before the war, rubber ball baseball players used over 3.3 million
rubber baseballs a year, which equaled about 126 balls per team. However, in 1946 most
teams received a distribution of two or three balls, and one lucky team received ten
balls.413 With such a large market being undersupplied by legitimate vendors, the Rubber
Ball Baseball Association admitted their rubber baseball demand was fulfilled by the
black market: they calculated that 80% of rubber baseballs were made from “hidden
materials,” which meant rubber that had been smuggled, stolen, or obtained illegitimately
from Americans; 15% were made from “leftover” rubber scraps from other companies;
412
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and 5% were legitimate rubber baseballs that had been stolen from the manufacturer.

Therefore, the association lamented that the lack of equipment drove them use the very
markets that were antithetical to the cause of American democracy.

Two different kinds of rubber baseball (literally translated, “softball”).415

While sporting goods manufacturers focused on meeting the massive market of
the Japanese baseball community, the GHQ opened an equally ambitious project of
creating venues for baseball. Instead of permitting Japanese athletes to use the venues in
the shrine to the Meiji Emperor, the GHQ fronted money to local governments to build
baseball stadiums. This New Deal-inspired program put people to work and gave them
the athletic spaces they desired. With the funding beginning in 1947 and construction
continuing until 1952, nine baseball stadiums with capacities above 10,000 seats were
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built across Japan: Nagoya Stadium, Heiwadai Stadium in Fukuoka, Toyama Stadium in
Okinawa, Shimonoseki Stadium in Yamaguchi Prefecture, Nihon Seimei Stadium in
Osaka, Okayama Stadium, Kawasaki Stadium, and Nagasaki Stadium. The nine
Occupation-era stadiums equaled the number of stadiums built throughout Japan in the
nineteen-year period from 1922 through 1941, and equaled the number of stadiums built
during the twenty-five-year period from 1954 through 1979.416 The Japanese baseball
community’s acquiescence to being subservient to American demands gained them an
enormous amount of support for equipment and space not seen among other sporting
communities.
Conclusion
This chapter discussed how the Japanese baseball community advocated for the
Occupation agenda of democratization and demilitarization from August 1945 until April
1947. The Japanese baseball community made overtures of how the sport assisted in the
rehabilitation of Japanese men from the militarism of wartime Japan. In return for these
gestures, the GHQ arranged for the production and distribution of baseball equipment and
the provision of spaces to play baseball. The relationship between the Japanese baseball
community and the SCAP and GHQ offices was characterized by dependency and
subservience. The next chapter will discuss how the special treatment of the baseball
community in Japan developed in the context of the Reverse Course and the onset of the
Cold War in the spring of 1947.
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Chapter 5: Baseball During the First Decade of the Cold War
How did baseball operate within the context of the remilitarization of Japan
during the Reverse Course and the Cold War? This chapter covers from the beginning of
the Cold War in March 1947 until about 1955. The previous chapter established how the
Japanese baseball community made gestures of democratization and demilitarization and
received support from the GHQ; this chapter addresses how these overtures translated
into the post-1947 environment, where Japan was transitioned to be a bulwark of
capitalism in Asia. I argue that GHQ-sponsored athletic initiatives created a mechanism
for the United States’ continued influence upon Japanese society after the formal end of
Occupation in 1952. By means of the dependent relationship between baseball and the
GHQ that formed in the early stages of the Occupation, the United States relied upon the
business and diplomacy skills of Shōriki Matsutarō to first rebuild professional baseball
in Japan as a mimic of the American model, and then to implement nuclear power into
Japan under the Atoms for Peace program. Throughout this chapter I discuss how the
Japanese baseball community acquiesced, generally, to their recently formed proAmerican identities from 1947 until the mid-1950s. Many scholars have perceived this
short period of collegiality as representative of goodwill and internationalism throughout
the entirety of the history of baseball in Japan. However, this brief period of cooperation
must be contextualized within Japan’s emerging role in Asia under the guidance of
American political and military initiatives.
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The Cold War and the Reverse Course: Rearming Japan Without Resurrecting
Bushidō Philosophy
A series of chaotic events changed the political landscape of Japan and had drastic
consequences for the program of demilitarizing and democratizing both the landscape of
athletics and Japanese society overall. On March 12, 1947, United States President Harry
Truman requested 400 million dollars from Congress to bolster the countries of Greece
and Turkey against the rising influence of socialism and communism, the former of
which was embroiled in civil war.417 This public statement of support for countries to
combat socialism and communism became known as the “Truman Doctrine” and marked
the beginning of the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union. Then in
April 1947, Japan held its first post-World War II democratic election, the results of
which shocked GHQ authorities: the Japanese Socialist Party (JSP) won the popular vote,
and Katayama Tetsu (片山哲), who opposed most of the policies of the Occupation
authorities and was chairman of the JSP, became the Prime Minister of Japan. In the
wake of the Truman Doctrine opposing the rise of socialism and communism to political
power, SCAP commenced what historians now call the “reverse course” in Japan: GHQ
released many politicians who had been jailed previously for wartime activities and
commenced policies to remilitarize Japan to become a bulwark of American capitalism in
Asia.418 Then, GHQ shifted from a policy of letting the Japanese economy largely run
itself to a policy of government intervention; simultaneously, GHQ jailed socialists and
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By 1949, surveys revealed that the majority of Japanese people believed

the United States’ direction was “bad” for the country and that a military conflict loomed
in the near future. This pessimistic outlook stood at odds with the pre-1947 agenda of
demilitarization and ending the will to war.420
Throughout 1946, SCAP, GHQ authorities, and Japanese politicians and scholars
had been working on a constitution for Japan. While working under the policies of
demilitarization and ending the Japanese will to war, General MacArthur insisted that
Japan become permanently pacifist.421 On May 3, 1947, two months into the Cold War
and one month after the commencement of the Reverse Course, the Japanese Constitution
went into effect containing the famous Article 9, the “Renunciation of War.” Article 9
stated:

Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the
Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the
threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes…land, sea, and
air forces…will never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the state will
not be recognized.422
Article 9 of the Constitution created a predicament within the context of the Cold War:
how could Japan remilitarize without reviving imperial era mindsets of militarism?
GHQ did not have a clear answer to this problem. As the previous chapter
established, GHQ controlled most athletic spaces in Japan and provisioned the Japanese
419
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baseball community with supplies and space due to their gestures of adopting the
Occupation agenda. I argue that scholars can analyze SCAP’s control of other athletic
spaces to better understand how Japan’s broader athletic community demonstrated a
willingness to adopt the goals of the reverse course without resuming imperial era
militarist mindsets.
GHQ managed most of Japan’s athletic space. According to a survey by the
Japanese Ministry of Education, there were approximately 0.05 tsubo (one tsubo equals
3.31 square meters) of athletic space per capita in Tokyo; for a metropolis with over six
million people, that equated to 1.12 million square meters.423 Nearly forty percent of this
space was contained within the Meiji Jingū Outer Gardens. GHQ had confiscated the
Outer Garden properties because they were both emblematic of imperial militarism and
because they were some of the best athletic venues in the world. By comparison, the
combined athletic venues in the Meiji Jingū Outer Gardens—the National Athletic
Stadium, Meiji Jingū Baseball Stadium, and several sumō rings—were six times larger
than the world’s current largest stadium, the Rungrado May Day Stadium in North Korea.
Built in 1989, Rungrado has a seating capacity of 150,000 people and is the location of
the annual Arirang Festival (also known as the “Mass Games”).424 SCAP officials
renamed Japan’s National Athletic Stadium (Meiji Jingū Gaien Kyōgijō) to “Nile Kinnick
Stadium” in honor of a deceased American marine, and they renamed Meiji Jingū
Stadium to “Stateside Park.” Instead of being a space for the promotion of Japanese
423
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athletics, the venues of the Meiji Jingū Outer Gardens often entertained United States
servicemen with football and basketball practice in the summer and ice skating and
movies in the winter.425
An analysis of how GHQ treated the communities of baseball and jūdō in the
context of the reverse course demonstrates that GHQ believed baseball to be a privileged
sport with the potential of rehabilitating men away from militarist interpretations of
bushidō philosophy. GHQ helped localities fund the construction of baseball stadiums in
early 1947 while simultaneously enforcing a prohibition on the use of spaces for jūdō
martial arts. The jūdō community in Japan argued that their martial art had purged
militarist influences, but the community did not make the overtures of democratization
and demilitarization in the same way that the baseball community had done. Despite
many American officers demonstrating an affinity for jūdō, Japan’s jūdō community did
not receive space or equipment from GHQ authorities and remained under strict
surveillance for the majority of Occupation.
GHQ banned jūdō in most public spaces in October 1945. However, Japanese
teachers believed that jūdō could keep students entertained and physically fit within
already existing jūdō halls on school property. GHQ officials prohibited these halls from
re-opening until the end of Occupation, preferring that jūdō practitioners be constrained
to a single building and its school, the Kōdōkan. The location that made the Kōdōkan
vital to imperial era sports—a forty-minute walk north from the Imperial Palace, a
fifteen-minute walk west of the University of Tokyo, and across the street from Kōrakuen
425
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Baseball Stadium—made it the perfect location for Occupation authorities to supervise
the martial art. The Kōdōkan bustled with activity after war, far outpacing its growth
numbers during the Meiji era: 1,171 new members signed up immediately after the war;
another 3,037 new recruits joined in 1946; 3,949 new recruits joined in 1947; and 4,126
new recruits joined in 1948.426 The Kōdōkan accepted women as well and had 30 female
trainers by 1949. It even counted 200 American soldiers as members and developed a
training program for use by service members. Overtaxed Kōdōkan administrators
regularly petitioned GHQ to reintroduce jūdō into the secondary and collegiate school
systems and for the re-opening of existing jūdō halls. If GHQ permitted the re-opening of
jūdō halls, then the Kōdōkan would no longer be overcrowded with practitioners.
GHQ officials listened in earnest. In December 1946, Major Norviel hosted a
demonstration of jūdō, kendō, and kyūdō for CIE officials so that they could evaluate
whether the martial arts had been purged of militarism; those sports that were deemed to
be purged of militarism could then be re-introduced to wider Japanese society. Norviel
wrote:

The precedent of abolishing the teaching of history until the evils were eliminated
and then permitting its re-entry might indicate that if one or more of these sports
can be clearly demonstrated as being purged of all militarism and
ultranationalism, then that sport might be given such consideration.427
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The closed-door performance was held in the imperial palace gymnasium, and although
Emperor Hirohito and his family were invited to watch, it is unclear whether they
attended. Another GHQ officer, Russel Durgin, summarized the event on the behalf of
Major Norviel; Durgin wrote of jūdō:

Personally I would not be opposed to judo in the higher and at least the upper
middle schools on a voluntary basis, as one of the activities of a physical
education program. It was the compulsory nature (combined of course with
certain militaristic developments) that was the worst objectionable trait of the
program. Care will have to be taken regarding who the teachers are, for among the
judo teachers, probably more than the ordinary ones, militaristic and nationalistic
fanaticism existed.428
Because of the endorsement from Norviel’s office, SCAP began warming up to the idea
of permitting jūdō and its accompanying philosophies within Japanese schools and public
life. In February 1947, the Ministry of Education announced support for the return of
jūdō to the school curriculum as an extracurricular activity and planned to provide
subsidized jūdō uniforms and an affordable renovation of existing jūdō halls. Jūdō
instructors were to be licensed first as public school teachers and second as jūdō
instructors, a move which ensured the instructor’s commitment to education instead of
martial arts.429
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However, after the reverse course, GHQ withdrew support of jūdō in schools,
preferring to keep the sport contained within the crowded space of the Kōdōkan. This
resulted in a flurry of appeals directed to the GHQ from fans of jūdō, peaking early in
1949. Over 6,000 students from Meiji and Chūō Universities delivered a missive to GHQ,
lamenting that their jūdō practices required trips through “treacherous” transportation
hubs to use the inadequate Kōdōkan facilities instead of the abandoned jūdō halls on their
campuses.430 After the GHQ ignored their pleas, in September 1949 administrators at
Chūō University opened the doors to their jūdō halls and permitted students to practice
during their lunch hour. University administrators believed they had found a way to
circumvent GHQ rules because the practice was unsanctioned and lacked an instructor;
they simply left the doors unlocked and students brought in their own equipment. GHQ
officials disagreed; they sent the police to arrest practitioners and dismantle the jūdō
hall.431
Comparing the treatment of jūdō to professional baseball reveals an interesting
similarity in the treatment of the sports. Most conspicuously, within the boundaries of
Tokyo, jūdō and professional baseball were constrained to one location—jūdō in the
Kōdōkan and professional baseball in Kōrakuen Stadium—which were across the street
from each other and were a forty-minute walk from GHQ Headquarters at the Dai Ichi
Insurance Building. Whereas the Japanese baseball community continually referenced the
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size of their market and how many practitioners—like Rubber Ball Baseball players—
turned to illegitimate sources for their equipment, the jūdō practitioners emphasized that
their sport needed almost no equipment other than uniforms. What they needed was space.
Additionally, many jūdō practitioners argued that their sport included the philosophical
literature established by in the late nineteenth century by Kanō Jigorō.432 In the context
where gestures of American capitalism and democratization put the baseball community
in good favor with GHQ authorities, the jūdō community’s comparative lack of gestures
put them at odds with GHQ officials. Jūdō was reinstated in schools on September 13,
1950, with the GHQ declaring that its previously “mystic” philosophies would be
removed and that it would be instructed like the sport of wrestling.433
Olympic-Style Games During the Reverse Course
Much of SCAP and GHQ attention on sports during the Reverse Course focused
on Olympic-style games. General MacArthur, the former President of the United States
International Olympic Committee, wanted the Japanese to be readmitted into the
international sporting world as soon as possible, but he had concerns about the plans of
the Japanese Amateur Athletic Association (JAAA) to do so. In November 1946, the
JAAA organized the “National Athletic Meet” (国民体育大会) in the Kyoto-Osaka
region with 7,500 athletes participating and presented the “emperor’s cup” to victorious
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athletes.

434

The GHQ immediately recognized that the National Athletic Meet was the

revival of the Meiji Jingū Taikai. The GHQ did not halt the National Athletic Meet, but
instead they restricted its access to athletic spaces.
Meanwhile, GHQ created a competitor event, “The MacArthur Cup.” The initial
spark of the event occurred when Japanese businessman Ikeda Masazō (池田政三)
purchased three trophies engraved with General MacArthur’s signature as a prize for a
tennis competition. This coincided with General MacArthur’s use of an athletic
competition named the “MacArthur Cup” during the Pacific War to encourage bonding
among the servicemen aboard his ships. 435 The JAAA saw an opportunity to curry favor
with SCAP and offered to host the first annual “General MacArthur Cup” (マッカーサ
ー元帥枚) in August 1947.436 This birthed a tenuous relationship between General
MacArthur’s plan to have Japan re-enter the Olympics: on the one hand, the JAAA
seemed eager to adopt the agenda of democratization, while on the other hand, the
National Athletic Meet was approaching levels of participation seen during the imperial
era.
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Advertisement for the 1951 MacArthur Cup Competition in Niigata Prefecture.437
In 1948, General MacArthur enlisted former Olympian, William Neufeld, to
prepare Japan to re-enter the Olympics. In his first duty, Neufeld advocated for the GHQ
to reaffirm their financial commitment to athletics in Japanese schools. In 1948, the
Physical Education Bureau of the Japanese Ministry of Education requested 347 million
yen from GHQ in their budget; initially, they were provided less than 6% of this request.
Neufeld wrote an explanation on behalf of the Physical Education Bureau, explaining that
“to encourage better types of men and women as instructors, coaches, and leaders…it is
suggested that some funds be allocated.”438 Neufeld argued that many Japanese schools
continued to lack instructional handbooks and testing programs for sports. Due to
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Neufeld’s letter, the Physical Education Bureau received 111 million yen, or about 30%
of their initial request.439 However, SCAP and GHQ officials interpreted this situation to
mean that Japanese athletic infrastructure continued to be woefully unprepared for
international athletic competition. When London managed to rebuild enough structures
such that they could host the 1948 Summer Olympics, General MacArthur refused to
relax the travel restrictions for Japanese athletes. Japanese athletes had to wait until 1952
to partake in the Olympics.
Undeterred by General MacArthur’s decision, the Japanese Swimming Federation
(日本水泳連盟) hosted a National Swim Meet in Tokyo. Held concomitantly to the
London Olympics, event organizers posted the results of Japanese swimmers alongside
their international competition in London. The event garnered international attention
when two Japanese swimmers, Furuhashi Hironoshin (古橋廣之進) and Hashizume
Shirō (橋爪四郎), unofficially beat the standing 1,500 meter freestyle world record by 21
seconds and bested the London gold medalist, Jimmy McLane of the United States, by
nearly 40 seconds.440 Two days later, Furuhashi swam a 4’34.4” 400-meter race; McLane
took the London gold medal with a time a full ten seconds slower. 441 After the strong
showing by the Japanese swimmers at the unofficial National Swim Meet, the American
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Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) made the unprecedented request that Japanese swimmers
be allowed to participate in the 1949 National Men’s AAU Swimming and Diving
Championships in Los Angeles, California. General MacArthur permitted the Japanese
swimmers to travel to the United States, making the swimmers the first Japanese athletes
to travel abroad after World War II.
The American press excitedly advertised the swimming competition, as Dick
Hyland of the Los Angeles Times wrote:

The greatest group of swimmers and divers seen in one tank since the Olympic
games in London last summer will strut their stuff. In some ways this meet will
top the London affair. The lads wearing the Stars and Stripes shield on their suits
swept every swimming and diving event in the [1948 London] Olympic Games.
The Japanese did not compete.442

General MacArthur sent a personal message in Japanese encouraging the Japanese swim
team:

I’ve well known the activities of Japanese athletes since the Amsterdam Olympics.
Now, in the role of athletes, you have the world’s attention as the first delegates
(shisetsu, 使節) to travel to America after the war, but don’t let this make you
obstinate in your matches; instead, have the same pleasant feeling of giving your
best as you did when you swam in Japan.443
On August 16, 1949, the Japanese swimmers squared off in what amounted to a repeat of
the 1948 London Olympics swimming event. The AAU Championships featured 168
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participants, including the superstars of the 1948 Olympics in swimming: American
Jimmy McLane (Gold, 1,500-meter freestyle) and Australian John Marshall (Silver,
1,500-meter freestyle). To start the day, Hashizume wowed the American crowd by
finishing his heat in the 1,500-meter freestyle in 18’35.7”, which destroyed the previous
world record set in 1938 by 21 seconds. In the next heat, Furuhashi obliterated
Hashizume’s minutes-old world record by finishing in 18’19”, or 39.8 seconds better than
the 1938 world record.444 The Los Angeles Times admitted that the American swim team
was humbled by the record-breaking performance of the Japanese swimmers.
Following the triumphant success of the Japanese athletes, the CIE was curious
about the Japanese public reaction to the swimming championships: how did the average
Japanese person feel about their countrymen returning to international athletics? The CIE
sent interviewers to talk to people around their Tokyo headquarters and had employees
covertly record public conversations on the street. While the CIE report admitted that
their study wasn’t scientific, they did receive information from a cross-section of nearly
one hundred middle-class Tokyoites. The results were clear: 9 out of 10 respondents were
interested in the AAU championships, and 75% had listened to the results of the swim
meet on the radio. Most respondents (75%) were not sports fans; instead, they were
interested in the Japanese swimmers for two main reasons: 1) “the event represented
Japan’s first major bid since the war to participate in international affairs;” and 2) “the
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victory gained in swimming might provide a psychological ‘shot in the arm’ to the
Japanese people.”445
Despite the overwhelming support given to the Japanese swimmers, there were
detractors. One self-avowed communist reported that he knew of the event only because
somebody else had turned on the radio in his workplace; he would have ignored sports in
any other time because they had nothing to do with helping society.446 Similarly, a 45year old laborer complained that sports took government attention away from society’s
immediate needs, saying:

What about the homeless children at Ueno? . . . Let’s have a social welfare
program for them. You see so much vermin all around us…people are in
distress…call upon the conscience of the nation. Newspapers are too cheerful
[about sports], and I don’t like it at all.447
These candid voices reflected the uncensored opinions of Japanese who found it
ludicrous that GHQ officials prioritized the construction of athletic spaces and funding of
international swimming events while people were still homeless or hungry. With the
Ministry of Education calculating the number of orphaned children at over 100,000 and
many Japanese still reconstructing homes, athletes who followed SCAP-prescribed
benchmarks, such as preparing for the Olympics instead of the National Athletic Meet,
received privileges not received by the general population.
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Meanwhile, the National Athletic Meet was growing quickly and needed a new
home: The 1948 National Athletic Meet in Fukuoka—a prefecture on the island of
Kyūshū with a population of about 3 million people —attracted 23,657 athletes and an
audience estimated at 830,000 people.448 To capitalize upon this success, in December
1948, the director of the JAAA, Azuma Ryōtarō, requested from the GHQ permission to
hold the 1949 National Athletic Meet in Tokyo and use the confiscated Nile Kinnick
Stadium as the center of the festivities. With a larger stadium and a metropolis from
which to draw spectators, Azuma expected an audience over a million people. However,
the GHQ refused to relent in permitting the JAAA to use any of the venues in the Meiji
Jingū Outer Garden complex.
On December 30, 1948, William Neufeld wrote of his support for Azuma’s plan:

The people of Japan have always taken great pride in their international sports
achievement. Since international competition is not feasible at present, the
proposed national athletic meet is particularly significant as a morale builder.
Consideration of means for accommodating the largest possible attendance is
highly desirable.449
Neufeld agreed with Azuma that Tokyo was the best place to maximize attendance;
Occupation personnel could even enjoy the games and bolster the attendance figures.
Neufeld’s bosses at the CIE agreed, stating on January 5, 1949, “CIE recommends
approval of subject request on the grounds that athletics on a national basis should be
448
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encouraged as a potential contribution to democratic education.”
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However, Neufeld’s

argument was undermined by historical imagery.
Azuma’s request to hold the reincarnation of the Meiji Jingū Taikai in the shrine
to Emperor Meiji did not go over well with the Headquarters and Services Section (HSS)
of GHQ, which oversaw the stadiums. On March 16, 1949, the HSS denied permission
for the JAAA to use Nile Kinnick Stadium and defended their decision with a long list of
inconveniences, none of which stated the actual fear of the resumption of ultranationalism. The HSS argued that Nile Kinnick Stadium could not be used for the
National Athletic Meet because the army’s six-man football team and basketball team
would have to go without practice for a week; the army’s ice skating rink would have to
be removed, costing upwards of $1,700 (roughly $17,000 in modern currency); and
weekend showings of movies for army officers would lose out on ticket revenue.451 In
response to this list of trivialities, on May 13, 1949, over 100 politicians from the
Japanese National Diet wrote in favor of the National Athletic Meet receiving permission
to use Nile Kinnick Stadium. They highlighted that the proposed dates in November 1949
included “Culture Day” on November 3, although they omitted that this was the national
holiday that replaced “Physical Education Day” held on Emperor Meiji’s birthday.452
Furthermore, they argued that because Nile Kinnick Stadium had been renovated for
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military recreational use, it would save the JAAA upwards of $30 million in finding or
building another site.
Determined to succeed, the JAAA revised its request to use Nile Kinnick Stadium
for only four days. This prompted Lieutenant Colonel Donald Nugent, Chief of the CIE,
to intervene on behalf of the JAAA on May 27. He argued that having the largest possible
National Athletic Meet would prepare Japan “mentally, spiritually, and physically” for
entrance into the 1952 Olympic games. In addition, he called out the HSS’ puffed-up list
of excuses for denying the Japanese the use of their own stadium:

This section [the CIE] realizes the importance of athletics for Occupation
personnel. It has no desire to disrupt that program by encouraging unreasonable
requests by the Japanese for use of athletic facilities now under control of
Headquarters and Service Group. It is considered, however, that the use by the
Japanese of the Nile Kinnick Stadium for a period of four days will not interfere
unduly with the headquarters [sic] athletic program but will, on the other hand,
afford a great stimulus to Japanese amateur sports and at the same time result in
very favorable reactions from the Japanese public.453
Eventually, the Headquarters and Services Section permitted the JAAA to use
Nile Kinnick Stadium but only in the capacity to hold the opening ceremonies of the
1949 National Athletic Meet and for track and field events. The JAAA would finance
additional renovations for press boxes and agree to cover any damages. The remaining
athletic contests were spread throughout Japan wherever open facilities could be found;
many events were located as far away as Osaka (500km distant from Tokyo).
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The experiences of the Olympic-style athletic events and the Japanese jūdō
community during the reverse course demonstrated the degree to which baseball received
special attention. The Japanese baseball community quickly made gestures of adopting
the GHQ agenda of democratization and demilitarization and continued to advance
Americanization during the reverse course, and in return, they received disbursements of
equipment and new stadiums throughout the country. In short, the baseball community in
Japan was willing to, for the most part, break with its past, and it was rewarded for this
decision. Although the jūdō community argued that they had purged militarism from their
sport, their widespread petitions to continue using old jūdō halls, maintain their
philosophical tracts, and subsequent flaunting of regulations resulted in the GHQ
maintaining their ban on the martial art. The National Athletic Meet continued to hand
out the “Emperor’s Cup” and pursued the use of the confiscated National Athletic
Stadium. The Japanese Swimming Federation, however, created of its own accord a
pseudo-Olympic competition and were rewarded with a trip to the United States. In short,
athletic communities that made gestures of following Occupation goals—such as
democratization, supporting the economy, and supporting the Olympics—were received
well by GHQ. Although the Japanese baseball community’s overtures of Americanization
made it a darling for SCAP and GHQ initiatives, the reverse course also brought upon
major changes for the sport of baseball.
The Collapse of the Japanese Baseball Federation and Creation of Nippon
Professional Baseball
Simultaneous to the controversy over the National Athletic Meet, the Japanese
Baseball Federation underwent a crisis that resulted in the disbanding of the league and
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the creation of a new league in the image of American Major League Baseball (MLB).
This shift was enabled by the reverse course, which freed Shōriki Matsutarō from
imprisonment on charges of being a war criminal and permitted him enough freedom to
organize the new Nippon Professional Baseball League (日本プロ野球, Nippon Puro
Yakyū, hereafter “NPB”). NPB mimicked MLB in every manner, from minor leagues to a
championship series to an all-star game. Shōriki replaced his own creation, the Japanese
Baseball Federation—a league which embraced multi-national and multi-ethnic players—
with a league that restricted players based on their ethnicity, a practice prevalent in MLB
at the time. Such a move demonstrated the degree to which Japan’s baseball community
was willing to rehabilitate Japanese men as collaborative with American culture.
Shōriki spent the first two years of Occupation detained within Sugamo Prison,
where he was charged as a Class A War Criminal and repeatedly interviewed about his
role as Information Minister and member of the Imperial Rule Assistance Association
during World War II. Despite Shōriki’s close proximity to the emperor during the war,
through shows of amiability and business acumen he convinced his interrogators that he
had no interest in maintaining his ties to the militarist state and wanted to help in the
rebuilding of Japan.454 Released from jail in late 1947, Shōriki promised GHQ that he
would not hold positions of significant influence in Japanese society. However, he
immediately returned to his post as the president of the Japanese Baseball Federation.
After much deliberation, GHQ officials determined Shōriki’s employment as the
president of professional baseball was a violation of his release conditions and forced him
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to resign from the position in May 1949.

Undeterred, Shōriki assumed the newly

created position as “Chairman of the Joint Stock Company” for the Japanese Baseball
Federation, after which GHQ officials gave him a “strict warning” to discontinue his
pattern. One GHQ officer described Shōriki’s pattern thusly:

The formation and dissolution of one organization after another composed of
essentially the same members and with essentially the same purposes despite
differences in names and stated objectives indicates that Shoriki is seeking
loopholes in the ordinances to maintain himself in professional baseball activities.
That despite the warning[s]…given in lieu of prosecution in court—Shoriki has
never relinquished his influence in these [baseball] affairs.456
Recalling the conversation between Suzuki Sōtarō and General MacArthur presented in
the previous chapter, GHQ was well-informed how Shōriki had been complicit in the
militarization of professional baseball during the war. GHQ officials worried that
Shōriki’s resumption of the presidency of the Japanese Baseball Federation would
symbolize to the Japanese baseball community a movement toward the wartime ways of
baseball.
Shōriki struggled to remain divested from baseball. Before the Pacific War,
Shōriki built the Yomiuri Giants to be the pinnacle of Japan’s baseball world, and now he
was forced to watch as the team continued to lack basic sporting equipment like hats,
uniforms, and shoes.457 Shōriki distracted himself by developing a business plan to build
a television broadcasting station in Tokyo that would reach upwards of ten million people
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and assist in the modernization of Japan.

Without Shōriki at the helm, though, the

Japanese Baseball Federation foundered when it clashed with a legacy of World War II.
In the summer of 1949, a scandal involving Yomiuri Giants manager Mihara
Osamu (三原修) ran afoul of the reverse course agenda at the same time as the GHQ
dealt with JAAA’s request to use Nile Kinnick Stadium. Earlier in the year, Mihara was
involved in a dispute over the contract of pitcher Bessho Takehiko (別所毅彦). Bessho
broke his arm in 1941 and was never drafted nor sent to the war front, instead pitching
throughout the 1940s until the cessation of the league in 1944. Playing for the Nankai
Great Ring/Nankai Hawks teams after the war, he became the most dominant pitcher in
the league. However, he felt mistreated by the Nankai Hawks management and started
negotiating to play for the Yomiuri Giants, a violation of the Hawks management’s rights
to control fully a player’s contract. Regardless, Bessho broke the rules and signed a
contract with the Giants, hoping that the ill-feelings with the Nankai Hawks would
dissipate over time. When Nankai and Yomiuri later played against each other, Yomiuri
Giants’ manager Mihara, spurred by the tension of the game, became enraged and
emerged from the dugout to argue with an umpire.459 Mihara was indefinitely suspended
for this action.
Mihara’s permanent replacement as manager of the Yomiuri Giants was Mizuhara
Shigeo (水原茂), his former teammate who had been freed from a Siberian gulag and had
just returned to Japan. Embroiled in a crackdown on socialism, SCAP took notice that a
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returnee from the Siberian internment assumed a high-ranking position on Japan’s most
symbolic professional baseball team. As a soldier, Mizuhara had been captured in Siberia
in 1942 and interned in the Soviet Union’s gulag prison camp system for the next seven
years, one among millions of Japanese who survived the early famines of the Siberian
interment and to partake in what historian Andrew Barshay described as a long phase of
Soviet socialist re-education.460 As the re-education process reached its peak in early
1949, GHQ worried about the return of these millions of Japanese nationals more than
the local Japanese Socialist Party because the returnees had lived and navigated in
socialist society. In Barshay’s words:

The efforts of Soviet administrators and Japanese [internment] camp activists to
reeducate the internees meshed with those of the Communist Party in Japan to
gain a million members. For the internees themselves, ideological concerns were
inseparable from—but not entirely reducible to—their universal desire to return to
Japan even one day sooner. If they thought it necessary to show enthusiasm in [reeducation] activities, enthusiasm they would show…The obverse of the hope of
return was the fear of being kept back. The question for each internee was how far
one was willing to go to gain a taste of certainty that domoi [the Russian word for
“release”] would actually happen.461
At the same time as the GHQ fielded the JAAA’s request to hand out the Emperor’s Cup
in the shrine to Emperor Meiji, GHQ officials watched Mizuhara, who had spent years
undergoing Soviet socialist indoctrination and embodied the losing war effort, become
the manager of Japan’s most iconic baseball team.
As GHQ noticed the struggles with the Japanese Baseball Federation, they
warmed up to the idea of Shōriki resuming his role as the commissioner of professional
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baseball in Japan. Shōriki himself seemed insouciant to the fact that he had angered GHQ
officials on several occasions, and ultimately American intelligence agencies realized that
they benefitted from Shōriki’s desire to rejoin the baseball community. Instead of
stamping the American model of baseball onto Japanese society, they let Shōriki become
a Japanese figurehead of the adoption of a pro-American identity. Shōriki had earlier
approached GHQ with a three-stage plan for the revitalization of professional baseball in
Japan, and GHQ now acquiesced to the grand gestures of Americanization: 1) invite the
San Francisco Seals—a AAA minor league team managed by Lefty O’Doul who had
visited Japan twice before—to Japan; 2) create a professional baseball league in Japan
modeled after MLB; and 3) guarantee the Yomiuri Giants exclusive use of Kōrakuen
Stadium.462 Satisfied with Shōriki’s plan, GHQ permitted Shōriki to implement it. The
Seals’ tour successfully happened in late 1949 and heralded the formation of a new
professional baseball organization in Japan. In the winter of 1949 and continuing until the
spring of 1950, the GHQ allowed Shōriki to direct the reformation of the Japanese
Baseball Federation as the Nippon Professional Baseball League (NPB). Given a second
chance to create a baseball league, Shōriki set it up such that “his” team, the Yomiuri
Giants, had enduring connections to the United States and would benefit from this
relationship both in terms of finances and media attention.463 Shōriki dreamed of having a
“true world series” in which the United States and Japan competed for the global
championship for baseball, a competition that could demonstrate the maturity of Japanese
baseball.
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Although Shōriki remained a vocal proponent for the Americanization of baseball
in Japan, GHQ maintained that he should refrain from keeping any real power in the
baseball league and prevented him from assuming any position of power. For a short time
in 1950, Shōriki acted as commissioner of NPB in title only, with the actual position
going to Fukui Morita, a lawyer and former attorney general of Japan, from 1951 until
1954. Although the new American-style league saved professional baseball in Japan, it
created unexpected opportunities for the dependent relationship created by GHQ
authorities to reinvent Japan’s baseball community increasingly in the mold of American
culture.
Baseball Takes Occupation into Extra Innings
Japan’s baseball community offered several pathways for the United States to
continue influencing Japanese economics, society, and politics well beyond the formal
end of Occupation in Spring 1952. The first process occurred less than three months into
the first NPB season in 1950, when the Korean War disrupted the SCAP-led narrative of
baseball in Japan. Whereas one of the purposes of baseball in the late 1940s had been to
distract Japanese men from war, after the Korean War, baseball in Japan shifted to
producing allies in the United States’ Cold War in Asia.
The Korean War extended the United States’ influence into Japanese politics,
economics, and society during the Cold War by means of its drastic boost to the Japanese
economy. On June 25, 1950, the Soviet-supported North Korean force of 135,000
personnel advanced quickly past the 38th parallel into South Korea, reminding some
United States officials stationed in Japan of the Soviet Union’s 1945 intention to create,
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In accordance with

the Truman Doctrine to prevent the spread of communist influence, the United States
diverted the 24th Infantry Division in Japan from its Occupation duties and deployed
them to halt the North Korean advance. Supported by conservative Prime Minister
Yoshida Shigeru, SCAP created the National Police Reserve (NPR) for domestic defense
and circumvented the Peace Constitution by allowing the NPR to operate military
vehicles designated as “special vehicles.”465 Although Japan’s Constitution forbade the
state to engage in belligerent actions in the Korean War, the Japanese Coast Guard
secretly participated in United Nations-sanctioned minesweeping actions in Korean
waters.466 Japanese manufacturers provided massive quantities of armaments for the
United States, amounting to sixty percent of Japanese exports from 1951-1953 and
leading to an economic revitalization. Although Prime Minister Yoshida called the war a
“gift of the gods,” it is important to recognize the degree of devastation of the Korean
War.467 In a span of three years, nearly one in ten Koreans became a casualty, with 2.5
million Koreans either killed, injured, abducted, or disappeared in the war.468
Japanese baseball players felt that they had incurred a debt to the United States
military for the existence of the NPB league and created a fundraiser to support United
States’ ground troops in Korea. Amid the preparation for the NPB’s first-ever
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championship series in September 1950, the Pacific and Central Leagues hosted an allstar exhibition game, giving proceeds from ticket sales and volunteer donations to
support United States troops wounded in the defense of South Korea. With United States
military officials present in the stands, in a single day the NPB raised three million yen
(the equivalent of $83,000 dollars at the time of writing) for the medical care of wounded
United States soldiers.469

A Japanese player (left) shakes the hand of a wounded United States soldier (center) after the fundraiser
game. United States military officials are visible above the soldier in the picture.470
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Six months after the NPB fundraiser, in March 1951 NPB intensified its
relationship with United States professional baseball in the form of the “foreign exchange
student,” or ryūgakusei (留学生). NPB officials overtly explained that they wanted
Japanese players to be trained first in the American way of life (amerika no seikatsu) and
second in the skill of baseball. At a time when Japanese nationals were generally
prohibited from traveling abroad—and in the middle of the Korean War—GHQ approved
four Japanese baseball players to travel to the United States: Kawakami Tetsuharu (川上
哲治), Sugishita Shigeru (杉下茂), Kozuru Makoto (小鶴誠), and Fujimura Fumio (藤村
富美男). They traveled to San Francisco to spend spring training as ryūgakusei with the
familiar minor-league affiliate of the San Francisco Giants, the San Francisco Seals.471
There were two notable aspects about this trip that were not reported in the media. First,
each Japanese player was already quite successful and needed very little training in
baseball skills with the Seals. The Seals were chosen for their familiarity with Japan and
its players, but they were the worst team in their minor-league division in 1951.472
Sugishita, the youngest of the group of Japanese players at 25-years old, led all NPB
pitchers in strikeouts in 1950. 28-year old Kozuru was the NPB’s homerun king in 1950,
knocking an unprecedented 51 balls out of the park. Fujimura was renowned as the face
of the Osaka Tigers team and affectionately called “Mr. Tiger.” Meanwhile, Kawakami
was already a legend in the Japanese baseball community. As a teenager in the imperial
Kōshien tournament, Kawakami took a handful of Kōshien Stadium’s famous dirt infield
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and put it in his pocket to take home, starting a tradition that continues to this day of high
school players collecting Kōshien’s soil. As a professional baseball player, Kawakami
earned the nickname the “God of Hitting,” a play on the Japanese homonym for kami,
which could also mean God (神). The second aspect not reported was that each player
served in the Japanese military during World War II: Sugishita served as a hand-grenade
thrower, Kozuru served as an army regular infantryman, Fujimura had been in multiple
battles throughout the South Pacific, and Kawakami served as a lieutenant in the Air
Force Maintenance division on Japan’s mainland and did not see battle. The Los Angeles
Times, which was the lead newspaper in covering the tour of America, made no mention
that the “Four Jap Stars,” as they introduced them to the American public, had engaged in
combat against America during World War II.473
Kawakami, who was familiar with media expectations due to his fame, acted as
the group’s spokesperson during phone and in-person interviews. After participating in
spring training in the United States, Kawakami explained to a Japanese reporter that the
most important aspect of the tour was learning the “American lifestyle” (Amerika no
seikatsu,アメリカの生活) and that he would teach it to Japanese players in the NPB.474
He described the “American way of life” as “practice” (renshū, 練習), emphasizing that
Americans prepared for their games not with mental or philosophical consideration but
with time shared running, pitching, hitting, and watching baseball.
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After a month in the United States, the four players flew to Hawai’i to participate
in a baseball game in Honolulu with a nikkei team (descendants of ethnic Japanese who
were no longer living in Japan).475 The Japanese all-stars formed a team with other nikkei
players and ultimately lost to the Hawaiian team. On one level, the game had the
symbolism of joining Japanese soldiers and with residents of America in the same city
that housed the Pearl Harbor naval base. However, because of United States immigration
policy from 1924 onward, many nikkei were not citizens. As another level of symbolism,
the collective group of Japanese and nikkei players represented racial and ethnic groups
that were excluded from joining Major League Baseball.
By demonstrating that Japanese baseball players could travel to America safely,
these four players, called “foreign exchange students” (留学生) by the Japanese media,
eased the way for future groups of sports “exchange students” and deepened the
connections between America and Japan. In 1953, two years after the first baseball
“foreign exchange” and a year after the formal end of Occupation, Kawakami Tetsuharu
led a second tour of younger and inexperienced Yomiuri Giants “foreign exchange
student” players to America for a month of spring training in San Francisco. On February
20, 1953, Columbia Broadcasting distributed television footage and radio coverage
throughout America of the Japanese players practicing with Americans.476 For the first
time after World War II, this television broadcast allowed the American public to see
Japanese baseball players alongside Americans. Over the next decade, Kawakami and the
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Yomiuri Giants team regularly sent their entire team to the United States to participate in
spring training with MLB teams.
These Japanese baseball players became some of the earliest symbols of
“rehabilitated Japanese” to travel within the Cold War America. During the Pacific War,
the United States government cleared the entire West coast of ethnic Japanese, with
citizens and non-citizens alike uprooted from their homes and relocated into the deserts
of Arizona and Oklahoma.477 After the conclusion of the Pacific War, ethnic Japanese
were allowed to resettle on the West Coast, and the tour of the Japanese baseball players
permitted the formerly interred people a chance to see some of their ethnic countrymen
on American soil playing an American game against Americans. Such a display
emphasized that the Japanese baseball community with its immature professional
baseball league was now dependent upon learning from the superior and experienced
American baseball community.
Baseball in the Physical Culture Project and Seinendan Youth
Baseball further ingrained itself into Japanese youth in the 1950s through a United
States-sponsored program to keep boys and girls busy with athletics. In summer 1951,
shortly after the return of Kawakami and his colleagues from their United States tour and
one full year after the start of the Korean War, SCAP authorities implemented a massive
nationwide effort to improve both the athletic ability and social discipline of Japanese
youth, called in English the “Physical Culture Project” and in Japanese the Sei Shōnen
Taiiku Shidō Keikaku (青少年体育指導計画, “Youth Physical Education Leadership
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Program”). Overseen by William Neufeld, the civilian representative charged with
overseeing Japan’s re-entry to the 1952 Olympics, the goal of this program was to use
youth groups, called seinendan (青年団), to teach all boys and girls how to play baseball
in addition to other sports and then evaluate their success. The Physical Culture Program
was an expansion of the Social Physical Education (shakai taiiku, 社会体育), and the
Japanese Ministry of Education described the motivation for program:

Physique, scholarship, and morality of the youth and juvenile [sic] have
remarkably declined having been affected by bad conditions during and after the
War. Statistical figures indicate surprising increase [sic] of criminal and bad acts.
Such evils will not be remedied unless adequate and effective measures are taken
immediately. It is no exaggeration to say that if such situation is neglected there
will be a risk of the fundamental collapse of the national reconstruction. It is
necessary to establish a fundamental policy without a moment’s delay and
execute strong concrete measures based on the policy.478
Beginning on June 1, 1951, the program used physical education to “promote a closer
bond between the children and youth of the community” and “prevent juvenile
delinquency and anti-social behavior by providing constructive leaders and make a
greater contribution to the community life,” a process which would reduce the workload
of police officers.479 The CIE tasked the seinen [youth] leaders to develop their local
communities through regulated sports examinations, effectively creating large-scale afterschool groups where boys and girls engaged in continuous athletic training for the
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purposes of community building. As one of the recruitment letters for the youth leaders
explained:

If young men and women of the Seinen Dan are capable of and willing to accept
the responsibility of undertaking the project described in this letter, they will be
making an invaluable contribution to the future of Japan at a time when the best
effort of every Japanese person is desperately needed if the general culture of
Japan is not to retrogress and possibly disintegrate.480
Ultimately, GHQ officials hoped that the Physical Culture Project would defend the
United States’ vision of Japan as a stable society that would also “assure Japan of a
continuing supply of the champions she needs to represent her in International
competition.”481
The Physical Culture Project had high standards for its examinations. In addition
to the Olympic-style events of running and jumping, the project emphasized games like
ping pong, volleyball, and baseball. Baseball was the most challenging sport on the
examination: for teenage boys to earn a top grade, they had to throw a baseball eighty
meters, which is roughly the distance from shallow center field to the catcher on an adult
professional baseball field.482 There was also a category for accuracy in throwing a
baseball, requiring boys to hit a one-foot by two-foot mark from fifteen meters away (the
distance from a pitcher’s mound to the catcher on a modern Little League field).483 The
base running test was perhaps the most grueling: for boys to earn a top grade, they
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needed to run the bases of a standard adult baseball diamond in 17 seconds (they were
allowed a 10 second rest at second base).484 On these examinations, girls were given
slightly more lenient expectations: girls earned top scores by throwing a ball 60 meters,
making accurate pitches from twelve meters, and running the bases in 18.5 seconds.
Through these examinations, boys and girls developed both a familiarity with baseball
and, even by contemporary standards, advanced skills.
The Physical Culture Project operated at the municipal level and had varying
levels of commitment from prefecture to prefecture, although documents indicate that it
was highly successful throughout Japan. In January 1952, Kanaboshi Toyoji, President of
the Nippon Seinendan National Council, contacted new SCAP Commander-in-Chief
General Matthew Ridgeway to ask that William Neufeld, the civilian representative
tasked with developing Japan’s Olympic program, remain in Japan after the end of
Occupation to continue his advisory role with the Physical Culture Program.485
Kanaboshi argued that as of January 1952, over 20,000 seinendan groups existed and had
ingrained themselves into Japanese society so intensely that he emphasized the program
had become essential to the stability of the Japanese state in three ways: “1) To promote
cultural standard of youth [sic], 2) To render community service as core of its activities,
3) To train themselves as good citizens through real experiences.”486 Kanaboshi’s
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invitation for the continued presence of American advisors beyond the Occupation
underscored the GHQ’s creation of Japanese athletic dependence on United States
expertise. Neufeld, however, opted to return to the United States after the end of
Occupation.
Within the context of the Korean War and the Cold War, the dependency of
Japan’s athletic communities upon American athletic expertise was a gift to United
States’ President Harry Truman, who wanted the United States to influence Japan as long
as possible.487 From the political point of view, this continued influence is often
attributed to the San Francisco Peace Treaty and the United States-Japan Security Treaty,
which ended the Allied Occupation of Japan but framed relations between the two
countries throughout the Cold War. United States military bases and personnel remained
in Japan, effectively incorporating it within the United States’ broader policy of
containment policy against communism.488 Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru embraced
continuing a policy of “subordinate independence,” known as the Yoshida Doctrine, in
which Japan focused on economic growth while under the nuclear umbrella of the United
States.489 The Japanese baseball community, however, forged social connections that
permitted the United States to influence Japan beyond the Occupation.
How Does One Pitch an Atom? The Role of Baseball in Atoms for Peace
The enduring connections created through baseball and athletics gave the United
States leeway within Japan that has often been underestimated by researchers, such as
Japan’s unexpectedly quick transition to atomic energy power. Beginning with the
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Eisenhower administration, the United States used the allure of atomic energy to entice
nation-states into its umbrella of nuclear security. President Dwight Eisenhower proposed
the Atoms for Peace Program to provide allied states with atomic energy and to fulfill his
desire to “wage peace” by portraying the power of the atom as a “boon to humankind.490
He outlined his vision of using atomic energy to influence culture when he was a
presidential candidate in 1952:

Our aim in ‘cold war’ is not conquest of territory or subjugation by force. Our aim
is more subtle, more pervasive, more complete. We are trying to get the world, by
peaceful means, to believe the truth. That truth is that Americans want a world at
peace, a world in which all peoples shall have opportunity for maximum
individual development. The means we shall employ to spread this truth are often
called… ‘psychological warfare’…[it] is the struggle for the minds and wills of
men. Many people think ‘psychological warfare’ means just propaganda…But
propaganda is not the most important part in this struggle.491
Less than a decade removed from the United States’ use of Ruth Benedict to create a
psychological profile of the Japanese people, President Eisenhower moved to introduce
atomic energy as a mechanism of psychological warfare, and it reached into Japan in a
very unexpected way.
Marketing Atoms for Peace to Japan should have been difficult given Japan’s
unique experience as the victims of atomic weapons. Hiroshima and Nagasaki were
destroyed by atomic bombs at the end of World War II. In 1954, the United States test of
a hydrogen bomb covered a Japanese fishing boat, the Lucky Dragon No. 5, with
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radioactive fallout and became the inspiration behind the movie monster Godzilla (Gojira,
ゴジラ).492 Less than six months after this incident, a group of housewives drafted the
Suginami Appeal and amassed over 32 million signatures—about half of the Japanese
voting population—opposing nuclear weapons.493 Despite popular contempt for atomic
energy, Japan became an early adopter of the Atoms for Peace program and its
association with psychological warfare under the direction of none other than the former
wartime Information Minister and baseball magnate, Shōriki Matsutarō.
Because GHQ prevented Shōriki from continuing as the commissioner of the
NPB and from assuming other public roles, he waited until the end of Occupation to
assume a position as President of the Japanese Television Network (日本テレビ) where
he became keenly interested in importing American technology into Japan.494 In
December 1954 Shōriki pre-emptively contacted the United States to invite experts on
atomic energy to visit Japan. Officials at the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) took note
of Shōriki’s offer and recognized that he was “ready to extend his facilities to the utmost
in carryout out an enlightenment propaganda program through the facilities of his
[news]paper and his TV network.”495 Over the next month, the CIA and Shōriki created a
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plan where Shōriki would “hit the streets” to support the Atoms for Peace Program
masked as a product of his own media outlets. The CIA reported that:

[Shōriki’s] basic plan is to use Japanese artists, make up men and printers who
would rework CIA furnished material to 1) play down or conceal original source
of this material, 2) fit [the] current attitude [of the] Japanese public and general
Japanese psychology.496
Ultimately, the cooperation between the CIA and Shōriki worked, and in 1956, Shōriki
became the president of the Japanese Atomic Energy Commission (原子力委員会);
Japan began its first test reactor in 1963, and in 1966, Japan imported its first commercial
reactor from the United Kingdom.497
Under Shōriki’s direction, atomic energy took root in Japan, and through baseball,
the image of the atom as a destructive power seen in Godzilla gradually became a symbol
of national power. Tezuka Osamu (手塚治虫) created the manga comic and anime
television show Tetsuwan Atomu (鉄腕アトム; in English it is known as “Astroboy”)
and its main character, “Atom,” which became a hit throughout the 1960s. In 1966 the
Sankei Publishing Company rebranded their team from the “Swallows” (after the bird) to
the “Atoms” to capitalize upon the success of the show. By coincidence, the Atoms were
managed by Mizuhara Shigeo, the man whose return to Japan after seven years in a
Siberian internment camp caused a crisis in the Japanese Baseball Federation in 1949.
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The Atoms symbolized how baseball in Japan in the post-Occupation era offered a
pathway for modes of American militarism, called by President Eisenhower
“psychological warfare,” to enter Japan. Furthermore, the successes of Atom the
Astroboy and the Sankei/Yakult Atoms displayed the positive shift in public opinion
toward atomic energy a mere decade after popular contempt.

A 1970 photo of the Atoms with manager Mizuhara Shigeo at the center.498
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Major League Baseball Surveys Nippon Professional Baseball
Although NPB had created several pathways for the United States to continue
influencing Japan during the Cold War in the 1950s, these pathways ultimately brought
historical memories of unequal treatment to mind. Most of NPB’s commissioners,
managers and players were educated and trained in their youth by imperial Japanese
education that sought to remediate Japan’s unequal status as a participant in global
affairs. Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s, NPB officials realized that MLB was
attempting to seize control of the Japanese league and Japanese players, a process which
MLB had successfully done to Latino players throughout the 1940s and 1950s. The
outcome of these events was the complete severance of official baseball relations
between NPB and MLB from 1965 until the end of the Cold War, which is covered more
fully in the next chapter.
MLB turned its interests toward monopolizing the global market for baseball
labor starting in 1947, seeking to re-narrate its history of racial exclusion into one of
racial inclusion. The result of this process was MLB’s elimination or control of every
professional league in the Western hemisphere. Although six black Latinos had played
for the Washington Senators team in the period from 1911-1946, 1947 marked the
introduction of the first black American, Jackie Robinson, to play on an MLB team, the
Brooklyn Dodgers.499 The integration of black Americans into MLB advanced the cause
of desegregation throughout America, but within ten years, all Negro League teams
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became defunct and their associated communities were devastated.

500

By means of

integration, the MLB eliminated its strongest domestic competition for cheap baseball
talent, the Negro Leagues.
MLB also extended its reach to the Cuban Leagues, which was its strongest
international competition. In 1947, MLB signed a pact with the Cuban Leagues that had
two consequences: first, it restricted MLB’s activity in Cuba by forcing the organization
to respect any previously existing contract on a Cuban player; second, and more
importantly, American baseball teams had the right to insert American players arbitrarily
into Cuban teams for the purposes of training and development.501 This pact led to
profitable relations between Cuban and American baseball leagues during the Batista
regime of the 1950s. However, when Fidel Castro ascended to power in 1959, he used the
pact to justify the elimination of the Cuban leagues on the grounds of removing foreign
influence from Cuba.502 Castro, a lifelong baseball fan, then sponsored the creation of a
new league for Cuban nationals only, which shifted MLB’s efforts to recruit cheap
baseball talent into the Dominican Republic, Panama, and Venezuela.
Because of MLB’s actions during the 1950s, from the 1960s until the 1990s, only
two large-scale and established professional baseball leagues remained in the world:
American Organized Baseball (OB, which was Major League Baseball and its associated
Minor Leagues), and Nippon Professional Baseball (NPB). The disappearance of
competitive business on the international level was a momentous boon for Organized
500
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Baseball in their ability to control the pathways by which men, regardless of nationality,
could become professional baseball players.
MLB turned its attention to the NPB in the hopes of intensifying the bonds
between the Japanese and American baseball communities. Ford Frick, the new
commissioner of MLB, had previously been the President of the National League since
1934 and remembered well the efforts taken by Shōriki Matsutarō throughout the early
1930s to have a group of American All-Star baseball players visit Japan.503 Following the
armistice of the Korean War, in 1954 Frick organized a world tour so that he could
become familiar with baseball in other countries. He began the tour in Japan, where he
attended several NPB games and participated in goodwill events. After returning to the
United States, Frick explained to the New York Times that he greatly enjoyed watching
the matches in Japan, noting that Japanese players had an “enthusiasm [that] surpasses
belief and they’ll try anything.”504 In addition to Frick developing an emotional bond
with baseball organizations in Japan, he met with Shōriki Matsutarō, who at the time was
planning to court American nuclear power. Shōriki gave Frick a gift destined for
President Dwight Eisenhower: a suit of ceremonial samurai armor reported to be 700
years old.505
I argue that the gift of ceremonial samurai armor in 1954 to the Americans was a
recognition of Japanese defeat and symbolic example of what Andrew Gordon called
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Japan’s “subordinate independence” to America.

506

President Eisenhower was the

European Theater equivalent of General MacArthur in World War II. The samurai was
the symbolic figure that the Japanese had supposedly—under the threat of American
punishment—overcome and placed securely in their past, opposed to the future-oriented
pragmatism that they imbibed from American political philosophy. In short, a defeated
Japanese ambassador handed over his culture’s ancestral defense garment to a victorious
general that had assisted in the end the Japanese empire. Ford Frick served not only as the
messenger of this symbolic defeat, but also as the face of the future of a Japanese
baseball that was integrated with the United States.

Ford Frick (rear) delivers to President Dwight Eisenhower (left) a gift of ceremonial samurai armor from
Shōriki Matsutarō.507
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Ford Frick was so impressed by his 1954 Japanese tour that he agreed to send the
entire New York Yankees team to Japan in 1955 to play a total of twenty games against
various NPB teams. The symbolism of sending the entire New York Yankees squad to
the bulwark of democracy and capitalism in Asia should not be underestimated. After
World War II, the Yankees’ rich taste in players led to nearly two decades of
uninterrupted success on the field and established their cultural status as “America’s
team.”508 The Yankees had just lost the 1954 World Series to the Brooklyn Dodgers, and
Frick permitted the players to bring their families and stay in Japan after the duration of
the competition, which was the first time any traveling MLB baseball player was allowed
to remain for an extended time in post-Occupation Japan.509 Frick continued to visit
Japan throughout the 1950s, simultaneously encouraging the Yomiuri Giants to spend a
month each year during spring training with MLB teams. This validated Shōriki’s dream
that the Yomiuri Giants would be the vanguard of meeting the United States’ benchmarks
of development and therefore receiving special attention. However, as the next chapter
will discuss, MLB’s early endeavors to scout the NPB resulted in the complete severance
of business relations in the 1960s, which was not their desired outcome.
Conclusion
In this chapter I argued that the environment of professional baseball within the
context of the Reverse Course and the Cold War permitted the United States to continue
influencing Japanese culture beyond the scope of the Occupation. The United States
“saved” the Japanese baseball community by giving it a new professional league that was
508
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completely modeled after the United States. Baseball in Japan during the early years of
the Cold War served to bring Japanese into close contact with American culture:
Japanese baseball players toured and trained in the United States, Japanese boys and girls
played baseball as gesture of community involvement, and the NPB received special
attention from the GHQ and MLB. However, this new pro-American identity of the
Japanese baseball community—which had been hoisted upon the members by the United
States in return for sporting equipment and spaces to play—would not last long after
MLB drew closer to its goal of controlling the market for Japanese professional baseball
players. The next chapter will discuss how NPB severed ties with MLB, which had the
consequence of re-introducing discussions of Japanese national identity within the
context of the Cold War.
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Section 4: New Nationalisms in the Japanese Baseball Community in a Global
Context
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Chapter 6: The New Cold War Identity of the Japanese Baseball Community
There is a simple puzzle to Cold War-era baseball in Japan: How did a sport used
by the United States military in the Occupation period to promote American-style
democracy, produce men in the 1960s who displayed symbols of Japanese nationalism
and adopted Japanese identity? And why were these images often produced by ethnic
minorities or foreign nationals? This chapter covers from the mid-1950s until 1980, a
time frame that is roughly the baseball career of iconic baseball player Oh Sadaharu. I
argue that the Japanese baseball community, upset with the continued encroachment of
MLB into their leagues, reinvented the game of baseball within the context of the
emerging Japanese nationalist discourse of nihonjinron.
At first, this reinvention manifested in the form of physical strength embodied in
the homerun, which became the defining characteristic of Japanese professional baseball
throughout the 1960s and 1970s. By recognizing the increase in homeruns, this chapter
opposes Robert Whiting’s narrative of baseball in Japan as characterized by “small ball,”
which emphasizes that Japanese baseball players have historically gravitated toward
“weak” plays like bunts, sacrifice hits, and stolen bases because they lack physical
strength. However, there was a deeper layer to this reinvention of baseball within the
context of Japanese nationalism: the icon of this homerun boom was Oh Sadaharu, who
was an ethnic Taiwanese and not a citizen of Japan. Oh, who was viewed as a troublemaker when he entered professional baseball, entered an idiosyncratic training program
based upon cherry-picked activities of budō martial arts, bushidō-inspired philosophy,
and samurai imagery. As Oh’s career homerun total approached that of the American
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leaders (Babe Ruth and Hank Aaron), the blossoming nihonjinron literature in Japan
extrapolated Oh’s successful yet unique training regimen as emblematic of the entirety of
the Japanese baseball community. I argue that the “reinvention” of baseball’s relationship
to bushidō and samurai imagery occurred in the context of 1970s nihonjinron. By
analyzing the adjustment of NPB’s “roster exclusions,” which limited the number of nonJapanese players that could be on a team, I demonstrate how players from formerly
colonized countries were bestowed an unofficial Japanese nationality and adopted the
dress of Japanese traditions in these discussions of nihonjinron. Therefore, the case of
baseball in Japan in the post-colonial context reveals the importance of foreigners in
creating these discourses of national identity during the Cold War.
NPB Breaks its Bond With MLB: The “Stanka Problem”
NPB’s severance of official relations with MLB began with a contract dispute
over American player Joe Stanka in the late 1950s. Throughout the first two decades of
the NPB’s existence, the Yomiuri Giants’ chief rival were the Osaka-based Nankai
Hawks. Indeed, it was a quarrel between the two teams that led to the dissolution of the
Japanese Baseball Federation in 1949. In the twelve-year span from 1950 until 1962, the
Giants and the Hawks squared off six times in the NPB Championship series, with the
Hawks winning only one championship in 1959. Like the Giants, the Hawks sent
Japanese players to train with American players during spring training, although unlike
the Giants, the Hawks also tried to attract American talent to NPB. Joe Stanka, a pitcher,
had been in the MLB minor leagues for nine years when the Chicago White Sox
promoted him in to the majors in 1959; however, the White Sox used him in only two

MLB games that year because of his inexperience.
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In a mere five innings of pitching,

Stanka walked more batters than he struck out. Frustrated by his lack of playing time with
the White Sox, that winter Stanka independently sought out and signed a contract to play
with the Nankai Hawks in 1960.
This presented a problem because of the nature of baseball contracts in the United
States and Japan. Beginning in the 1880s and continuing until the mid-1970s, MLB
followed the “Reserve Clause,” a practice that the Supreme Court had upheld in the
1920s, which declared that players were property of their teams and ineligible to seek
their own contracts even after the terms of the contract ended, which meant that Stanka
did not have the authority to seek his own contract.511 When Stanka signed a contract
with the Hawks, the White Sox filed a complaint with MLB, citing their existing contract
with Stanka as the legal reason that NPB must negotiate with their team for the right to
employ Stanka.512
While MLB officials deliberated the White Sox’ complaint, Stanka thrived with
the Hawks and became the second-best pitcher on the team with 17 wins and 240 innings
pitched. In the winter of 1960, MLB officials demanded Stanka return to the United
States, and he obeyed. The Chicago Daily Tribune newspaper reported that Stanka was
“Oriented” by the Japanese and refused to report his NPB statistics because, as the White
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Bullied by MLB and the Chicago

media, in the spring of 1961 Stanka refused to report to White Sox team activities and left
his MLB contract unsigned in his house. Instead, Stanka returned to Japan and signed
another contract with the Nankai Hawks.
This time, MLB commissioner Ford Frick immediately supported the White Sox,
explaining that, “Stanka told the Japanese he was a free agent. He wasn’t and I have
written to the Nankai club telling it [that] he remains White Sox property.”514 Although
the NPB was outside of his jurisdiction, Frick ordered the Nankai Hawks to bench Stanka
until the contract dispute had been resolved. The Hawks refused to negotiate with Frick,
inflaming the situation by giving Stanka the symbolic honor of pitching the team’s season
opener despite his status as the second-best pitcher on the team behind Sugiura Tadashi,
who was arguably the NPB’s best pitcher in 1960.515
The contract dispute finally resolved in 1962 with the creation of a “gentlemen’s
agreement” between MLB and NPB, which declared all player contracts between Japan
and America must be made through the respective commissioner’s offices of the MLB
and NPB.516 Most notably, the resolution to the “Stanka problem” (in Japanese, Sutanka
mondai, スタンカ問題) closely mirrored MLB’s 1947 pact with the Cuban Leagues,
demonstrating the continued attempt by MLB to control NPB. Stanka finished his career
in Japan and never again played in MLB, winning the NPB championship with the
Hawks in 1964 and becoming the first foreigner in the NPB to win the Most Valuable
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Player award.

After the agreement was reached regarding Stanka’s playing status,

Japanese-American baseball relations were relatively calm until tempers flared again in
1964 over a young pitcher named Murakami Masanori (村上雅則).
The “Murakami Problem”
Joe Stanka helped reinvigorate the Nankai Hawks, but another championship
continued to elude the team: in 1961, the Hawks lost the championship to the Giants, and
then placed second in their division for two consecutive years from 1962-63. Entering the
1964 season, Hawks management wanted to keep a year-round “pennant race” attitude
that aimed to minimize mistakes on the playing field. In February 1964, Hawks’
management sent three young baseball players—Tanaka Tatsuhiro, Takahashi Hiroshi,
and Murakami Masanori—to the San Francisco Giants for a full year of training in the
American minor leagues.518 The Hawks valued the twenty-year-old Murakami but
recognized that he had no experience playing at the professional level and feared he
would make mistakes. In a trail-blazing move, the Hawks sent Murakami and his
teammates to play minor-league baseball in the United States, not just for the usual stint
at spring training, but for the entire season.519
Murakami indicated that he had no particular interest in the United States outside
of the chance at a higher salary and to have some fun.520 When Murakami arrived in the
United States, Harada “Cappy” Tsuneo, the former soldier who raised SCAP awareness
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of professional baseball in Japan in 1945, took Murakami to Disneyland before sending
the young player to an assignment with the San Francisco Giants’ rookie team in the
Arizona Instructional League. Murakami soon realized American baseball was very
different from Japanese baseball; his team was filled with Latino players that his
translator could not communicate with, and his salary was so low that he could only
afford one hamburger per day and drink water thereafter.521 Murakami played well
against his minor-league competition, pitching over one-hundred innings by August, and
the San Francisco Giants continued to promote Murakami through the ranks of their
minor league system to face increasing challenges, much like they would do with any
regular player under their control.
The San Francisco Giants were well-known for using non-white players on their
major-league roster. Six of the eight starting position players in 1964 were Latino or
black Americans: there were future Hall of Fame black American players Willie Mays
and Willie McCovey; the famed brothers from the Dominican Republic, Matty and Jesus
Alou; and Orlando Cepeda from Puerto Rico.522 Toward the end of the year, the team fell
into disarray when reports emerged that manager Alvin Dark maligned non-White
players by blaming them for poor team performance. The Los Angeles Times reported
Dark as saying, “We have trouble because we have so many Negro and Spanish speaking
players on this team. They’re just not able to perform up to the white players when it
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comes to mental alertness.”

When his opinions became known publicly, Dark

backpedaled from his remark and pointed out that Willie Mays, a black American, was
his team captain. However, the damage had been done and it seemed likely that Dark
would be fired at the end of the season. With nothing left to lose, Dark saw little harm in
promoting the Japanese pitcher Murakami to the Major League level, which at least
advanced the club’s image of including multi-racial players. Whereas the integration of
Jackie Robinson in 1947 took months of preparation, the integration of Murakami—the
first Japanese citizen in MLB—occurred with almost no planning.
Murakami’s first game in the Major Leagues was on September 1, 1964 in Shea
Stadium in New York, the newest baseball stadium in the United States. As Murakami
walked on the field for warm-ups, the Vice President of the San Francisco Giants
frantically chased him down to sign a contract.524 Murakami took the mound in the 8th
inning in front of an announced crowd of 39,000 people.525 Somebody working the
stadium loudspeakers thought it would be appropriate to play “Sukiyaki,” a Japanese pop
song that had taken the number one spot on the American Billboard Hot 100 chart in June
1963.526 While the intention was to welcome Murakami with a Japanese song, there was
perhaps no worse song that could have been played. When the song was brought to the
United States, it was renamed “Sukiyaki” after a Japanese beef dish that was familiar
among GI; the actual song title, Ue wo Muite Arukou (上を向いて歩こう, “Look Up as
You Walk”) was a mournful song. Sung in Japanese, Murakami would be the only person
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on the field (and because his translator did not accompany him, probably the entire
stadium) who understood the final refrain: “Look up as you walk / So that the tears won’t
fall / I cry as I walk / All alone at night.”527 Murakami felt the gravity of being alone—
the only Japanese player in MLB. Even the Japanese media seemed to overlook
Murakami’s integration into MLB; his promotion received only a tiny footnote in the
Yomiuri Shinbun that described him as just another “exchange student” (留学生).528
However, the contract that Murakami signed without the presence of a translator or
representative resulted in another clash between NPB and MLB as they fought over the
rights to Murakami.
Through his skilled pitching, Murakami delivered hope to the San Francisco
Giants team. Murakami performed well in the final month of 1964: he struck out nearly
30% of the hitters he faced while walking only a single batter, finishing with a
spectacular 1.80 ERA.529 Although San Francisco Giants ended 1964 in emotional
disarray because of their manager’s comments, the outlook for 1965 seemed favorable:
the roster held four future Hall of Fame players, and the team was excited to play for their
newly hired player-friendly manager, Herman Franks.
After the Nankai Hawks’ “exchange students” returned home to Japan in
December 1964, Murakami announced that he had already signed a contract to return to
the San Francisco Giants in 1965. The Nankai Hawks insisted that Murakami did not
have the right to negotiate his own contract with MLB; according to the 1962
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gentlemen’s agreement, that was a matter to be resolved between NPB and MLB
commissioners. The Hawks contended that they had invested more in Murakami than the
$10,000 they had received from the Giants for Murakami’s contract and therefore had the
right to control a player that was, under NPB rules, still their “property.”530
The “Murakami problem” (Murakami mondai, 村上問題), as it became known in
the Japanese media, brought together the American and Japanese commissioners of
baseball to attempt a resolution to the contract dispute but resulted in deadlock. The
commissioner of NPB, Uchimura Yūshi, and had extensive familiarity in working with
Americans. Uchimura had been trained as a medical doctor and spent the Occupation
years performing psychiatric evaluations on Class-A War Criminals on behalf of the
American Occupation Forces. Meanwhile, Ford Frick represented MLB’s interests. Frick
stated in the media that “a contract is a contract” and fought for Murakami to return to the
team that had integrated the first Japanese baseball player into MLB, the San Francisco
Giants.531 By February 1965, negotiations over Murakami’s contract had become so
contentious that Frick severed business ties between MLB and NPB.532 The Hawks
reluctantly agreed that Murakami could return to America for the 1965 season.
While the drama over his contract unfurled, Murakami showed great poise for a
twenty-one-year-old and performed well. The new Giants’ General Manager, Chub
Feeney, expressed that he wanted to keep Murakami in America in the 1966 season, but
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The Giants sweetened their

offer by asking Murakami to be a starting pitcher in 1966, which was effectively a
promotion from his current position as a relief pitcher.534 However, in November 1965,
Murakami decided to return to Japan to be near friends and family. Although Murakami
had yet to play a single game of baseball in Japan, he agreed to a new contract with the
Nankai Hawks in December 1965, signing for $83,000, or eight times what the San
Francisco Giants paid him in 1964.535 Murakami’s baseball career in the United States
lasted slightly over one year but ended formal baseball relations between Japan and the
United States, stopping Japanese players from working in MLB for the next thirty years.
The importance of Murakami’s story is not only that he was the first Japanese
player to play professional baseball in America, but also that he was the last Japanese
baseball “exchange student” and marked the symbolic end of Japan’s dependence upon
United States athletic expertise. Shōriki Matsutarō had once imagined a “true World
Series,” in which NPB and MLB baseball organizations would compete for a global
championship and celebrate Japanese players as equal in skill and culture to the United
States.536 However, after Murakami’s contract dispute, Ford Frick dismissed the
possibility of a global World Series and prohibited ethnic Japanese players from
appearing on MLB rosters. Of the countries that produced baseball players from the
1950s through the 2000s, no other state was absent from representation in MLB longer
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than Japan; MLB went thirty years without employing a single ethnic Japanese player.
Even during the height of the United States embargo on Cuba in the 1980s, there were, at
minimum, three Cuban nationals in MLB.537 Murakami was the last ethnic Japanese
player to appear in MLB until 1995, when Nomo Hideo used a loophole in his NPB
contract that enabled him to retire in Japan, move to the United States, and then sign a
free agent contract to play for the Los Angeles Dodgers.
With Japanese nationals excluded from MLB rosters, the NPB responded with its
own tightening of restrictions against players from the United States and the Caribbean.
When Shōriki led the formation of the NPB in 1950, he included a clause that each team
was limited to three foreign players; the terms used to describe “foreign” are both the
common colloquial word, gaikokujin (外国人) and a specific statement of “nonJapanese” (nihonjin denai, 日本人でない). Because United States servicemen or citizens
were not permitted to play professional baseball in Japan during the Occupation, this rule
initially applied to players hailing from Japan’s former colonies. At the formal end of
Occupation in 1952, the NPB amended the foreign player restriction to allow exemptions
to any “non-Japanese” (日本人でない) player who was already under NPB contract.538
This rule change gave existing “foreigners” in the NPB—who were almost entirely ethnic
Taiwanese—the right to continue playing in the NPB while simultaneously opening
roster spots for other foreign-born players.539 The rule was further relaxed in 1959 to
allow exemptions for players who became formal Japanese citizens prior to 1959, and
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further provisions were added throughout the 1950s-1970s to exempt players who had
spent time in Japanese secondary schools, which was effectively a form of Japanese
residency requirement. The players most affected by these exemptions were those of
Taiwanese, Korean, and Chinese heritage, many of whom lived in Japan but were not
technically citizens.
Following the Murakami incident in 1966, NPB reduced the number of “foreign”
roster spots to two per team, and this rule remained in place until 1991.540 Because so
many players from Asia were exempt from the restriction, the 1966 amendment clearly
targeted players from the Americas, specifically United States citizens, but it also applied
to players from the Caribbean islands. More than a simple retribution against MLB’s
cessation of business relations, the amendment also provided a concrete metric to
understand how the NPB reinforced the narrative of Japanese-sourced labor. From 1966
to 1991, there were 24 available active roster spots annually for “foreign” players in the
NPB (12 teams and 2 spots per team). About 300 distinct players appeared annually in
the NPB, which equated to roughly 8% of NPB roster spots being allotted for non-exempt
foreign players.541 Although the NPB allotment may seem strict, it was comparable to
MLB’s use of non-American talent throughout the 1960s: MLB used no more than 12%
of non-American players, most of whom were poached from the now defunct Cuban
Leagues.542 Ironically, whereas MLB had set the standard for racial exclusion for most of
the twentieth century, from the 1960s onward many MLB teams openly advertised their
540
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use of foreign-born or minority talent, such as the 1965 San Francisco Giants’ use of nonwhite players. Meanwhile, NPB teams in the 1930s had been founded on the acceptance
of the multi-ethnic empire, yet in the 1960s they flaunted sourcing their talent from
Japan. The Yomiuri Giants in the 1960s regularly advertised their refusal to use the
foreign-born roster limit, despite rostering the most famous ethnic Taiwanese baseball
player in history, Oh Sadaharu.543
In summary, the Stanka and Murakami problems led to the severance of official
relations between NPB and MLB for the remainder of the Cold War and led NPB to
impose restrictions on who could play professional baseball in Japan. These events
contextualize the following section, which discusses the reality of homerun power as seen
in the 1960s and 1970s. Contrary to Robert Whiting’s popular narrative that claims
Japanese baseball players prefer “small ball,” I present evidence that baseball players in
Japan demonstrated their physical prowess through the homerun. With NPB formally
distanced from MLB, the prolific homeruns became symbols of the power of the
Japanese state on the global stage.
The Homerun Gap: Batting Power and Ethnic Identity in Cold War Japan
The top homerun hitters in the United States and Japan have been
disproportionately ethnic minorities or non-citizens of their respective leagues: 8 out of
10 of the top global homerun leaders are ethnic minorities of their leagues; 4 of the top 10
NPB homerun hitters are non-ethnic Japanese.
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Top 10 All-Time Global Homerun Leaders544
Rank
Name
Career Homeruns Race/Ethnicity
Place of Birth
1
Oh Sadaharu
868
Taiwanese
Japan
2
Barry Bonds
762
Black
USA
3
Hank Aaron
755
Black
USA
4
Babe Ruth
714
Caucasian
USA
5
Alex Rodriguez
696
Latino
USA
6
Willie Mays
660
Black
USA
7
Nomura Katsuya
657
Japanese
Japan
8
Ken Griffey, Jr
630
Black
USA
9
Jim Thome
612
Caucasian
USA
10
Sammy Sosa
609
Black/Latino
Dominican Republic
Top 10 All-Time NPB Homerun Leaders545
Rank
Name
Career Homeruns Race/Ethnicity
1
Oh Sadaharu
868
Taiwanese
2
Nomura Katsuya
657
Japanese
3
Kadota
567
Japanese
Hiromitsu
4
Yamamoto Kōji
536
Japanese
5
Kiyohara
525
Japanese
Kazuhiro
6
Ochiai
510
Japanese
Hiromitsu
7
Harimoto Isao
504
Korean
7
Kinugasa Sachio
504
Black American
/ Japanese
9
Osugi Katsuo
486
Japanese
10
Kanemoto
476
Korean
Tomoaki

Place of Birth
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

English-language authors have a proclivity to believe that homeruns—and by
association physical strength—are monopolized by players in MLB. Correspondingly,
these authors think that players in the NPB lack the strength to hit homeruns and
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therefore rely on stolen bases and sacrifice hits. This characterization of Japanese
baseball with “small ball”—a term used to indicate the preference for single base hits,
sacrifice hits, and quick base running—began in Robert Whiting’s 1977 popular
journalism work The Chrysanthemum and the Bat. He repeated it in his successful 1989
book, You Gotta Have Wa (which became the basis of the modestly successful 1992 Tom
Selleck film, Mr. Baseball), and his 2004 book, The Meaning of Ichiro. For Whiting,
“small ball” was the result of Japanese “national character,” which encouraged the entire
team to work in unquestioning harmony and unison to succeed with precision plays.
Although Whiting used examples from the 1960s and 1970s to evidence his claims, he
outlined his own “Samurai Code of Conduct” to explain how NPB players followed a
“national character.”546 The “small ball” narrative has been repeated in several academic
works, such as Joseph Reaves’ 2004 book Taking in a Game: A History of Baseball in
Asia; George Gmelch’s 2006 book, Baseball without Borders; Alan Klein’s 2006 book
Growing the Game: The Globalization of Major League Baseball; and Robert Lewis’
2010 book Smart Ball: Marketing the Myth and Managing the Reality of Major League
Baseball.547
The “small ball” narrative does not accurately describe the reality of baseball in
Japan. Instead, it is the long-term result of Occupation era efforts to portray Japan as
weak, immature, and perpetually in a state of development. From the inception of NPB in
1950 through 1985, homeruns per game surged upward, stolen bases per game declined
by 25%, and sacrifice hits remained mostly stable. Put simply, in the NPB from 1965546
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1985, homeruns occurred about 30-50% more frequently than stolen bases or sacrifice
hits.548

NPB Batting Trends, 1950-1985
1.8
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HR=Homeruns, SB=Stolen Bases, SH=Sacrifice Hits.
Simultaneous to the “homerun boom” of the 1960s, Japanese-sourced images of
nationalist power and discourse re-emerged throughout the country. The Japanese
economy surged from October 1951 until June 1970, spending a mere three and a half
years in slight recession; otherwise the periods of growth often measured more than 10%
annually, and the Japanese public named them after the mythological gods associated
with the creation of the Japanese islands. 549 Many Japanese were upset at the continued
subservient relationship with the United States, and massive protests surrounded the
negotiations to renew of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty in 1960, which was ratified only
after police officers carried the Japanese Speaker of the House through a crowd of
548
549
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550

dissenting politicians to force a vote.

After 1965, the NPB no longer had a formal

relationship with MLB, and I argue that the popular sentiment of Japanese national
strength became renewed in the context of baseball through the homerun hitting prowess
of Oh Sadaharu (王貞治). Unlike many Japanese baseball players of the 1950s, Oh’s
success as a player did not stem from his participation in spring training sessions with
MLB players; instead, Oh began as a proficient hitter and refined his personal virtues
through a unique combination of budō martial arts and philosophical readings stemming
from bushidō philosophy. As Oh approached homerun records held by American men,
his success fed into narratives of Japanese uniqueness that flourished throughout the
1970s and 1980s, obviating the fact that Oh was neither an ethnic Japanese nor a
Japanese citizen.
It is not hyperbolic to say that by means of the homerun, Oh Sadaharu is the icon
of “Japanese baseball.” Although Babe Ruth’s MLB homerun record of 714 (set at his
retirement in 1936) has since been undone by Hank Aaron (755 in 1976) and Barry
Bonds (762 in 2007), Oh’s total of 868 homeruns hit in a career spanning from 19591980 has been the global record for nearly forty years. Oh surpassed then-global homerun
leader Hank Aaron’s career homerun total (755) on September 3, 1977; Aaron traveled to
Japan two weeks later to acknowledge and congratulate Oh on the accomplishment.551 At
the end of 1977, the Japanese government bestowed upon Oh the first ever National
Honor Award (国民栄誉賞), which exalts one’s achievements as a model for Japanese
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society.
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After retiring from playing at the end of the 1980 season, Oh spent nearly two

decades as a successful manager for several teams, and in 2006, he managed the
inaugural Japanese World Baseball Classic team to a championship against all-star teams
from across the world. Now retired from coaching, he continues to act as a spokesperson
for the return of baseball and softball to the Olympic competition in Tokyo in 2020.553
Oh was born in 1940, the weaker half of a pair of twins. He recalled his youth as
being one of “hunger,” mostly for food and baseball. Although his hunger was managed
because his parents owned a successful soba shop in Tokyo, his appetite for baseball
became insatiable after his older brother took him to see the first American minor league
baseball team to tour post-war Japan, the San Francisco Seals. Oh spent the next decade
working on his baseball skills, appearing as a star pitcher for Waseda Commercial High
School in the 1956 and 1957 Kōshien Tournaments. Based on this success, Waseda
Commercial High School was invited to play in the annual National Athletic Meet (国民
体育大会) in the fall of 1957. Oh was excited to hear of the invitation to the National
Athletic Meet, but then learned that he was not permitted to play because of his
Taiwanese citizenship.554 Oh said of this moment in his autobiography:

Waseda High School was invited to the National Athletic Meet in Shizuoka
Prefecture, but I didn’t appear because of my Taiwanese citizenship. It really was
too bad, but the only thing I could do, honestly, was to be sad…With apologies to
552
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the people of the National Athletic Meet, it was never my goal to appear at their
event. My goal was to play at Kōshien. I’m Taiwanese. If you think about the
actual name of the [National Athletic Meet]—an athletic event for the “Japanese
citizen”—then I don’t really see any prejudice in not making me the first
Taiwanese citizen to appear at the event.555
After his high school graduation in 1959, Oh entered NPB as a pitcher with the
Tokyo Giants. Because the NPB had just revised the rules for foreigner roster spots to
exclude players who went to high school in Japan, Oh was not counted as a “foreigner.”
The Giants team was managed by none other than Mizuhara Shigeo (水原茂), the fiery
manager whose release from a Siberian internment camp in 1949 precipitated the end of
the Japanese Baseball Federation. Mizuhara and Oh got off to a rocky start. The Giants
had signed Oh out of high school based on his prowess as a pitcher, but after Mizuhara
watched Oh in spring training, Mizuhara decided that Oh was unfit to pitch in any
capacity in the NPB.556 Mizuhara instructed Oh to play first base, ostensibly to replace
the aging Wally Yonamine, a nisei Japanese born in Hawai’i. Playing out of position and
far younger than anybody else on the elite Giants team, Oh’s first year in professional
baseball as a 19-year old was markedly miserable: playing in about 2/3 of the Giants’
games, he managed a paltry .161 batting average and struck out about 32% of the time.557
Hecklers in the crowd jeered “O, O, Oh the strikeout king!”, a play on words with Oh’s
family name, 王, which can mean “king” in Japanese.558
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After his first season, it seemed like Oh would be a good candidate to gain
playing experience by spending some time with an MLB team during spring training.
However, Giants team officials were convinced that Oh’s struggles derived not from his
lack of baseball skills, but because he was a “bad boy” who smoked cigarettes, chased
after girls, drank relentlessly, got angry at his manager, and “stayed out all night
regularly.”559 After the 1961 season, Oh was given a choice by his Tokyo Giants officials
to either fix his behavior or leave, and at this moment, fate intervened. The Giants had
just hired a recently retired baseball player, Arakawa Hiroshi (荒川博), as their batting
coach. Arakawa and Oh had a chance meeting nearly a decade earlier that had set Oh’s
career in motion. One day, Arakawa, then a player on the Mainichi Orions professional
baseball team, stopped by his alma mater, Waseda Commercial High School, to watch
baseball practice. Seeing fourteen-year old Oh struggling at the plate as a right-handed
hitter, Arakawa advised that Oh should try batting left-handed.560 The advice worked and
turned Oh into a successful high school player. Oh remembered the advice that Arakawa
had given him as a teenager and he agreed to attend what became famously known as
“Arakawa’s Dōjō” (荒川道場), a decision which molded him into Japan’s most prolific
homerun hitter.561
It is with a sense of irony that Arakawa is remembered almost entirely for his
work in reinventing Oh as a power hitter because Arakawa was a poor hitter during his
559
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NPB career. Arakawa spent most of his nine seasons in the NPB as a backup, with an
acceptable but unimpressive career batting average of .251 and a meager 17 career
homeruns; Oh hit the same number of homeruns in his second year alone, when he was
considered an immature 20-year old who could not maintain focus on the field.562
However, Arakawa’s job was not to teach his “disciple” how to hit, but how to live. Oh
himself said that “Arakawa’s Dōjō” began with the cessation of his vices like smoking
and chasing girls.563 To end these distractions, Arakawa forced Oh to participate in a
number of budō martial arts, like iaidō (居合道, the art of drawing one’s sword), aikidō (
合気道, a martial art), study kabuki theater, and meditate in the Zen Buddhist method.564
In the process of correcting Oh’s personal behavior, Arakawa amended Oh’s batting
posture to include an exaggerated leg lift modeled after the dramatic actions seen in
kabuki theater, such as pauses followed by sudden bursts of powerful expression.
Although Oh’s salvation came through his moral training and discipline, his batting
transformation came through his new extravagant batting form, derisively called the
“flamingo stance” by many but more accurately called the “One-legged stance” (一本足
打法). Oh’s teammates, the majority who were ethnic Japanese, did not undertake similar
training, did not ascribe to any sense of samurai aesthetic, and did not use budō martial
arts for their training.
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The kind of mirror that Oh used in Arakawa’s Dōjō to practice his famous one-legged stance. The
image in the mirror is a painting of Oh.565

The sword used by Oh during his iaidō training.566

Using modern statistics and SABRmetrics, I oppose the viewpoint that budō
martial arts and bushidō-inspired philosophy were responsible for Oh’s rebirth as a
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hitter.
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Advanced statistics reveal that Oh was only a “strikeout king” for the first year

of his career in 1959; Oh was a proficient if not exceptional hitter before he ever stepped
foot in Arakawa’s Dōjō in late 1961. Oh had sought help from his teammates well before
his stint with Arakawa. In 1960, Oh sought help from the team’s best hitter, Nagashima
Shigeo (長嶋茂雄), and in spring 1961, Kawakami Tetsuharu (川上哲治), “the God of
Hitting” who had taken dozens of Japanese players to the United States, became manager
of the Giants and further assisted Oh in fixing his batting approach. In his autobiography,
Oh refers to these two as the “unforgettable advisors” (忘れがたき先輩たち), and says
of Kawakami, “I owe him everything.”568 In Oh’s sophomore campaign in 1960, his
strikeout rate plummeted from 32% to 20% and he posted the fourth-highest OPS (.823)
in the NPB.569 Oh followed up in 1961 with the sixth-best OPS (.802) in the NPB. Had
the 21-year old Oh been on any of eight other NPB teams when he entered Arakawa’s
Dōjō, he would have been the best hitter on the team. He was still four years younger
than the average NPB player.570
Therefore, Arakawa was not the man who “fixed” Oh’s hitting with budō martial
arts, but he tinkered with it to improve an already good product. What Oh needed
567
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“improving” was his “bad boy” ways. Recall that Kawakami, the new manager of the
Tokyo Giants in 1961, had been the vanguard of taking young baseball players to the
United States for both physical training and cultural training. When Kawakami brought
the Giants team to the United States in the spring of 1961 to participate in spring training
against some of the Los Angeles Dodgers’ best minor league players, Oh was included on
the roster.571 However, training in the “American way of life” did not manage Oh’s offthe-field behavior. Instead, Arakawa’s dōjō sufficiently managed Oh’s vices and had the
unintended side-effect of turning him from a good hitter to a great hitter. In the 1960s,
most fans were unconcerned with Oh’s idiosyncratic training regimen; that fascination
did not occur until nationalist discourse intensified in the 1970s and the publication of
Robert Whiting’s The Chrysanthemum and the Bat, which portrayed Oh as a modern
samurai.
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Oh Sadaharu demonstrating his sword training, as prominently featured in
Robert Whiting’s 1977 book, The Chrysanthemum and the Bat. It opens the chapter titled,
“Baseball Samurai Style.”
Baseball and Nihonjinron Discourse in the 1960s and 1970s
Although the baseball communities of the United States and Japan may have been
separated from 1965 onward, Japan remained under the American nuclear umbrella and
was to be the model of capitalism in Asia. However, the San Francisco Peace Treaty that
had resolved Occupation had forced Japan to undergo a “separate peace” with its
geographical neighbors and former imperial territories. John Dower explains that in this
system:

The wounds and bitter legacies of imperialism, invasion, and exploitation were
left to fester unaddressed and largely unacknowledged in Japan. And ostensibly
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independent Japan was propelled into a posture of looking east across the Pacific
to America for security and, indeed, for its very identity as a nation.572
This presented an interesting predicament as Japan re-entered the global stage in the late
1950s and early 1960s: Japan was purportedly a guide map for its previous colonies, yet
simultaneously the relationships between Japan and its former subjects had corroded.
Within this context, the Japanese nationalist discourse of nihonjinron emerged, and Oh
was heralded as an icon of this movement.
Although nihonjinron is generally treated as a nationalist phenomenon, through
the figure of Oh and his contemporary non-Japanese baseball players, researchers can see
intriguing post-colonial elements producing these nationalist characteristics. Beginning in
the 1960s and peaking in the 1970s and 1980s, nihonjinron (日本人論, literally, “theory
of Japaneseness”) discourse propagated through Japanese popular culture and echoed
many of the sentiments of imperial era bushidō discourse, although nihonjinron discourse
was less fractious and divided over the imagined virtues of the Japanese nation.
Anthropologist Befu Harumi defines nihonjinron as a “reservoir of knowledge on
characteristics of Japanese culture, people, society, and history” that often appealed to
essentialist definitions of Japanese culture based upon so-called “traditional” conceptions
of indebtedness, collective thinking, and the soul (kokoro, 心) of Japan.573 Befu identifies
a number of trends within the genre of nihonjinron, but the most salient common trends
were uniqueness of Japanese identity; ethnocentrism that focused on the dominant
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mainland Japanese identity and effaced non-ethnic Japanese legally and illegally within
the state; and the mythological homogeneous origin of the Japanese people and the
current existence of ethnic homogeneity of the Japanese nation-state.574 Befu highlights
that nihonjinron discourse featured an “appeal to ethos” that focused upon accounts of
ancient figures that had “Japanese spirit” by demonstrating kokoro, practicing Zen
Buddhism, or whatever a great man happened to do that seemed to fit within the writer’s
dictum of what constituted “Japanliness.”575 Befu argues that the claims of ethnic
homogeneity posited by nihonjinron discourse became a “civil religion,” inscribed in the
beliefs of Japanese society and embodied in the language and laws of the government.576
Cultural studies researcher Iwabuchi Koichi echoed this sentiment and argues that
nihonjinron discourse fed into a self-fulfilling system of cultural othering,
Orientalization, and self-Orientalization that formed a constant process of defining
Japanese and not-Japanese. 577
Perhaps the most notable baseball-themed nihonjinron media to appear in the late
1960s was Kyojin no Hoshi (巨人の星, “Star of the Giants”), which first appeared in
manga (comic book) form in 1966 and then as an animated television show (anime) in
1968. The series capitalized on the success of the Yomiuri Giants team, although it
notably used the team’s militarized alter-ego name from the 1940s, Kyojin (巨人). The
animated television show was broadcast on Nihon Television (日本テレビ), the
broadcast network that Shōriki Matsutarō presided over until his death in 1969, and was
574
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designed as part of a block of “sports dramas” that appealed to young audiences.
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series focused on the Hoshi family (星, the kanji for a celestial star). Sports dramas like
Kyojin no Hoshi helped maintain the television viewership of professional and highschool baseball throughout the 1970s, when other sports experienced a marked decline in
viewership.579
Nearly a decade before Japanese and American fascinations with Oh’s training
regimen, Kyojin no Hoshi resurrected images of practices made popular at Ichikō and
Kanō High School during the imperial era, such as practicing until one bled. The opening
of the first episode demonstrates well the series’ message of, to use Befu’s terminology,
“Japanliness.” The father of the Hoshi family, Ittetsu, forces his son, Hyūma, to practice
pitching during a blizzard. Hyūma coughs and delivers his 291st pitch, struggling to stay
upright. Ittetsu goads him on, demanding Hyūma to channel his “spirit” (seishin, 精神) to
finish his practice session. Hyūma throws another pitch and then collapses in the snow.
Without making a gesture of aid, Ittetsu, a former baseball player, berates his son to
throw eight more pitches or he’ll never be a baseball star. Hyūma struggles to stand and
finishes his regimen. They return home, where Ittetsu repeatedly slaps his son—the
mother looking on helplessly—to drive him to practice harder and respect his advice. One
day, Hyūma travels to see the real-life baseball player Nagashima Shigeo of the Yomiuri
Giants, and with an impromptu display of his near supernatural pitching ability, he
attracts the attention of the Kyojin team manager. Thus, the “Star of the Giants” had a
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path out of his small town to the big leagues, and the next 130 episodes document the
sweat, tears, blisters on his hands, and heart required to be a baseball star.580
Samurai imagery was present in several episodes of Kyojin no Hoshi, and a 1971
episode highlights the tension between “samurai baseball” and the reality of baseball.
One night, Hyūma peeks through a door and watches as Ittetsu kneels at the family
memorial to his grandmother. Ittetsu laments that he cannot motivate his son to be a
“perfect” (kanzen, 完全) “baseball person” (yakyūjin, 野球人). In using the term
“baseball person” instead of “baseball player” (野球選手), Ittetsu highlights how
baseball should be the defining condition of one’s identity. Ittetsu clutches his own
baseball jersey from his youth, numbered 84, and exclaims that when combined with his
son’s uniform, numbered 16, it creates the “perfect” number 100. This numerology
convinces Ittetsu that his son is destined to become a flawless baseball person.
Emphasizing the word “battle” (tatakai, 戦い), the episode cuts to an imaginary world
where the father and son are samurai warriors in a duel on a grassy plain. Hyūma draws
his sword and bests his father, drawing blood representing the metaphorical success of
this “traditional” symbol of power. Back in the real world, Hyūma, who has been
eavesdropping on his father’s lament, reels backwards with tears in his eyes and exclaims
that perfection is impossible (Muri da! 無理だ!). Distraught from the experience yet
recognizing the inescapability of the situation, Hyūma leaves his house and runs through
town, shouting of his father’s “lunacy” (baka da! バカだ!)
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The final scene of episode 120 of Kyojin no Hoshi, with Hyūma fleeing the tyranny of his father’s
drive to baseball perfection.581

Beyond Japanese-created media, Befu and Iwabuchi both argued that nonJapanese media contributed to nihonjinron discourse and in many cases provided outside
legitimization of the myths of homogeneity and uniqueness. Befu and Iwabuchi used as
an example of foreigner nihonjinron discourse Ruth Benedict’s “ethnography at a
distance,” The Chrysanthemum and the Sword.582 Trained as an anthropologist of the
Americas, Benedict had never been to Japan, had no formal training in Japanese cultures,
and did not speak Japanese. Her study of the Japanese psyche was conducted via English
translations of Japanese literature, reading secondary accounts of Japanese culture and
history, and conducting interviews with interred Japanese-Americans during World War
II.583 Benedict’s results claimed Japanese society had deep roots in self-sacrifice,
groupthink, and cooperation.
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Robert Whiting’s 1977 work The Chrysanthemum and the Bat, a clear homage to
Benedict’s work and recognized by Time Magazine as the “best sports book of the year,”
adopted Benedict’s understanding of Japan and legitimized many of these supposedly
“traditional” Japanese virtues in the context of the baseball community. I argue that The
Chrysanthemum and the Bat should be recognized as a work of foreigner nihonjinron
discourse.584 Whiting relies on Oh Sadaharu and his budō-inspired training regimen to
extrapolate a “Samurai Code of Conduct” that spoke to the entirety of baseball in Japan
throughout the course of its history. From 1965-1973, the Yomiuri Giants team won nine
consecutive championships, but during this period Oh’s budō-inspired training regimen
received very little attention from the Japanese media. The first article about Oh’s
training regimen in the Yomiuri Shinbun—a conservative-learning newspaper associated
with the Yomiuri Giants team—appeared in 1971; no articles appear again until 1975.
Only when Oh approached and then surpassed the career homerun records of Babe Ruth
in 1976 and then Hank Aaron in 1977—which coincided with both the surge in
nihonjinron writing and the publication of Robert Whiting’s The Chrysanthemum and the
Bat—did Oh’s budō inspired training regimen become of interest to the media. From
1977 until 1982, the Yomiuri Shinbun published a dozen articles on Oh’s training
regimen.585 Ironically, following the retirement of Nagashma Shigeo in 1974, Oh found a
new companion for his “OH-canon,” the ethnic Korean player Harimoto Isao. As the
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media became increasingly interested in the use of “traditional” Japanese training
methods by baseball superstars, neither member of the most prolific homerun-hitting duo
in the NPB were Japanese citizens.
Instead of evincing the primacy of an essential Japanese tradition, the cases of
minority baseball players like Harimoto and Oh underscored the reality of post-colonial
life in Cold War Japan. These non-Japanese living in Japan had few if any formal
channels to survive in the instability wracking their ethnic homelands. Although at times
Harimoto and Oh each experienced ostracism in Japan, the protection offered by the
baseball community far outweighed the dangers of returning to Taiwan or Korea. Their
citizenship status reflected the broader relationship Japan had with its geographical
neighbors and the problematic issues of citizenship and sovereignty in Cold War Asia.
However, the NPB’s roster exemptions for foreign-born players who were grandfathered
into the league, attended high school in Japan, or married Japanese nationals effectively
bestowed Japanese nationality, if not formally, then at least within the boundaries of
Japan’s national game. These minorities in baseball were no longer identified by the
precariousness of their ethnicity, but instead vaulted into a privileged position within the
emerging nihonjinron discourse.
Harimoto, a South Korean citizen and survivor of the Hiroshima atomic bomb,
had long dealt with being considered an outsider in Japanese society. In his
autobiography, he recalled that on the morning of August 6, 1945, his parents, originally
named Chan (張) but now living under the Japanese name Harimoto (張本), sent their
children to school on the train. At 8:15 AM, an American B-29 bomber dropped an
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atomic bomb on Hiroshima, killing tens of thousands of people within minutes and
reducing the city center to rubble. Isao, the youngest boy in the Harimoto family,
survived the bombing, writing of the aftermath in his autobiography:

I clearly remember the night after the atomic bomb fell. Truly, it looked like the
picture of hell. The screams and groans leap out of my memory….I can’t
remember if my sister lived for one more night or two. She kept groaning, ‘it
burns, it hurts.’...As was the custom of Korean culture, my mother violently cried
and then carried the hurt within her chest, not talking about it again…. In Japan,
we are left with the opinions of the event of people who are culturally important,
but the opinions of people like my mother are completely discarded.586
Harimoto’s family, several of whom were severely injured by the atomic bomb,
attempted returns to South Korea during the Occupation period but ultimately opted to
remain in Hiroshima after the onset of the Korean War. Like Oh, Harimoto went to high
school in Japan and was excluded from the foreign-born roster limits on NPB teams,
meaning that for most his playing career, he downplayed his status as a foreign-resident
and instead emphasized motifs of Japanese tradition.
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Harimoto Isao playing the shamisen.587

Following the creation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the Republic
of China (ROC, or Taiwan) in 1949, Taiwan endeavored to be treated as an independent
and sovereign state within the global community and created its own laws and
government. Anthropologist Sara Friedman wrote that the Taiwanese Nationality Law:

[A]ffirmed that [Taiwanese] nationals were not automatically citizens. The status
of citizen with its attendant rights and responsibilities was granted only to those
nationals who had established official household residence in Taiwan. And the
ability to establish official household residence was tightly controlled, limited
primarily to nationals whose immediate relatives were themselves ROC
citizens.588
Oh’s parents moved to Japan in the 1920s, meaning Oh did not meet the Cold War era
residency requirements of Taiwan to have the rights and responsibilities of a true
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Taiwanese citizen. Oh was effectively stateless, neither a recognized citizen of Japan nor
Taiwan.
By highlighting images of imperial-era strength and national culture, players like
Oh and Harimoto transcended their non-Japanese status and became cultural icons at a
time when the general Japanese population turned a blind eye to ethnic minorities and
non-citizens. Befu Harumi noted that during the 1960s and 1970s, public education
curriculum narrated the Japanese culture as homogeneous and removed the narratives of
the imperial era multi-ethnic empire.589 Sociologist Eiji Oguma argued that from the late
1960s through the millennium the majority of ethnic Japanese and their government
chose to overlook the presence of indigenous Ainu and Ryūkyū peoples while also
making little effort to recognize the economic, cultural, and political contributions of
Koreans, Taiwanese, Chinese, Filipino, Russian, and American inhabitants of Japan.590
Sociologist John Lie noted that many of these ethnic minorities, immigrants, and
marginalized communities participated in what became known as the “3K” careers: kitsui
(きつい, difficult), kitanai (汚い, dirty), and kiken (危険, dangerous), which were most
commonly sex work and construction industries run by the yakuza gangs and motorcycle
bōsōzoku gangs as labor brokers.591 In short, the case of Oh and Harimoto using images
of Japanese strength offered them a path to economic and cultural success unavailable to
the majority of other non-Japanese during the Cold War. The baseball community,
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therefore, transformed the precarity of the post-colonial ethnicity into the certainty of
Japanese identity.
Oh and Harimoto’s adoption of nationalist symbols even elevated them above
ethnic Japanese who did not openly engage with nihonjinron discourse. By comparison,
Oh’s emergence as a power-hitter occurred simultaneously to the playing career of
Nomura Katsuya (野村克也), the second all-time homerun hitter in NPB history and
seventh all-time globally. Nomura, an ethnic Japanese who played three years longer than
Oh, from 1956-1980, also had a successful two-decade long career as a manager upon the
completion of his playing career. Although Nomura was a well-liked public figure, he
was never given a “National Honor Award,” was never asked to manage the Japanese
National Team in the Olympics or World Baseball Classic, and was not asked to support
the return of baseball and softball to the Tokyo 2020 Olympics. Nomura never explained
his prowess as a hitter by appealing to any kind of budō practice, martial arts, or Japanese
“tradition.” Instead, at a time when cultural nihonjinron swept Japan, Nomura developed
a style known as “ID Yakyū” (ID 野球, “Important Data Baseball”), which made
informed judgements based on the analysis of statistical data and evidence.592 Nomura’s
ID Yakyū resonated closely with the contemporary trends in MLB to use advanced
metrics to understand player performance and determine a player’s worth, a trend
popularized in the United States by Michael Lewis’ 2004 book Moneyball: The Art of
Winning an Unfair Game (an eponymous movie starring Brad Pitt was made in 2011).
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Whereas Nomura’s style of play and management closely resonates with modern
conceptions of professional baseball, Oh’s status as an enduring cultural icon is directly
into Japanese nationalism.
It is worth pointing out that Oh was not the only ethnic minority superstar in the
1960s and 1970s who operated within the context of Japanese nationalism. In fact, the
who’s-who of NPB is composed of ethnic minorities. Behind Babe Ruth’s homerun
record, Lou Gehrig’s “Iron Man” record of 2,130 consecutive games played was arguably
the second-most heralded baseball accomplishment in the early twentieth century. In
1987, Kinugasa Sachio (衣笠祥雄), a half-black American/half-Japanese man, broke
Gehrig’s record and finished his career with 2,215 consecutive games played; Kinugasa
is also tied for seventh on the all-time homerun list in NPB. Upon retirement in 1987,
Kinugasa was awarded the sixth National Honor Award (国民栄誉賞).593 Kinugasa is
tied on the all-time NPB homerun list with the Korean player, Harimoto Isao. Another
ethnic Korean, Kaneda Masaichi (金田正一), who became a naturalized Japanese citizen
after getting married in 1960, set almost every pitching record in the NPB during his
twenty-year career from 1950-1969 and continues to hold the career record for pitching
wins (400). Because of NPB’s expanded roster exemptions in the 1950s for “nonJapanese” who went to Japanese high school or became naturalized citizens, none of
these players occupied the restricted “foreigner” roster spot throughout the 1960s or
1970s.
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The artificial limit on the number of foreigners who could play baseball in Japan
allowed the NPB to promote and enforce social ideals within Japanese popular culture.
This gave the illusion that these were not ethnic minorities who were achieving the
heights of baseball stardom, but Japanese nationals. In 2004, Besuboru Magajin (Baseball
Magazine, now the official media outlet of the NPB in Japan) published a list of notable
“foreigners”—now rendered with the euphemism “helpers” (sukketo, 助っ人)—who had
played in the NPB. Although other Taiwanese and Korean citizens were included in the
list, notably absent were Oh, Kinugasa, Harimoto, and Kaneda.594
Conclusion
In this chapter I argued that the Japanese baseball community witnessed a return
of Japanese nationalism after NPB severed formal relations with MLB. Within the
context of the emerging discourse of nihonjinron, the actions of players like Oh Sadaharu
took on symbolic meaning for not only the strength of the Japanese baseball community,
but of the entire Japanese state. Although there were examples of relationships between
nihonjinron and baseball in the 1960s, as seen in the case of the manga and anime Kyojin
no Hoshi, it was Oh Sadaharu’s ascension to the status of global homerun king that
created a fervor over Japanese-sourced images of power. It was these images that
transformed the precarious situation of baseball players from formerly colonized regions
into icons of Japanese strength. Thus, the peculiar relationship between ethnic minorities
and Japanese nationalism within the context of nihonjinron came to fruition within the
baseball community. With the distance between Japanese and American baseball
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communities enduring into the 1980s, the next chapter discusses how the return of ethnic
Japanese players to MLB was re-narrated from a symbol of Japan’s weakened position in
the post-Cold War world into a symbol of strength.
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Chapter 7: Re-Narrating Japanese Baseball in a Global Context
How did the Japanese baseball community drive images of national strength at
key times of national uncertainty, such as the end of the Cold War and the return of
Japanese players to Major League Baseball? This chapter covers from 1980 until 2008, a
period which juxtaposes the end of the Cold War and Japan’s participation in the War on
Terror. This period illustrates an interesting tension between the Olympic and baseball
communities within Japan; when South Korea, which had openly engaged in human
rights violations, was awarded the 1988 Olympics over Japan, it set off discussions
spearheaded by conservative politician Ishihara Shintarō about the disappearance of
physical strength from the Japanese population. After the formal end of the Cold War in
1992, the Japanese baseball community watched in frustration as their professional
baseball players began retiring from their NPB contracts to move to MLB. This trend
accelerated in the 2000s, leaving many Japanese baseball fans feeling that the identity of
their league had been purchased by the United States.
By examining these sporting communities in the context of the post-Cold War era
and concerns about Japan’s place in the world, I argue that the baseball community in
Japan once again reinvented the sport of baseball, this time embracing a sense of
internationalism. This sentiment resonated with the government policy of kokusaika
(“internationalism”), which began in the 1980s as a conservative policy that sought to
increase Japanese involvement in global affairs while preserving a distinct sense of
Japanese identity. This enabled the Japanese baseball community to emerge victorious as
the “global champion” of baseball at the 2006 World Baseball Classic with a team that
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identified as “Samurai Japan.” This moniker brought the Japanese baseball community
full circle to its ideological origins by invoking the image of the warrior samurai.
However, in contrast to Imperial Bushidō, the sentiment seen in the mid-2000s was that
of cooperative internationalism, a notion that indicated its departure from previous
incarnations. Here, in accordance with kokusaika policy, the Japanese baseball
community sought to domesticate the foreign and bring Japanese culture into the world.
Seen through this lens, the Japanese baseball community was not losing its national game
to the United States, but instead, the community used the national game to communicate
the recent sense of Japanese conservative internationalism to a global audience.
The Long Reach of the 1988 Seoul Olympics
The Japanese sports world was shaken first by South Korea’s success in securing
the rights to host the 1988 Olympics, and then by the poor performance by Japanese
athletes at the Seoul games. In September 1981, the International Olympic Committee
(IOC) selected Seoul, South Korea, to host the 1988 Summer Olympics over its only
competitor: Nagoya, Japan. This action presented an interesting case study regarding
Japanese reactions to other Asian nations receiving attention in the global sporting
community. Japan had famously received the rights to host the 1964 Summer Olympics
as a means of showcasing its post-World War II economic and democratic development,
and the northern Japanese city of Hokkaido had hosted the 1972 Winter Olympics. The
continuing Japanese economic success throughout the 1970s pushed Japanese officials to
pursue hosting yet another athletic mega-event in the 1980s. However, the Japanese
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sporting community’s hopes were dashed when Japan’s former colony, South Korea,
became the second Asian nation-state to host the Summer Olympics.595
Granting the Summer Olympics—which continued to advertise itself as an
apolitical sporting event that celebrated the heritage of Western civilization—to Seoul
amounted to the international sporting community’s complicity of state-sponsored
violence. South Korea had an authoritarian president and had yet to enter the United
Nations. The tumultuous political situation in South Korea throughout the 1980s provided
further context why Korean nationals in the Japanese baseball community, like Harimoto
Isao, preferred to adopt images of Japanese national strength.
In October 1979, South Korean President Park Chung-Hee (who had been in
power since 1963) advanced his military elite’s idea to use athletic mega-events as a form
of political distraction, and he began the application process to host the 1988 Summer
Olympics in Seoul.596 Before the Olympic proposal progressed significantly, Park was
assassinated in late October 1979. In the resulting power vacuum, Army General Chun
Doo-Hwan placed himself in charge of state intelligence agencies and became acting
president. Chun brutally cracked down on pro-democracy demonstrations and attacked
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those critical of his regime, making the authoritarian Park “look like a moderate” by
comparison.597
Chun engaged in numerous human rights violations in the year between his
seizure of power and his formal ascendency to the Presidency. On May 18, 1980 Chun
implemented martial law throughout South Korea. When the citizens of Gwangju, a city
about 270km south of Seoul, protested the appearance of soldiers in their city, Chun
ordered state security forces to suppress the protestors with violence, resulting in the
massacre of over 600 citizens with an additional 2,000 civilian casualties.598 Although
Chun used forces under his command and not those under the “Combined Forces”
associated with the United States military, many Koreans felt that the Americans’
idleness during the Gwangju Massacre made them “complicit and guilty of a ‘moral
failure.’”599 In August 1980, Chun forced nearly sixty-thousand Korean citizens to enter
military “re-education camps” for “purification.” The attendees at the camp in
Samcheong were required to sign an affirmation of their support of the government while
soldiers held them at gunpoint.600 Later that month, Chun dissolved the Korean
parliament and, under the direction of a military junta, formally assumed the Presidency
of South Korea in what became known as the “Fifth Republic.” Most of the public record
of President Chun’s attacks on his own population were struck from the press, coming to
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renewed attention only after the creation in 2005 of a “Truth and Reconciliation
Commission” that sought to investigate South Korea’s historical narrative.601
Despite Chun’s track record of violent suppression of dissent, many South
Koreans voiced disapproval about continuing the application to host the 1988 Summer
Olympics. Throughout the second half of the twentieth century, the Summer Olympics
had become well-known for placing a massive debt burden on host cities.602 City officials
in Seoul told the Korean Ministry of Education that they could not meet the demand to
build the necessary athletic facilities to host the Olympics.603 Undeterred, Chun advanced
the Olympic application without input from city officials in Seoul, and in spring 1981, the
Korean Olympic Committee discovered it was in a one-on-one competition with Nagoya,
Japan, to host the games. Realizing the gravity of the situation, the Korean Olympic
Committee admitted that they had underestimated the cost of the games by a factor of
three and would have to raise over 400 billion won (over 600 billion US dollars) to build
nearly twenty venues within seven years for the events.604 In terms of infrastructure
construction, the work facing the Korean Olympic Committee was more daunting than
Japan’s construction of nine massive baseball stadiums between 1947-1952. Although
Nagoya’s pursuance of the Olympics was driven by a favorable popular vote, the South
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Korean public was deeply against continuing the application to host the games.

A

South Korean student organization argued that Chun sought the Olympics as a form of
political distraction designed to create a coerced sense of national unity while
simultaneously justifying enormous tax increases.606
President Chun, undeterred in his decision to triumph over South Korea’s former
colonizers, began a two-pronged effort to overcome Korea’s infrastructure and human
rights shortcomings. The Korean Olympic Committee made enthusiastic overtures—
celebrations, parties, and shows of attendance—to appease the International Olympic
Committee; meanwhile Chun cozied up to the Reagan administration in the United States
to be seen as “approachable” in addressing their previous human rights violations.607 A
setback occurred when President Chun requested and was denied a six billion-dollar (US)
loan from Japan—a mere hundredth of the expected cost of the Olympic development—
which further evidenced Korea’s lack of existing infrastructure.608 Nonetheless, the
International Olympic Committee found Nagoya to be have too many “rural touches” for
their liking, which was a justification that ignored the fact that Nagoya was a metropolis
of over two million people that was nearly as large as Los Angeles, which had been the
host city of the 1984 Summer Olympics.609 What appealed to committee members most
about Seoul was its comparative lack of infrastructure, meaning that sports venues would
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be custom-built to the desires of the Olympic Committee. By a two-to-one margin, the
IOC announced that Seoul emerged victorious over Nagoya to host the 1988 Summer
Olympics. North Korea tried, unsuccessfully, to petition South Korea to hold some of the
Olympic events in North Korean territory. When South Korea rejected this plan, North
Korea “began a campaign of terror” to disrupt the Seoul Olympics.610 In November 1987,
two North Korean spies working under orders from Kim Jong-Il planted a bomb on
Korean Air Flight 858 in the hope of derailing the Seoul Olympics. The bomb detonated
as the flight approached a stopover in Thailand, killing all 115 passengers on board.611
Despite the immense financial burdens, intolerance of dissent, and terrorism, the
1988 Seoul Olympics occurred. By the time of the Olympics, Chun Doo-Hwan had given
South Korea the sense of a legitimate democracy when he relinquished his Presidency to
the popularly elected Roh Tae-Woo, the general who led the troops during the 1981
Gwangju Massacre. After the Olympics, South Korean citizens were both surprised and
pleased to hear that the Seoul Olympics left the world’s developed countries with a
favorable image of South Korea as a “conduit of peace” in Cold War Asia.612 In other
words, hosting the Olympics had rewritten the image of South Korea from a violator of
human rights into a peaceful and productive member of the Western capitalist
community. The momentum of the Olympics carried the image of South Korea as a key
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member of the global community, and South Korea entered the United Nations in
1991.613
Japanese Internationalist Nationalism and Sports
Japan’s defeat in hosting the 1988 Olympic games generated a sense of athletic
inferiority that supported different types of Japanese nationalist discourse. Japan’s
strength in the Asian and American markets in the 1980s was a product of Prime Minister
Nakasone Yasuhiro’s kokusaika (国際化) policy, a term which directly translated to
“internationalization” but had a different connotation than was often used in the West. As
Marilyn Ivy explains:

While internationalization elsewhere implies a cosmopolitan expansiveness (even
while retaining the national frame), the Japanese state-sponsored version tends
toward the domestication of the foreign. Schemes to internationalize the
communications industry, education, and the citizenry index the pressures on the
state to give the appearance, at least, of openness, while carefully circumscribing
the problem of identity and difference. As many observers, both domestic and
foreign, have noted, kokusaika is a conservative policy that reflects the other side
of a renewed sense of Japanese national pride, if not nationalism. It has thus been
remarked that instead of opening up Japan to the struggle of different nationalities
and ethnicities, the policy of internationalization implies the opposite: the
thorough domestication of the foreign and the dissemination of Japanese culture
throughout the world.614
Chalmers Johnson identifies that kokusaika was an extension of nihonjinron discourse, a
connection which Befu Harumi used to explain how Prime Minister Nakasone’s Japan
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615

was viewed as simultaneously internationalist and culturally nationalist.

Many

programs begun under the kokusaika policies continue at the time of writing this
dissertation, including the Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program (of which I was
once a member). Within the context of state-sponsored discourse of kokusaika and its
emphasis on the homogeneity of Japanese culture, sports re-emerged as a field for
discussing national strength (indeed, the JET Program includes formal positions for
professional athletes to become supervisors of Japanese athletic education).
Throughout the 1980s, the Japanese economy boomed with corporations using
significant capital to update their technological infrastructure, making property purchases
and trade goods the manifestation of Japanese economic power. Japanese businessmen
purchased notable properties in the United States, such as Rockefeller Center and Pebble
Beach Golf Course.616 Symbolic of Japan’s prowess in technology, the Nintendo
Entertainment System (NES) and Sega Master System video game consoles—each
developed and sold by Tokyo-based companies—raked in billions of dollars in revenue
from the American market by 1990.617 A more significant impact of the Japanese
economy under the kokusaika policy was Japan’s increased Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI). The Japanese government took the extra revenue from its successful economy and
re-invested it into its geographical neighbors, becoming the largest contributor of Official
Development Aid (ODA) in the world.618 Many researchers preferred to narrate this
615
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development aid as Japan contributing to world welfare, but in contrast, Japan often used
ODA to improve relations with a nation-states that it wanted to invest in to protect its
own national security through the acquisition of strategic resources.619 Japanese
manufacturing shifted to avoid exporting goods and instead produce goods domestically
in foreign markets: Toyota, Nissan, Honda, Mitsubishi, Sony, NEC, Fujitsu, and
Nintendo had production plants based in the United States by the mid-1990s.620
Despite this domestic and international economic success, the IOC had favored
South Korea in hosting the 1988 Summer Olympics because it was less-economically
advanced and therefore more malleable to meeting the desired image of the Olympics.
Despite continuing international calls for Japan to apologize to its geographical neighbors
for war crimes committed during World War II, South Korea was rewarded the Olympics
less than a year after a military dictatorship had massacred its own civilians and instituted
violent re-education camps. The specter of the unequal treatment of Japan by the West
seemed renewed, and this contributed to a revived relationship between athletics and
nationalist discourses.
Shortly after the Seoul Olympics ended in fall 1989, Ishihara Shintarō (石原慎太
郎) published the popular book, The Japan that Can Say NO (「NO」と言える日本). In
Ishihara’s younger years, he was good friends with author and model, Mishima Yukio (
三島由紀夫); Mishima advocated body-building, his literature often called for the
resumption of bushidō-inspired living, and his life famously ended in a near-public
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display of ritual suicide (seppuku) in 1970. Ishihara’s staunch conservative beliefs and
Japanese nationalism resonated with popular audiences in the 1970s and 1980s, and he
was elected to represent Tokyo in Japan’s House of Representatives and later became
governor of Tokyo. Ishihara gained international recognition in 1991 when he stated his
belief that the Nanjing Massacre, a war atrocity committed by Japanese soldiers at the
beginning of the Second Sino-Japanese War in 1937, was a lie fabricated by the
Chinese. 621 Ishihara remained a strong conservative presence in Tokyo for the next thirty
years and regularly pushed for an Olympic return to Japan; in 2005 he led Tokyo in an
unsuccessful bid to host the 2016 Summer Olympics, and then in 2012 he led a successful
bid to host the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo.622 In 1989, however, Ishihara was bestknown for his popular book that admonished Japan’s continuing subservient position to
the United States and advocated a strong coherence among the Japanese nation.

Ishihara Shintarō (top) and Mishima Yukio (bottom) in Tokyo, 1956.623
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In The Japan that Can Say NO, Ishihara lamented that Japan’s economic prowess
in high-tech industries weakened the Japanese physical body, which was a trope that
borrowed from Japan’s imperial era equation of physically-strong individuals as symbolic
of national strength. Ishihara used the Seoul Olympics to narrate Japanese national
strength as lacking; in his first chapter titled, “A New National Consciousness,” he wrote:

In human terms, if we heard that a tall, muscular man was going to be “re-sized,”
it would be cause for alarm. Nevertheless, today, everybody…is saying that
Japanese industry must be restructured and the economy led by the knowledge
intensive sector. Is that good for Japan? Will we be able to sustain our prosperity?
People will no longer do hard physical labor. They will not make things in
factories and machine shops, get their hands dirty on assembly lines, or sweat in
front of blast furnaces….[All] brain and no brawn cannot be good for the country.
Everyone an egghead? History is not encouraging; no such nation has ever
flourished….[I] sometimes wonder if Japan is not becoming a nation of ETs, that
charming visitor from outer space with an oversized head and spindly arms and
legs. If that is the course of evolution, ET-like human beings will first appear in
Japan. That would explain why we did so poorly at the Seoul Olympics, winning
only a handful of gold medals. Maybe that miserable performance indicates that
we are acquiring an unconventional, sophisticated temperament and life-style. As
a nation, however, we would be better off if our Olympic athletes won a basket of
medals and the younger generation did strenuous work.624
However, Ishihara’s hope for a strong Japanese athletic performance after the Seoul
Olympics did not immediately come to fruition because of the end of the Cold War and a
subsequent shift in the global market for baseball labor. The Berlin Wall came down in
November 1989, and the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991. After a meeting between
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United States President George H.W. Bush and Soviet President Boris Yeltsin, the formal
end of the Cold War was announced on February 1, 1992.625
Major League Baseball’s Internationalist Nationalism
Coinciding with the decline of the Cold War, NPB made several business
decisions to compete with the MLB and secure a market for cheap Caribbean labor. Since
the early twentieth century, MLB had scouts and camps located in Cuba; after Fidel
Castro’s ascent to power in 1960 ended these camps, MLB teams scouted for talent and
built baseball training camps in the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Panama,
Venezuela, and Mexico. The introduction of free agency (the ability for a player to
determine their own labor contract) to MLB in December 1975, after a lengthy Supreme
Court battle by black American player Curtis Flood and a subsequent labor dispute with
white player Andy Messersmith, caused a huge inflation in player salaries.626 Prior to
December 1975, MLB owners operated with a sense of certainty about their future teams
because they controlled access to a player even after the original contract expired via the
Reserve Clause. Free agency upended this system by giving players and their agents the
rights to negotiate their own salaries; this had a side-effect of teams recruiting cheaper
and younger players from the Caribbean islands.
Free agency had an immediate effect on MLB salaries. In the first full year of free
agency, the highest salary in the MLB doubled from $240,000 to $560,000; by 1980, the
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highest salary in the MLB increased to $1 million.
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By comparison, in the NPB (where

free agency did not yet exist), wages did not grow at the pace of MLB salaries. From
1975-1980, Oh Sadaharu had the highest salary in the NPB. In 1975, Oh earned the
equivalent of US $180,000, or about 75% the salary of MLB’s leading player (Hank
Aaron). By 1980, Oh’s NPB salary was the equivalent of US $359,000, or 30% that of
the leading MLB salary (Nolan Ryan).628 The salary gap between the top players in the
NPB and MLB increased in the 1980s. In 1985, NPB’s top earning player, Yamamoto
Kōji (山本浩二), made 25% of the wages of MLB’s top earner, Mike Schmidt.629
Although the yen-dollar exchange rate improved in the late 1980s, NPB’s top earner in
1990, Ochiai Hiromitsu, earned only 40% as much as MLB’s top earner, Robin Yount.
Despite the fact that the Japanese economy was at times growing faster than the United
States’ economy in the 1980s, the comparatively low salaries in NPB created unease
among the players.
However, MLB free agency caused such a massive increase in salaries that MLB
teams sought new ways to lower their costs; teams created baseball academies in the
Dominican Republic to recruit young, cheap labor. These academies took teenage boys—
some as young as 13 or 14 years old, often from abject poor backgrounds—and offered
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them schooling, housing, food, and training in baseball.

630

In return, the boys signed

long-term, low-value contracts with their parent baseball club. The Los Angeles Dodgers
operated the cleanest and best-organized academy in Las Palmas, constructed in 1986,
where they featured modern dorms and educational facilities that gave them access to the
top Dominican talent. However, the Dodgers were the exception, and many other
Dominican academies lacked medical facilities to treat injuries, and the facilities more
closely resembled ad-hoc establishments that guaranteed marginal improvement over the
boys’ original situations.631 However, the allure of landing a lucrative MLB contract
proved to be worth the risk, and the Dominican academies dramatically changed the
composure of MLB. By 1990, Dominican baseball players appearing in MLB doubled,
reaching a total of 6% of all players and by the 2000s nearly 10% of all players. 632 These
academies made the Dominican Republic—which had a total population smaller than just
the city of Tokyo—the largest producer of MLB talent outside of the United States.
NPB officials recognized MLB’s new tactic in pursuing cheap labor and began to
follow suit in a manner that matched kokusaika policy and FDI trends. Throughout the
1980s, Japan had been heavily funding Foreign Direct Investment in Latin America and
the Caribbean because they saw both opportunities for market growth and access to
strategic resources like oil.633 However, Japanese FDI never extended to the Dominican
Republic because it lacked these strategic resources. It was, however, home to the best
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training grounds for cheap baseball labor in the world, and it quickly became a target of
investment by Japanese baseball clubs. In 1990, the Hiroshima Carp NPB team opened
its first baseball academy in the Dominican Republic; in 1994, Robinson Checo became
the first player to emerge from this academy and join the Carp.634 To accommodate the
expected increase in foreign-born players, in 1991 NPB relaxed its roster restrictions on
foreign-born players. Although NPB maintained its existing maximum of two active
foreign-born players on rosters, they added a third foreign-born contracted player to be
under team control.635 Although adding one player under team control might seem to be a
minor change, it increased the number of foreign-born players in NPB by 33% and was
the first significant change in the roster limit since 1966. Because NPB academies in the
Dominican Republic were not a true minor league system, the teenage boys located there
did not count toward roster limits. There was no regulation on how many boys the
academies could train, just a regulation on how many foreign-born players could appear
on an NPB team at one time. An NPB team could keep their academy students engaged
in the Dominican indefinitely or sell their contracts to other teams if desired.
NPB Free Agency as Protectionism
Although MLB free agency was introduced in December 1975, NPB team owners
remained in control of player salaries throughout the 1980s, a practice which it used to
control incoming baseball players from the United States. A notable example occurred in
1982, when the Minnesota Twins sold the contract of Greg “Boomer” Wells, a black
American, to the NPB Hankyū Braves team. The transaction was of questionable legality
634
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because of the boycott in relations between NPB and MLB, but Minnesota’s ownership
framed it as if Wells was terminating his MLB contract to move to Japan. In 2004, Wells
recounted his experience to anthropologist Rob Fitts, saying:

Why did I go to Japan? Because I was sold like a slave! I was with the
[Minnesota] Twins, playing ball in Puerto Rico when my agent called and said,
‘You’ve just been sold to Japan.’ I was like, ‘Wait a minute—they can do that
without my permission?’…I said, ‘No Way! I’m not going over there’…Finally,
Calvin Griffith, the Twins’ owner, called me directly and said, ‘Look, we’ve
already sold your contract, and you’re going…If you don’t go to Japan, there’s no
telling where I’ll send you next year!’636
Twin’s president Calvin Griffith hinted that he would sell Wells to a baseball league in
South Korea—which had fallen under the authoritarian control of President Chun—if he
did not acquiesce to playing in Japan. Reluctantly, Wells signed a contract with the
Hankyū Braves that was significantly below his MLB salary. In one quick move, the
Hankyū Braves had acquired a talented power-hitter for below-market value, and the
Minnesota Twins were able to rid themselves of an expensive contract.
Wells’ situation in 1982 merely reflected the common experience of many
foreign-born players in NPB who were paid less than their Japanese counterparts. To
further increase the wage gap between Japanese-born or raised players (remembering that
many ethnic Korean and Taiwanese who attended school in Japan were excluded from
foreign-born roster limits) and “non-Japanese” players, the NPB introduced free agency
after the 1993 season. Ochiai Hiromitsu (落合博満), a well-known slugger for the
Nagoya-based Chunichi Dragons, became the first free agent in NPB history when he
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dictated his own contract with the Yomiuri Giants. Ochiai had been the highest paid
player in NPB since 1987; signing to play with the Giants in 1994 resulted in an
additional sixty-five percent raise in salary.637
However, there is a protectionist angle to the story of the free agent baseball
market in Japan. Only players who had served in the NPB for at least ten years could be
eligible for free agency. Players drafted out of high school, players coming from a foreign
country, or players from a Dominican academy remained under team control for the first
ten years of their NPB career.638 NPB’s introduction of free agency gave the illusion that
it was forging a global identity by including more international players, including the
highly-prized Caribbean players who were scouted by MLB.639 However, only Japanese
players would receive the highest paying contracts determined by the market of free
agency. Most Japanese players cared little about switching teams because it was so rare:
only twenty-nine NPB players switched teams through the free agent market from 19932012.640
Despite the protectionism that promoted Japanese-born baseball players in the
mid-1990s, many Japanese players remained concerned about the level of competition in
the NPB and expressed their desire to move to MLB. Additionally, MLB player salaries
637
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continued to skyrocket: between 1990 and 1995, the top MLB salary nearly tripled, rising
from $3.2 million to $9.2 million.641 Although NPB salaries had also tripled in the matter
of two years, Ochiai Hiromitsu, the highest paid NPB player in 1995, earned the
equivalent of US $3 million, or 30% of the leading player in MLB.642 However, NPB
players could not leave their professional league because the cessation of business
relations between MLB and NPB—which began in 1965 after the fiasco with Murakami
Masanori’s contract—remained intact.
The return of Japanese players to MLB occurred when Nomura Don (野村団), a
half-Japanese, half-American baseball agent, sought to “liberate” NPB players from their
restrictive contracts and enter the lucrative MLB market.643 In 1995, Nomura enlisted
pitcher Nomo Hideo (野茂英雄) to circumvent NPB contract restrictions. Entering the
NPB with the Kintetsu Buffaloes in 1990, Nomo had played only four professional
seasons and was still six years away from becoming a free agent. Nomura recognized a
loophole that would allow Nomo to voluntarily retire from his NPB contract, which
formally ended the Kintetsu Buffaloes’ control of Nomo’s NPB contract yet permitted
him the possibility of a future return. Instead of returning to the NPB, Nomo applied as
an independent Free Agent for MLB, and the Los Angeles Dodgers signed him to a
contract exceeding two million dollars in 1995.644
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In context, Nomo—who had only three years of effective pitching on his record—
signed a MLB contract that, on the surface, was worth nearly as much as Ochiai
Hiromitsu’s NPB-leading contract; Ochiai had been in the NPB for nearly twenty years,
was a ten-time all-star and held numerous league records. Nomo debuted for the Dodgers
on April 27, 1995 and became the first ethnic Japanese player in MLB since Murakami
Masanori in 1965. For authors like Robert Whiting, Nomo’s arrival in MLB signified the
liberation of Japanese baseball players and the “catching up” of NPB to global labor
standards.645 However, I contend that Nomo’s signing with the Dodgers can be viewed
from the opposite angle: Nomo was yet another minority player signed to an MLB team
with an affordable, team-friendly contract. The two-million-dollar contract that Nomo
signed with the Dodgers was heavily loaded with a “signing bonus,” which is a one-time
payment to a player; Nomo’s actual salary in 1995 was the league-minimum $109,000.
That year, Nomo won the MLB rookie of the year honors, and in 1996, Nomo finished
fourth in the voting for the Cy Young Award, which was given to the best pitcher in the
league. Using the SABRmetric of WAR, Nomo was a top-ten pitcher in the first two
years of his MLB career, yet he earned less than half of the average MLB salary.646
Nomo may have been “liberated” from team control in NPB, but over the length of his
first MLB contract, he earned less in the United States than he would have earned had he
remained in the NPB.
The Unsettling of Japan’s Global Position in the 1990s
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After decades of near-continual economic growth, the Japanese economy halted
and then began to recede after 1991, providing a seeming reinforcement of Ishihara’s
1989 warning that Japan could not be dependent upon brain power alone. The end of the
Cold War and the receding Japanese economy were reflected in the end of fifty years of
continuous conservative political control in Japan when the Japanese Socialist Party won
the majority vote in 1994. In that election, Murayama Tomiichi became the first nonconservative Prime Minister since Katayama Tetsu in 1947. 1995 was the fiftieth
anniversary of the end of World War II hostilities, and Prime Minister Murayama
emphasized a reconciliation narrative with the People’s Republic of China.
In May 1995, Maruyama met with Chinese President Jiang Zemin to admit
Japanese regret for atrocities committed in World War II and re-state Japan’s
commitment to peace in Asia.647 Murayama rejected Ishihara’s denial of the Nanjing
Massacre and publicly stated to the People’s Republic of China his regret for the atrocity.
After Jiang accepted Murayama’s statement, the two continued negotiations to create an
East Asian Economic Community, an idea which originated under the Nakasone
administration and was effectively an expansion of the ASEAN (Association of South
East Asian Nations) trade bloc. Many of Japan’s geographical neighbors felt uneasy
about Japan’s renewed interest in political and economic relations in the post-Cold War
era. The East Asian Economic Community never developed in the 1990s because the
proposed community seemed eerily close to a re-creation of Japan’s imperial sphere.648
Many conservatives in Japan felt that Murayama was being pushed around by Chinese
647
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demands for apologies and being rebuffed by the same Southeast Asian nations that
benefitted from Japan’s development assistance.

On the left, the extent of the Japanese empire in 1942. On the right, the ASEAN trade bloc.

Simultaneous to Murayama’s reconciliation visits, several additional NPB players
followed Nomo’s lead and retired from their Japanese contracts to move to the United
States. To reassemble a sense of security for Japanese baseball labor, NPB created the
“posting system” that required MLB teams wishing to employ NPB players prior to their
free agency eligibility to pay a sum of money to the owning team. The first player to be
“posted” to the MLB was Alejandro Quejada, a product of the Hiroshima Carp’s
Dominican Republic academy. The Cincinnati Reds paid the Carp $400,000 to sign
Quejada to a contract, demonstrating the possibility of the NPB profiting from the
system.649 However, in 2000, the NPB’s best hitter and highest-paid player, Suzuki Ichirō
(hereafter referred to by his well-known moniker, “Ichiro”) used the posting system to
move to the Seattle Mariners. The Orix Blue Wave received the handsome sum of $13
million in return for releasing Ichiro, but many NPB fans and managers quickly realized
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that the money was a pittance because Ichiro became one of the best hitters and fielders
in MLB history.650 Following Ichiro’s departure to MLB, Matsui Hideki, NPB’s best
contemporary power hitter, joined the New York Yankees via free agency in 2003. The
highest posting fee for a Japanese baseball player occurred in 2007, when the Boston Red
Sox paid $51 million to acquire the rights to pitcher Matsuzaka Daisuke. 651 For the most
part, the posting system did not provide adequate financial returns to many NPB teams
because many Japanese players had long and successful careers in MLB. Matsuzaka is
the best example of an NPB team profiting from the posting system. Matsuzaka, who in
his youth was famed for his endurance in pitching, succumbed to arm fatigue and injury
shortly after his introduction to MLB and had a relatively unproductive career thereafter.
Although NPB was receiving monetary compensation for losing players to MLB,
many fans in the Japanese baseball community felt that the NPB was losing its identity.
Whereas many Americans had worried about Japan’s purchasing of American properties
in the 1980s, the tables had turned by the year 2000, and Japanese fans worried that the
MLB was purchasing iconic Japanese people. The protectionism offered by NPB was
simply not powerful enough to compete with the massive sums of money that MLB
owners spent on celebrity players. By purchasing iconic NPB players, MLB teams
opened their markets to Japanese media and fan bases.
In his 2004 book The Meaning of Ichiro, Robert Whiting cited the success of
NPB-turned-MLB player Ichiro as finally putting Japan on development parity—and
possibly having surpassed—the United States. For Whiting, the success of Ichiro in MLB
650
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was a greater signifier of Japanese inclusion into the “first world” than the country’s
economic successes throughout the 1970s and 1980s.652 According to Whiting’s account,
the arrival of Japanese world-class baseball players in MLB evidenced Japan’s
maturation as a state; Whiting critiqued that Japan had never fully overcome its isolated
Tokugawa period, and even in the Meiji Restoration, he claimed the dominant Japanese
philosophy was “wakon-yoshi” which he defined as, “Give us your technology but don’t
intrude in our society or disrupt our national spirit of wa or harmony.”653 This “wakonyoshi” that Whiting referred to was actually a misreading of the Meiji era slogan “wakon
yosai” (和魂洋才), which meant “Japanese spirit, Western knowledge.” Whiting
extrapolated his misreading of the slogan to the modern era to argue that the baseball
players Nomo, Ichiro, and Matsui were the first Japanese—of any kind—with “faces”
that Americans would recognize.654 Whiting reinforced the conservative Japanese
narrative of weakness seen after the Murayama administration, writing, “What Japan
lacked was a sex symbol….[Ichiro] represented an energetic self-assured Japan at a time
of grave cultural self-doubt.”655 Ichiro, who was fluent in English and regularly made
humorous English-language promotional commercials for the Seattle Mariners, seemed to
provide evidence for Whiting’s belief that Japan had decided to finally accept openness
with the United States more than two centuries after the arrival of Commodore Perry.
Turning a Weakness into a Strength: Baseball Diplomacy in the 2000s
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Whiting’s narrative of Japanese parity via athletic prowess coincided with the
arrival of one of Japan’s most powerful conservative Prime Ministers after the Cold War,
Koizumi Junichirō, who served three consecutive terms from 2001-2006. Symbolic of
Japanese national strength, Koizumi made a spectacle of performing official state visits to
the Yasukuni Shrine in Tokyo, a site where the spirits of soldiers who died in Japan’s
imperialist wars—including war criminals from World War II—had been symbolically
enshrined.656 Although many sitting Japanese Prime Ministers had visited Yasukuni
Shrine previously, Koizumi emphasized the political and nationalist nature of his visits.
In response, Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao ended formal relations with Japan until
Koizumi left office in 2006. Meanwhile, United States President George W. Bush sought
support for the global War on Terror, and Koizumi diverted from the previous antiAmerican rhetoric of nationalist conservatives like Ishihara and instead curried favor with
the United States. Outside of politics, Koizumi was internationally renowned for his two
passions popular among Americans: Elvis Presley and baseball. President George W.
Bush had formerly owned the Texas Rangers MLB Team. Sharing a love both for
baseball and conservative politics, Bush and Koizumi became fast friends and were
regularly seen playing or watching baseball throughout the 2000s.
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President George W. Bush (left) plays baseball with Prime Minister Koizumi Junichirō (right) at Camp
David on July 2001. It is notable that this picture was taken months before the September 11 attacks.657

Despite the long history of baseball in Japan serving as a catalyst against
American intrusion into Japanese affairs, Prime Minister Koizumi used baseball to forge
a relationship with President Bush that promised to renew images of Japan as a powerful
ally. Reminiscent of Japan’s support of the United States military during the Korean War
with their naval minesweeping duties, in January 2004, the Japanese Ground Self
Defense Force arrived in Iraq to participate in Operation Iraqi Freedom in the role of
“humanitarian and reconstructive assistance.”658 This was the Self Defense Force’s first
official participation in an overseas military mission outside of the scope of United
Nations’ peacekeeping operations. In September of 2004, Koizumi traveled to New York,
where he threw out the first pitch at a Yankees game and then visited the September 11
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Ground Zero site for his third time in three years.

Yankees fans were thrilled to see

Japan’s Prime Minister throwing baseballs to their prized free agent acquisition, Matsui
Hideki.

Matsui Hideki (left) and Prime Minister Koizumi Junichirō (right). Note the juxtaposition of their clothing:
Matsui as the businessman, and Koizumi as the baseball player.660

The effect of Koizumi using baseball to re-narrate Japanese weakness into
national strength had interesting consequences for displays of athletic nationalism, first
by the Republic of Korea and then by the People’s Republic of China. In 2006, the
inaugural World Baseball Classic began only after President George W. Bush
restructured the United States’ forty-five-year-old embargo on Cuba to permit Cuban
nationals to play on American soil.661 When the South Korean team defeated the Japanese
team in a semi-final round, South Korean pitcher Jae Seo planted a miniature South
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Korean flag on the pitcher’s mound of San Diego’s Petco Park, protesting both the
Samurai Japan team and Japan’s re-emergence in international wartime affairs. Seo
explained that his actions reflected South Korean disapproval of Japan’s historical
colonization and interference of his home country, telling reporters, “It goes back to our
history and tradition. It stems from our parents’ generation and us. I’m sure that our next
generation will probably feel the same.”662 Japan recovered from its defeat in the semifinals to win the inaugural World Baseball Classic. Three months later, the Japanese
Ground Self Defense Forces returned home from their deployment in Iraq.

Jae Seo, right, plants a miniature South Korean flag on the pitchers’ mound in Petco Park in San Diego,
CA.663

After Koizumi left office in September 2006, Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao
arranged an “ice-thawing” trip to Japan in April 2007. To develop a favorable reception
among his target audience of ordinary Japanese citizens, Wen published a Japaneselanguage book about his experiences playing baseball titled “Wen Jiabao: Player Number
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35” and participated in sandlot games of baseball with amateur Japanese players. As
formal relations between the countries renewed in December 2007, Japanese Prime
Minister Fukuda Yasuo traveled to Beijing, where he politely lamented missing the
opportunity to play catch with Wen in Japan. Wen, recognizing an opportunity to control
the situation, changed Fukuda’s scheduled plan and instead took the Prime Minister to
play catch, complete with uniforms, hats, gloves, and smiles for the camera. Wen and
Fukuda’s amiable images belied continuing tensions over war memories and territorial
claims to the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands. Wen used baseball—a game that was unpopular in
the People’s Republic of China but was a vital cultural component of Taiwan—as a
political distraction to create a narrative that placed China on the same proverbial playing
field as Japan. The next year, China hosted its metaphorical “coming out party” to the
world when it hosted the Summer Olympics in Beijing. Not to be outdone by the People’s
Republic of China, in 2012 Ishihara Shintarō completed a successful bid to host the 2020
Summer Olympics in Tokyo. These examples of the late 2000s and early 2010s
highlights that the future of athletic nationalism will likely not be the former familiar
examples of Japan against the United States, but Japan engaged with the People’s
Republic of China and the Republic of Korea.
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Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao and Japanese Prime Minister Fukuda Yasuo,
Dec. 29, 2007. Although Wen wears a uniform emblazoned of the Japanese university Ritsumeikan, he
never attended the institution.664

Conclusion
In this chapter, I argued that Japan’s loss in hosting the 1988 Summer Olympics
renewed a sense of athletic nationalism in Japan that emerged following the end of the
Cold War. In the context of kokusaika in the 1980s and the early 1990s, the Japanese
baseball community first demonstrated an increased sense of internationalism while
simultaneously protecting Japanese baseball labor. However, the unsettling of Japan’s
regional and global position at the end of the Cold War coupled with global shifts in
baseball labor led to the weakening of NPB as its most iconic players left Japan to play
for massive amounts of money in the United States. This coincided with the slowing of
the Japanese economy and the unsettling of Japan’s place of Asia following the end of
the Cold War. Rebuffed by its geographical neighbors, Prime Minister Koizumi Junichirō
broke with the former tactics of conservative politicians and used baseball to get closer to
the United States and participate in an overseas military engagement. Here, the Japanese
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national game took spun in a new direction: no longer did the baseball community seek to
produce characteristics of Japanese identity at home, but in accordance with kokusaika
policy, the baseball community sought to domesticate the foreign and bring Japanese
culture into the world.
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Dissertation Conclusion
In this dissertation, I used baseball to discuss narratives of Japanese identity from
the Meiji Restoration until about 2008. No academic work has yet traced the relationship
between baseball and discourses of national identity in Japan in a way that discusses the
shifting meanings of athletics in the imperial era, the Occupation era, the Cold War era,
and the post-Cold War era. I used several textual, visual, and statistical archives—some
of them made available only within the past few years—to argue that the Japanese
baseball community continuously reinvented itself to produced characteristics of
Japanese national identity. The Japanese baseball community originated as byproduct of
Japan’s Westernization program, and then transitioned into a reaction against American
imperialism in Asia. From there, the Japanese baseball community had to acquiesce to
American demands for democratization, but the community found itself isolated for the
majority of the Cold War and it turned towards narratives of nationalism. Once again
connected to the United States after the Cold War, the Japanese baseball community
relied upon cooperation in order to rebalance the precarious situation that seemed to
threaten the disintegration of Japan’s national game.
This dissertation began with the illustration of the how baseball bushidō came into
existence because of its proximity to philosopher Inoue Tetsujirō’s account of Imperial
Bushidō in the late nineteenth century. This initial step took the “American pastime”—
which was itself truly of European origins—and realigned baseball with narratives of
Japanese national identity. As bushidō discourse boomed alongside the expansion of the
Japanese empire during the early twentieth century, baseball exploded in popularity and
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became a stage for the discussion of Japanese national and imperial identity. After the
introduction of the Kōshien Tournament in 1915, high school baseball in Japan became
the largest athletic mega-event in the world by the mid-1920s. However, baseball was not
the only athletic mega-event to increase in popularity; the Meiji Jingū Taikai, which was
run by multiple government ministries, surpassed the Kōshien Tournament in
participation and drove Japanese subjects to inculcate loyalty towards the emperor. While
the political parties of Japan’s government pursued increasingly fascistic policies during
the 1930s, professional baseball appeared for the first time in Japan and rebuked the
exclusionary model that existed in the United States. Both amateur and professional
baseball fell under the direction of the Japanese government during the war and became
symbolic of enduring Japanese militarism and strength during times of hardship and
famine in the 1940s. Here, “bushidō baseball” became entangled with wartime Japanese
national consciousness. However, this mentality and association did not survive in this
form past 1945.
The day after Japanese surrender in World War II, Japanese baseball players took
whatever equipment they had and went out to play baseball and rebuild their community.
The United States Occupation Forces, in an effort to quell militarism and promote
democracy within Japan, dismantled the existing physical education system in Japan and
replaced it with a model styled upon American ethos and sporting culture. However, this
effort suffered while facing the reality of shortages of material and space. The Japanese
baseball community made gestures of adopting the American Occupation agenda and
were rewarded with equipment and space. However, this reward came with the
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supposition that future generations of baseball fans in Japan would continue to espouse
pro-American individualism and non-militarism, even as Japan re-armed to participate in
the Cold War.
The United States continued to influence baseball culture in Japan and made
overtures of controlling the Japanese professional leagues until the contract dispute over
pitcher Murakami Masanori in 1965, which resulted in the cessation of formal relations
between American and Japanese baseball until the mid-1990s. Now fully independent
from American baseball, NPB demonstrated an interesting revival of nationalism under
the discourse of nihonjinron, symbolized best by the non-Japanese baseball player, Oh
Sadaharu. The cultural influence of non-Japanese players during the 1960s-1980s
underscored the importance of post-colonial identities in shaping the discourses of
Japanese uniqueness that flourished within nihonjinron nationalism. However, this time
of supposed baseball strength during the 1970s and 1980s was undermined by the failure
of Japan to secure the hosting rights for the 1988 Summer Olympics to their former
colony, South Korea. The poor performance of Japanese athletes at the 1988 Seoul
Olympics, coupled with the massive salary increase seen in American professional
baseball, resulted in the sudden trend of Japanese baseball players leaving Japan for the
United States in the mid-1990s. Although at first seen as a trend of weakness by the
Japanese populace, in the early 2000s, Prime Minister Koizumi Junichirō spearheaded a
re-invention of Japanese baseball players as diplomats and world-class businessmen.
Instead of seeing the loss of Japanese baseball players to the United States as a weakness,
Japanese baseball players in the United States became symbolic of Japanese global
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strength, a point that was underscored by Japan’s victory in the inaugural World Baseball
Classic under the moniker “Samurai Japan.” Here, “samurai”—the extinct warrior class
of pre-modern Japan—appeared on the global stage in the mid-2000s at the same time as
pacifist Japan formally re-entered a foreign combat zone for the first time since World
War II. In summary, the baseball community in Japan cannot be described using one
over-arching terminology. Instead, in this dissertation I have situated the Japanese
baseball community within its historical context to understand the shifts—from both
outside and within—that have shaped the baseball community and spoken to the broader
case of Japanese identity throughout the twentieth century.
The most exciting years of baseball research are yet to come. The emerging
technological archive of baseball has digitized more resources than researchers can
manage. I have emphasized the utility of websites like baseball-reference.com and
FanGraphs.com to engage with cutting-edge statistical understandings of how baseball
players perform and how professional baseball teams will financially compensate people
based on this performance. I have also warned that this data can be misused to artificially
lower expectations of performance for Asian players because their leagues are considered
“less mature” than Major League Baseball. From one standpoint, it is exciting to envision
how researchers more familiar with statistical analysis than myself will be able to offer a
corrective to this continuing trend of Americans treating Asian athletes as inferior.
However, from another standpoint, if this trend goes uncorrected, it could lead to wider
gaps in salary based on race and nationality and further enflame enduring trends of
nationalism.
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Future Directions of Research
In June 2015, I sat in the Japanese National Diet Library (NDL) at a desktop
computer looking through hundreds of issues of digitized baseball magazines. One of the
NDL rules states that users are prohibited from wearing headphones of any kind, so the
legions of researchers working there often sit in a silence that is only marred by the
shuffling of feet, the clearing of throats, or the hum of a water fountain. Occasionally, an
excited researcher will shout out in triumph, but more often, the only voice a visitor will
hear throughout the day are those of the librarians, docents, and cafeteria workers.
The NDL is located across the street from the National Diet Building in the
Chiyoda district of Tokyo, where Japan’s legislators and prime ministers conduct their
business. That June, there were days that incessant drumming and chanting from outside
the building echoed through the library halls, the roar of a voice projected by a bullhorn
cheering on a crowd. The sound came from protestors decrying Prime Minister Abe
Shinzō’s call for the Japanese Diet to revise Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution, the
provision that prohibits Japanese aggressive military action. Other days, I worked at the
Japanese Baseball Hall of Fame library, which was a quieter location despite its
proximity to a theme park. At the Hall of Fame, a video of Oh Sadaharu played to greet
guests and advertise baseball’s return to the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. At the time of my last
research trip, Japan had won two out of three World Baseball Classics, and adding
baseball to the Olympics seemed like a certain way for Japan to win a gold medal over
the United States, Korea, and Taiwan. Once again, baseball and images of Japanese
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national strength converged. The 2020 Olympics will be an exciting case study for
understanding future shifts in the relationship between baseball and nationalism.
However, by 2020 there may be a new way of understanding how games and
sports relate to physical prowess. Although baseball currently holds the status as the most
popular game in the United States, Japan, most of the Caribbean, South Korea, and
Taiwan, it is unlikely that it will hold that position forever. Surprisingly, it might be
supplanted not by a different competitive sport like basketball or football (whether
American football or soccer), but by “Esports” (electronic sports, meaning video game
competition). The joke often heard among college students that the videogame StarCraft
“is the official sport of South Korea,” is actually not far from the truth. “Esports” will be
a demonstration event at the 2018 Asian Games and a medal event at the 2022 Asian
Games.665 In 2016, the South Korean-based “International e-Sports Federation” applied
to have Esports become a medal event at the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, and at
the time of writing, its acceptance is pending.666 In competition form, video games have
the same hallmarks of nationalism and militarism seen in the athletic sports. Indeed, the
most popular Esports of StarCraft, League of Legends, Dota 2, CounterStrike, Smash
Brothers, Street Fighter, Tekken are all based around hand-to-hand fighting, winning gun
battles, or emerging victorious in war simulations. The players are identified in global
rankings by their country of origin. However, the players of Esports lack the hallmark
muscular bulk or speed often associated with the concept of an athlete. It is entirely
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possible that a medalist in an Esport could be considered physically handicapped.
Although Ishihara Shintarō pursued, relentlessly, the 2020 Tokyo Olympics because he
wanted to demonstrate Japanese physicality to the world, Japan’s next sporting icon at
those games may be more renowned for their prowess with a keyboard and mouse than
with a bat and a ball. At the time of writing, the leading E-Sports earner for the fiscal year
2017 was a Dota 2 player nicknamed “Kuro Tahasomi.” Despite the Japanese-resonant
name, Kuro is a twenty-four-year-old male of Persian heritage with German citizenship;
additionally, he has genetically impaired legs. Although unable to participate in
traditional competitive sports, Kuro earned nearly as much money playing competitive
Dota 2 in 2017 ($3 million) as the leading earner in the NPB, Kaneko Chihiro ($4
million).667
Additionally, women are becoming an increasingly public force and face in the
field of Japanese athletics. At the time of writing, Japan is two years away from hosting
the 2020 Summer Olympics, and its Olympic Committee revels in its success of reintroducing baseball and softball as medal events. After winning the first two World
Baseball Classics in 2006 and 2009, the Samurai Japan team has recently struggled in
international competition, placing third in both 2013 and 2017. Meanwhile, Japan’s
women’s soccer team has seen great success after 2010, winning the FIFA Women’s
World Cup in 2011, taking a silver medal in the 2012 Olympics, and finishing in second
place in the 2015 Women’s World Cup. The next Women’s World Cup will be held in
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2019, followed by another performance at the 2020 Summer Olympics. Japan’s women’s
soccer team, known as “Nadeshiko” (撫子), a term which refers to the classical beauty of
a Japanese woman, represents a different take on discourses of national strength. Much
like the “Oriental Witches” (東洋の魔女)—the 1964 Japanese Women’s Volleyball
team—the Japanese Women’s Soccer Team represents a non-normative symbol of
national strength. Come 2020, Japan’s best sporting team—in terms of performance and
world-recognition—may not be named after a samurai, and it may have never touched a
baseball. Japan’s iconic athlete may be a female footballer, or a physically handicapped
Esports player. It is the hope that this dissertation opened the conversation for scholars to
recognize the many ways that athletics, sports, and recreation—in their most broad
definitions—shape the development of national identity.
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